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Ladies and gentlemen,
let me open this symposium on nuclear heating, which has been organized by the Czechoslovak
Atomic Energy Commission in order to discuss our considerations of the possibility of utilizing
nuclear energy for heating purposes.
Let me say welcome to experts from Belgium. Sweden and Poland, who accepted our invitation
and who with their contributions and experience give us their help in investigating this field
in Czechoslovakia. Further I would like to say welcome to all Czechoslovak experts present,
workers in power engineering, representatives of city-organizations, specialists from our factories producing nuclear equipment and all other workers who are concerned with problems of
district heating.
One of the basic conditions for further development of human society is the development of
energy sources. Reserves oi classical sources ;ire not inexhaustible and the time is near,when
in many countries classical sources will be completely exhausted. One of those countries unfortunately is also Czechoslovakia. From all long-term considerations it is clear that nuclear
energy must take the place of those kinds of energy which are now used and that will have to
happen in a relatively short time. If in 7965 the nuclear power-plants shared a mere one percent of the whole power system output, in 2000 it is excepted that they will share 50%.
The reality of this growth is proved by the fact that by the end of 1968, eighty-two nuclear powerstations with a total output of 16,000 MY/e were in operation. By the end of 1970, 109 nuclear powerstations with a total output of over 30,000 MWe should be in operation; and ir, 1980 the capacity
of nuclear power-plants should reach about 300,000 MWe. This is mainly because nuclear powerplants do not only not present any technical problems, but they are also capable of competing
economically with classical power-plants and that is true also in countries which have a source
of cheap coal or oils. Utilization of nuclear power in great condensation power-plants for production of electric energy is not the only way to use this energy effectively.
Nuclear energy is used for propulsion of ships. Although submarines take the greater part
because of the advantage of long submerging time and radius of action, we know that ships like
the Savannah, the Otto Hahn or the icebreaker Lenin, also use nuclear energy.
To a great extent projects are worked out for multi-purpose utilization of nuclear reactors while
desalting seawater, producing power and artificial fertilizers at the same time. Nuclear reactoi
as an intensive source of neutrons and radiation is used also ior changing properties of materials
to produce chemical products etc.
For an inland country with a long heating season like Czechoslovakia, where there are from
170-190 days in a year when the temperature is between zero and 10° centigrade, there is a
possibility of using a nuclear reactor for heating. Harmful effects of burning of less valuable
fuels in boilers of heating plants in towns and big industrial agglomerations are well known to
everybody. For many fears a so far not very successful struggle has been fought for the liquidation of sources of exhalations and their harmful influence on population, buildings, parks, agricultural land, woods, fauna and flora.
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/ shall give a tew examples of the fall of harmful products in Czechoslovakia especially in some
industrial agglomerations and in Prague. In Czechoslovakia in 1965 the fall of fly-ash was almost
2,5 mil. tons and the fall of S02 about 1.8 mil tons. That is about three times more than our industry can use in sulphuric acid.
With regard to the growth of our power engineering we expect that the fly-ash fall in 1980 will be
somewhat lower, about 1.5 mil. tons while the exhalation of S02 will grow to 2.7 mil. tons.
Those are the average figures for Czechoslovakia. There are of course, certain areas which are
already today severely harmed, for instance the district of Most in Northern Bohemia, where the
fall of S02 is 150,000 tons. The situation is no better in Prague. Wile in 1959 the concentration
of S02 in a cubic metre of atmosphere was 0.08 mg in the industrial zone, this concentration increased in 1966 to 0.53 mg and even in the residential centre the contents of S02 grew 10 times,
from about 0.02 mg per cubic metre to 0.24 mg. All these results are a necessary penalty for the
material development of society. But proportionally with the increase in the living standard we
are at the same time spoiling our living conditions and living surroundings. The recent words of
U-Thant, who warned against dangerous consequences of exhalations and of pollution of water,
are true for Czechoslovakia too.
Czechoslovakia belongs among the largest world consumers of power per person. In 1965 the
consumption of energy expressed in tons of specific fuel was 72.5 mil. tons. That is more than
5 tons per inhabitant. As far as I know we are at present in third place in consumption per
capita in the world. At the same time in this consumption of energy electricity represents a very
low percentage. In 1965 we produced 36,000 milliard kV/h, which is about 15.5 mi I.tons of
specific fuel, so that electric power was only 21.5% of the total consumption of energy in Czechoslovakia.
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Bγ 1980 we expect the total consumption of power to reach about 90 mil. tons of specific fuel,
while the production of electric power will increase to 90,000 - 100,000 milliard kWh. The contribution of electric power will grow substantially in Czechoslovakia's energy balance to about
35%. Even then, in 1980, 65% of energy will be consumed in other forms than electric power.
From that point of view production of heat is very significant for Czechoslovakia. At the same
time the production of heat is not cheap for Czechoslovakia. The only classical cheap source is
our coal, The price of heat produced from coal is between 30 and 40 crowns for a Cca/. Heating
oil with sulphur content of about 3% is imported by Czechoslovakia. The price per Cca/ therefore increases to 40 crowns. On the other hand, heat from uranium seems to be very advantageous.
For instance with the CANDU-reactor the price per one Cca/ is 0.21 dollars, that means after
conversion about 7.6 crowns per Ccal.
With enriched uranium for a VVER reactor from the Soviet Union the price of heat is 0.64 roubles
per Ccal, which is about 11.5 crowns. In both cases, only the fuel part is taken. Naturally the
total economic effettivity of heat production is determined by total costs. Therefore in 1968 we
commissioned Energoproject and the Skoda-Works to prepare a series of preliminary projects of
nuclear heating plants. Many of the Czechoslovak experts, who are present here, took part in
a discussion on the study of a nuclear heating plant for Plzeti. You will fee made familiar with
the results of the study for Prague and Brno by Mr. Stransky and Mr. Hfl/ovec. A significant
though not a definite result of these studies is that in spite of high investment costs, which are
about 50% higher for a nuclear heating plant than the classical heating oil variant, the price of
one Ccal for a nuclear heating plant is about 60 crowns.
If preliminary results are so advantageous we think that it is necessary to study those problems
further and consider the general prospects of a nuclear heating plant in Czechoslovakia.
If a nuclear heating plant is realized, the Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission will help and
will discuss the necessary share of investment means.
Ladies and gentlemen, I wanted to give those few data in the begining and emphasize in this
way the interest of Czechoslovakia in nuclear heating.
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DISTRICT HEATING \N CZECHOSLOVAKIA
AND POSSIBILITY OF USING
NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS
FOR THIS PURPOSE
J. VLACH
Power Institute, Prague

SUMMARY
There are about 100 towns in Czechoslovakia that have centralized beat supply and in 33 of
them there is a beating station. Due to the increasing employment of liquid and gaseous fuels in
beating and because of the high cost of beating distribution systems, decentralized beating in
the past years has been successfully competing with centralized beating. The fact that centralized supplies depend mostly on lignite with high sulphur content is also unfavourable.
Because of fuel and sulphur pollution problems, utilization of nuclear energy must be considered.
Studies have shown that high-capacity nuclear sources are promising for the near future. In view
of their size and the price of nuclear fuel, nuclear beating and power plants should be preferred
to heating plants.
To ensure full beat supply, ii is useful to divide the whole beat output between a nuclear baseload part and a peak-load part using fossil fuel and serving also as a standby. The ratio of the
nuclear contribution to the total output, in addition to fuel prices, depends chiefly on the duration
of peak-load beat demand X and also on the type of turbine used. For T^ 3000 hours /year, backpressure turbines are suitable; a smaller X requires condensing bleeder turbines. For large plants
with a high T, a distribution of the load among several nuclear reactors may be considered. The
result is that it will be possible to locate nuclear beating end power plants at not two great
distance; this will have a favourable effect of. the cost of beating distribution systems.
Further development strongly depends on the prices of nuclear equipment.

1. THE PRESENT STATE OF DISTRICT HEATING IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Supply of heat from district hsating distribution systems exists in Czechoslovakia to a smaller
or greater extent in approximately 100 towns. Of these in 33 towns there arc public heating
distribution systems supplied mostly from heating stations. The largest district heating systems
have an output of several hundred Gcal/h. Ostrava has one of the largest heating systems in
Europe. The largest heating turbines s o far used in Czechoslovakia have an output of 55 MW;
however, our industry is capable of supplying larger units. E.g. Skoda-Works is exporting to
Denmark two condensation bleeder turbines with an output of 125/135 MW.
Most turbines in heating plants; of course, have a small output and are relatively old, as combined
production of heat and electricity in Czechoslovakia has a long tradition; the first public heating
plants were built a s early as 1929, and factory heating plants even before that.
In 1945-1960 from limited investment means, 12 public heating plants were built and several older,
power plants were changed into heating plants.

In 196? the output of all heating aggregates represented 27.4% of the total power system output.
Si.ace the construction of large condensati~.fi power plants is quicker, heating aggregates tend to
represent a decreasing part.
An orientational survey on die development of district heating supply from heating plants and combined hearing and power plants is given in the following table.
1955

1960

1965

4 450

6 650

9 040

238
200
38

280
220
60

407
258
149

Heat supply from public heat grids to
industries and population in 1000 Gcal/h
Length of heat grids in km
from that stoam
hot water

The length of heat grids in other branches in municipal enterprises substantially exceeds the
given lengths, and the same applies for the supply of heat.
It may be said that district heating in Czechoslovakia has reached a relatively high level of
development, though nc in all, apparently very advantageous cases, is it possible to utilize them.
It may also be said chat in Czechoslovak heating even in earlier times original elements were introduced (e.g. in 1929-1930 boilers and turbines of pressure 130 at, maximum limiters in interchange stations, etc.) and similarly nowadays some original technical solutions and equipment
are applied.
Recently there have been difficulties in construction and development of heating, caused especially by high investment costs for heat grids. Considerable problems are created by the question
of available fuel for district heating.
Brown coal often has high contents of sulphur, which is a complication from the viewpoint of
atmosphere purity and sometimes draws objections to heating station locations, though the heating
station can much better solve all troublesome questions connected with poor fuel quality with
regard to atmosphere purity than by decentralized supply.
Of course, brown coal with a low heating capacity and high contents of ash and water makes the
heating plant much more expensive.
Czechoslovakia has, to import liquid and gaseous fuels. When using such fuels it is easier to
solve che problems of decentralized sources and of local supply of heat. With centralized sources
there is die complication that their construction must be planned more carefu-'ly, while the risk
of a change in expected consumption of heat during construction cannot be excluded; and further
there must always be more or less preinvestments, therefore there is more competition for district
heating in Czechoslovakia than before.
Thus one may characterize the initial situation for considerations of use of nuclear sources for
supply of heat.
It is remarkable 'that a strong argument given in favour of nuclear sources is the concern for
atmosphere purity, which is the same circumstance that used to be a cause of great anxiety and
cautiousness when planning nuclear centres.
At the same time the economic questions are significant; from all points of view acceptable
investment costs are the basic condition for the realization of a nuclear heating plant.
The weak-point of all proposals for the use of nuclear sources for heat supply in Czechoslovak
conditions is to be looked for in investment costs, because they are higher than in other applicable solutions which satisfy in she same way the demand of heat. But one fact must be considered:
nuclear sources have relatively much better possibilities for lowering investment costs and the
development may quite quickly improve the situation in this respect.
With regard to other advantages the iavestment costs for their construction may somewhat exceed
the costs of a conventional source.
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It would be difficult to state generally what is an acceptable difference; that depends on individual conditions in each case where a nuclear source comes into consideration.
It is obvious that the larger the nuclear source, the lower would be the specific investment con
and its difference from the classical source cost would also be smaller.
There are, however, two circumstances that must be taken into account.
First, there is the fact that the realization of the first nuclear source designed for heat supply
must of necessity have the features of an experiment, especially with regard to the development
of Czechoslovak nuclear power engineering up to now. To experiment on a large plant is more
difficult and it is more demanding on planning, design work and construction. In such a case the
risk is always greater.
Second, the number of cases, where a large nuclear source for supply of heat could be built will
diminish with further development.
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Should the entry of nuclear energy into the field of heat supply be delayed for a longer time than
what corresponds to possibilities of improving and economizing nuclear sources, most of the
cases suitable for district heating would have been solved in another way, e.g. by construction
of classical heating plants. A nuclear source could then be used only upon enlargement of an
existing system of district heating or upon its reconstruction, when some classical sources, the
lifetime of which has expired, would be substituted by nuclear centres.
It is therefore clear that solving the problem of nuclear sources is always a very difficult task.
Here the time factor cannot be neglected.
2. INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR THE SOLUTION OF NUCLEAR SOURCES
The first studies which were made in Czechoslovakia a few years ago and which were concerned
with che possibilities of economical application of nuclear energy for heat supply showed that
immediate application cannot be reckoned with; but the prospects for using nuclear sources in
future years are quite promising. Accuracy of these considerations is of course determined by
the accuracy of estimates of investment costs and the costs of fuel. As price data were not available to the necessary extent we had to use relative comparison of costs of a power plant and a
heating plant in the classical and nucleate version, i.e. ratios
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where index E means power plant, T - heating pliant, j - nuclear sources.
It was necessary to use for calculation, mainly data oo foreign nuclear and classical plants,
where it is difficult to judge the absolute investment costs. The calculation with the help of
comparative relations, which ace steadier and do not fluctuate so much, cannot however give
precise and difinite values. Nevertheless, it has given enough information for overall orientation.
It has been found that if the reactor chosen for Czechoslovak power plants of the A-series were
used, it would be necessary to construct a large nuclear source with reactor thermal output
exceeding approximately 800 MW. If a nuclear source couid not be realized for such a thermal
output, it would be necessary to use an enriched fuel reactor, which can be built even for lower
thermal outputs.
Enriched fuel,- of course, has to be imported. Us price is higher than that of natural uranium and
there is another factor of uncertainty in she economic estimates.
With regard to heat requirement in die cases that come into considetatioo, it has been clear from
the beginning that it is not possible to limit the considerations on natural-uraniiifli heavy-water
gas-cooled reactor, but that it is necessary to look also into the possibilities of heat supply with
the use of other types of reactors requiring enriched fuel.
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At present the following types of reactors can be considered for nuclear sources:
heavy water moderated and gas-cooled reactor;
pressurized water reactor;
boiling water reactor?
graphite gas-cooled reactor.
The higher the steam parameters, the more suitable the reactor is for heating plants. The state
of produced steam is near to the state of steam from classical boilers. More important however
is the reactor reliability and safety, which is the main problem with nuclear sources used for
heat supply.
Heat supply demands certain special requirements on the properties of the reactor. In the case
of a town heating plant it is necessary to take into consideration the annual and daily variation
of neat demand.
In some cases the fluctuation may be so strong that the reactor cannot manage it, even if it
would be working on highly enriched fuel.
Therefore with nuclear sources for heat supply it is essential to balance the time-behaviour of
the thermal load. With sources supplying heat for technological purposes heat is usually consumed all year round and the consumption is more constant. But even in such a case we cannot
avoid certain fluctuation.
The frequency of changes in the heat load is also very important and in each case the heat load
behaviour and its consequences for reactor operation must be balanced in detail.
It is necessary to keep in mind that in heat demand and its behaviour during the lifetime of the
reactor various changes may occur which would influence the operational conditions of the reactor.
Unlike nuclear power plants, the nuclear sources for heat supply must have a certain flexibility
to allow, if need be, changes in operational renditions according to the development in heat
supply.
There is another serious difference; a nuclear power plant does not need any reserve output as
the whole interconnected electric system represents the reserve. Heat supply is a local matter,
the source must have a necessary stand-by output.
In case of a failure it is possible to cut down heat supply for heating (e.g. in Czechoslovakia to
the value corresponding to heat demand at the average atmosphere temperature of the coldest
month instead of at the lowest temperature) therefore the heating output may be lowered by about
1 / 3 . Similarly it is possible in case of a failure to reduce supply of heat for heating of supply
water etc. so it is possible with sources supplying residential zones of towns to suffice temporarily with an output of about. 60 %. However it is not possible to leave the whole supply to one
plant only, as this might be put out of operation for a long time by a random event causing severe
consequences for the whole supplied area.Then we could rely on one plant even less in the case
of supply of heat for technological purposes.

3. SCHEME OF NUCLEAR SOURCES
In the case of nuclear sources there are two possible solutions:
to divide the required output among more reactors;
to build a reserve in classical sources.
The division of output among more reactors leads to increased specific investment costs and
worsens all other economic indexes of the source with the exception of the possibility of better
load distribution and exploitation of the reactors, which may be slightly better with a suitable
combination than in the case one reactor covering the whole load. More than one reactor would
come ineo consideration if the maximum heat demand duration is high.
The use of classical source as a reserve has the advantage of lower specific investment costs.
At the same time the reserve output if divided into more units may be used as peak sources.
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Stations supplying heat to towns haive usually a very changeable behaviour of heat demand with
pronounced heat peaks. As the operational properties of reactors are not the most suitable for
managing strongly changeable l o a d s , it s e e m s reasonable to divide the required total heat output
into two parts: the b a s i c - nuclear, and the peak • represented by c l a s s i c a l s o u r c e s .
Such an arrangement h a s ± e following advantages:
lower total investment c o s t s of the heat source;
creation of more favourable conditions for the nuclear heat source, which covers only the
load diagram base where the -behaviour of heat demand i s steadier.
The reduction of investment costs is possible also because the function of the stand-by and peak
units is combined to a certain extent.
This scheme of nuclear source has therefore been studied in particular for use under Czechoslovak conditions. The basic questions connected with the selection of this scheme are as follows:

|;|

A/ economical contribution of the nuclear equipment to the total district heating system
output;
B/ the limit of advantageousness between a nuclear heating plant and nuclear heating
power plant.
Ad

A/

Economic share of nuclear sources depends on many circumstances, especially on investment costs and the ratio between nuclear and fossil fuel price.

The following terms may be introduced:
thermal output of the nuclear part
n
~ total nominal thermal output of the source
and in case of a nuclear heating and power plant also a nuclear heating plant heating factor
a

'

_ thermal output covered by steam passing through the turbine
total nominal thermal output of the source

For nuclear heating plants Ofc ^ n is true. Another term may be introduced:
n

n

This factor states what proportion of the nuclear part output is covered through the turbines.
The heating factor CL-. is smaller than the fa\.
a of a classical heating plant, and c^ approaches
the value of one. The magnitude of the portion of the auclear equipment on output depends on
many circumstances, especially on nuclear equipment price and fluctuation of the heat load,
because the expensive nuclear equipment must be well exploited. A characteristic quantity which
shows best what the magnitude of the ratio n should be is the duration T of maximum heat demand.
Generally according to studies the magnitude of quotient n when assuming power production in
a combined heating and power plant is approximately as given in the following table:
x =2000
n=0.1

3000
0.15-0.3

4000
G.30-0.45

5000
0.45-0.55

6000 .
0.6-0.7

These figures are true in Czechoslovak conditions and for those price relations that have been
taken as a basis for deriving calculation relations. Though with changed prices the values n may
of course change, they give an outline of the general arrangement of a nuclear source. It is clear
that the prospects of application of a nuclear source are good if the heat demand has a longer
duration-of maximum heat demand T.
Ad B / The limit of advaniageousness between a nuclear heating plant and a combined nuclear
heat and power plant is also influenced by the value of the quotient of the nuclear part over the
total thermal output.
Comparison calculations must be based on the requirement that power production ia a nuclear
heating plant is not economically disadvantageous when compared with power production in a
nuclear power station. ~
From the calculations it follows that most significant is the ratio of investment costs for the
peak and nuclear part. The second most significant figure is the nuclear fuel price. It may be
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said that nuclear combined heating and power plants could generally have priority when the duration of maximum heat demand is long and when the nuclear fuel is more expensive. The limit
between a nuclear heating plant and a nuclear combined heating and power plant is usually below
the threshold of advantageousness of use of nuclear power for heat supply; that means if it is
advantageous to use nuclear power, it is advantageous to build a nuclear source as a heating
plant.
This conclusion is supported by the following facts:

u
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nuclear fuel price is not negligible and good power efficiency is essential;
parameters of steam obtained from a nuclear plant are already comparable or only slightly
lower than parameters obtained from classical heating plants of the same output.
The limit of advantageousness between a nuclear non-combined purely heating plant and other
fossil fuel heating systems catnot be more closely determined at present nor is it possible to
say when nuclear power will be more advantageous.
Because the reactor is the most expensive part of a nuclear heating plant, the full utilization
of its output must be secured. The possibility of utilizing the nominal reactor output depends
mainly on the duration of maximum heat demand X and the portion of the total thermal output
covered by nuclear equipment. It is clear that the bigger Xand the smaller n, the steadier is the
behaviour of reactor load according to heat supply demand. Then it is sufficient to use a backpressure turbine, which is practically constantly fully exploited. If this is not so, that means if
the quotient n is bigger and duration T of maximum heat demand shorter, then the reactor explotation is not sufficiently uniform. That may be achieved by using a condensing bleeder turbine,
which exploits the reactor by condensation power production when the heat supply decreases.
A survey showing which type of turbine may be used is given in table 1.
Table 1: Survey showing ths type ot turbine that may be used:
X

<

type of turbine

Cb. Cb j

2000

3000
Cb. C

4000
bp + Cb d

5000
bp

condensing bleeder turbine with full condensation
Cb; - condensing bleeder turbine with increased condensation
(with increased condensation output)
Cb d - condensing bleeder turbine with decreased condensation
(with decreased condensation output)
back - pressure turbine
bp
Turbines with increased condensation require a temporary reduction in heat supply so that the
released steam output may be used to obtained peak power output.
In nuclear heating stations with condensing bleeder turbines it is possible to increase with
advantage the part of the nuclear system to a higher value n, than the one given above, if it is
possible to produce power in the condensing circuit with costs comparable with other power
plants.

Cb

If a higher value n, i.e. a larger reactor is chosen, the limit of suitability of purely back-pressure
turbines moves towards higher values of x/ about X ^ 5000/.
The limit case is the increase of the portion of nuclear equipment to n =0.7 to 0.8. A reserve in
• classical boilers in that case is determined to guarantee the thermal output only, and is not mixed
with peak thermal output, though a certain small part of heat demand in periods of highest thermal
load may be purposefully covered by fossil fuel boilers.
It is clear ihat the latter case is more a nuclear power station supplying heat than a nuclear heating station. The possibility of application is of course limited by the face as to whether it is
possible to place an increased condensing output and condensing power production in the supplied
area without negative effects on the surroundings.
The block diagram ci the heating station must be: reactor + turbine + heating plant proper. Only
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the peak boilers, if they are placed in the heating station, must be connected - if it is a hot-watergrid heating station - in series at the outlet from the station for all units.
Peak and stand-by boilers may be placed either directly in the heating station or in a separate
peak and stand-by boiler station, or located separately in a suitable place of the hot-water grid.
A separate location of a peak boiler station is advantageous from the view-point of hygiene as the
danger of radioactive particles affecting exhalations from fossil fuel combustion is thus avoided.
Separate location of a peak boiler in the centre of a supplied area may have the advantage of
allowing reduction of pipe diameter of some sections of the heat grid and especially of the main
feeder, which means a reduction in investment costs of the heat grid. A condition for this arrangement is automation of peak boiler operation so that there are no costs for permanent servicing.
The nuclear heating station as the basic part of the whole district heating system may be placed
not far from the supplied area, provided that proper safety measures are applied.
Investment into safeguards (containments) is necessary in any case; if it is necessary to make it
more expensive due to improved arrangement it is balanced by savings on the heat feeder, since
the nuclear heating station may then be placed closer to the supplied area.
With proper solution of safety measures, it is possible to count with a relatively small width of
safety zone. The area within a 500 m radius must be kept free of all permanent residences in the
area within a 1000 m radius only minor land coverage near the outer area boundary is acceptable.
t-3

,.j

1

For town h e a t i n g stations hot-water grids come into consideration while steam-grids could rather
be applied with factory heating s t a t i o n s . From the view-point of nuclear plant properties, the
accumulation capability, of hot-water grids i s e s s e n t i a l , a s it may "catch" load variation and to
a considerable extent balance the required fluctuations. For managing smaller short-term variations of h e a t l o a d not e x c e e d i n g approximately 10% of nominal output, h e a t reservoirs may be
considered; t h e s e could b e u s e d with advantage near'the end of the heating s e a s o n , when the
reactivity r e s e r v e s g e t lower. B u t h e a t reservoirs complicate the operation and require certain
investment costs, so it is necessary to consider their use in each case individually and with
regard to the chosen reactor type and its operational properties. Heat reservoirs would pay
especially in such a case where they would allow the use of the cheaper back-pressure turbine
instead of the more expensive bleeder turbine.
Nuclear heating stations must be used because of their properties, in basic permanently operated
sources. In some cases the possibility of seasonal reactor performance will have to be consid»
ered, as it may lower the investment costs.
The heaving station power output will apply its full value in the power output balance practically
all the time as in the case of back-pressure turbines the heating factor Ok i s low, therefore practically full exploitation maybe expected. If condensing bleeder turbines ate used, their output is
secured.

4. CONCLUSION
Price relations are not yet so steady as to allow an unambiguous survey of all cases and general
rules according to which it would be possible to decide unambiguously the advantageousness of a
nuclear source. It depends greatly upon individual condition:; and it will be applied rather in individual c a s e s . However, more detailed studies and calculations, show that they do have justified
prospects for the future, and that they will be capable of successful competition with classical
fossil fuel sources.
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P. H. MARGEN
A B Atomenergi, Stockholm

SUMMARY

The interest in combined systems for electricity and beat production increases, especially for
district beating wbicb may involve about 3500 MWe in Sweden by 1980. Increasing problems of
air pollution, however, threaten to slow down the development of these systems unless nuclear
reactors are used for this purpose.
The sr.<all Agesta reactor wbicb went intooperation in 1963/64 bas given a promising perspective
to nuclear district beating; the elimination of air pollution bas been strongly appreciated.
Because of fairly high costs for hot water transport, the most promising future solution is to
locate district beating reactors directly in towns. To verify this, the Stockholm Electricity Board
proposes to place a 500 MWe reactor wbicb is to be commissioned in 1974 • 75, within the urban
district of Stockholm. A license was applied for in 1968, and it is expected tbat the Safety
Authorities will give their opinion during 1969. A description is given of the design which comprises aBWR steel pressure vessel in a concrete containment located underground in rock. The
future development of PCPV reactors which can even be built underground, is also dealt witb.
A model pressure vessel for such a reactor will be completed this summer, and according to the
testing schedule this reactor should be commissioned in 1975.
Preliminary economic considerations indicate tbat witb combined electricity and beating production in a power station of common size, savings of 10 to 15% can be achieved in comparison witb
separate electricity and beating production. The economic consequences will, however, depend on
local conditions^

1. GENERAL INTEREST IN DSSTRICT HEATING
In Sweden, district heating schemes of significant output have been operated in seven of thebiggest towns for a number of years. This trend is expected to continue, and a recent report*'
by the coordinating committee of the power industry estimated that by 1980, power stations
associated with such schemes would contribute about 3,500 MWe to the country's electric generating capacity. The reason for this trend is that the generation of electricity and heat in large
combined stations can produce these commodities af. a total costs some 10 to 15% below that obtained if these commodities are produced separately as illustrated later in this paper - the exact
amount depending on local conditions such as availability of cooling water.

2. THE SWEDISH NUCLEAR POll/ER PROGRAMME
Sweden has also a nuclear power programme of considerable dimensions, as shown by Fig. 1
which shows the power reactors in operation, under construction or on order. All the seven power
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reactois shown are water reactors, and six of these are designs developed in Sweden without
any license from abroad. The first two, Agesta which became operational 1963/64 and Marviken ™'^
due for criticality later this year use heavy water as moderator, the remainder light water.
As a result of the use of water as coolant and pressure vessel designs for all of these power reactors much common technology exists ; though the industry has acquired experience with two
variants able to satisfy customers with different preferences for the fuel cycle - BWRs for enriched fuel and BHWRs for natural uranium fuel.
The State Power Board is the utility which operates Agesta and Marviken, and will operate
Ringhals, whilst the private utility group OKG builds and will operate the two reactors at Oskarshamn. AB Atomenergi has been responsible for the conceptual design of Agesta and Marviken (the
latter in co-operation with the ASEA Company) and some core and component development work
contributions for Oskarshamn-1, whilst ASEA-Atom (formerly ASEA) is the main contractor for all
the stations shown on Fig. 1 except Ringhals-2 and developed also the design for the BWRs
(ref. 6) Westinghouse associated with the Swedish group Monitor is the main constructor for
Ringhals-2.
It is foreseen that by 1980, 8,000 to 9,000 MWe of nuclear power plant will be in operation in
Sweden, about half of this operated by the State Power Board, the remainder by private utilities
and local authorities. It is thus not surprising that also nuclear district heating has been given
serious attention.

3. FIRST NUCLEAR DISTRICT HEATING PROJECT-AGESTA
The first district heating scheme in Sweden using a nuclear reactor became operational in
Farsta (a southern suburb of Stockholm) 1963/ 64, and the reactor is located at Agesta some
4 km south of the distribution centre, it has an output of 65 MW(t) and i s an association with
a 10 MWe back - pressure turbine. A cooler and cooling tower allows the turbine to operate even
when there i s no heat demand.
For this particular application, the main justification for the reactor was to serve as a training
ground for the Swedish nuclear development teams, industry and utilities, the entire reactor being
designed and made in Sweden. Application to district heating served more as a convenient means
of obtaining some revenue from so small a reactor, as the generation of electricity only would
have given less revenue. Since then, however, some of the advactages of nuclear district heating
have become apparent.
Whilst at first the population in some of the surrounding districts was suspicious, the concerns
disappeared when measurements showed no increase in activity,, and the absence of smoke was
strongly appreciated. Indeed, on SUCVJ occasions when the reactor was shut down for special trials
or to repair a fault, a reserve oil-fired boiler had to be used, and the resulting smoke often caused
complaints by the residents of the area.
The reactor (ref. 2 and 3) which is of the pressurized heavy water type with natural uranium fuel,
has given good reliability in service as shown by Fig. 2. It is shut down each summer as the heat
demand is very low during that period. Heavy water losses have also been very low - i.e. a total
of about 800 kg during 5 years of operation. The reactor was restarted in October 1968 with its
second core, which has only 90 fuel assemblies compared to the original 140, but gives the same
output. It is possible that the output of the reactor will be increased in future when the third or
a subsequent core is installed, if the plans for wide spread district heating ^cliemes for the
Stockholm region mentioned in para 4 materialize.
The reactor was financed jointly by AB Atomenergi and the Stai* Power Board whilst the turbine
and district heating scheme were financed and are operated by the Stockholm Electricity Board.

4. RISING INTEREST IN LARGER NUCLEAR DISTRICT HEATING PROJECTS
At the present time, the quesrion.of air pollution has become a cause of major concern for the
largest cities. For this reason, it is doubtful whether permission could be obtained to build further
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large oil-fired stations within the borders of the largest cities such as Stockholm or Gothenburg.
Nuclear reactors may thus become the only acceptable means of fulfilling certain of the expansion
plans concerning nuclear heat, provided designs of sufficient safety to permit urban location can
be presented to the safety authorities and will be approved by them. The interest in this approach
is also increased by the fact that large nuclear reactors are already considered to be marginally
more economic than oil-fired stations for current oil prices, and that the cost benefits are estimated to rise in future by the price developments for the two types of plant and the associated
fuels.
The emphasis at the present time is thus on the discussion of the safety issues, i.e. the design
criteria which nuclear reactors must fulfil to make urban location acceptable. The alternative of
locating the reactors well removed from the population centres and to transmit hot water over
long distances by pipes is generally considered to offer less economic promise.

5. VARTAN
The most advanced plans for large nuclear district heating schemes have been made by the
Electricity Board of the city of Stockholm. As indicated by Ryman in ref. 7, a provisional plan
has been made which would provide very large parts of the city of Stockholm and the surrounding
regions with district heating.
Large hot water distribution mains would be built, and a number of stations would feed into this
system, including some existing oil-fired stations and future nuclear stations.
The proposal by the Stockholm Electricity Board includes the construction of a reactor with
associated 500 MWe turbo-generator capacity (2x250 MWe units) as a first step. This reactor
would be located at Vartan, a district in the northern fringes of the city adjacent to the Stockholm
harbour.
Last year, the Stockholm Electricity Board filed an application to the safety authorities (the Reactor Location Board) for a construction license for the plant and requested a decision during
1969. The application was accompanied by plans concerning one design for this plant carried out
by the ASEA Company (later ASEA-Atom) acting at this stage as consultants to die Electricity
Board. This plan envisaged a BWR and turbine plant location within rock caverns as shown in
Fig. 3, where A represents the turbine building, B the reactor building and C the transport tunnel
and D the personnel access tunnel. The rock walls are covered by a steel lining with concrete
poured between the lining and the rock as at Agesta, but an additional concrete protection on the
inside of the lining being provided as missile protection.
The reactor, Fig. 4, is surrounded by a concrete structure made in such a way that even if the
vessel should burst (considered as an "incredible accident" in conventional safety reports) or
transplaced laterally, the vessel or the fragments could be caught after travelling only the distance corresponding to the thickness of the insulation. The concrete structure is supported
against the rock walls which would absorb the forces from such horizontal movements.
Vertical movement of the vessel would be stopped by pipes which transmit forces to a concrete
shielding ring above the vessel and from this to the vertical steel cables in the concrete structures.
The concrete structure is provided with slots to allow the pressure build up following a hypothetical vessel rupture to be relieved without build up of pressure waves by reflection. Ic is proposed
that the'conditions which would exist during such an accident be checked by model tests.
The above are examples of the measures proposed to give reactors with urban location an even
higher safety standard than for conventional locations, s o that accidents involving'danger to the
lives of the popalation surrounding the station or involving evacuation of a very populated region
are nude truly incredible. The comments of the safety auihorkies on the proposal are not yet avail'
able. It is,however, expected now that the process of providing evidence fully acceptable to these
authorities will take somewhat longer than originally visualised asd that a decision will thus be
delayed.
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Further information on the proposal outlined above is given in ref. 7.
It should be pointed out that the BWR design described above is not the only one being studied
by the Stockholm Electricity Board. In addition a PWR design is under study. Whereas the BWR
has only one pressure vessel requiring additional protection, PWRs have a number of heat exchangers which must be provided with protection against the consequencies of rupture, if a comparable safety standard is to be obtained. On the other hand, the heat exchanger tube walls and
tube plates provide an additional barrier against the turbine, and thus some specialists consider
that an above ground location of the turbine might be acceptable in this case, which somewhat
reduces the turbine building costs. Thus both variants considered, BWR and PWR, have their
specific advantages from the safety and cost aspect.

1

1

Also other cities such as Gothenburg have studied nuclear district heating schemes but these
studies are not so far advanced as those for Stockholm.

6. PRE-STRESSED CONCRETE PRESSURE VESSELS FOR WATER REACTORS
It is not the international practice to require protection of the surroundings of a nuclear station
fully against the consequences of so unlikely an event as the rupture of a steel pressure vessel
in the case of normal locations. The above discussion has, however, indicated that for an urban
location which eliminates the additional protection of the exclusion area, even the remote risk
of rupture of steel vessels may have to be taken into consideration.

I
i

From this point of view, pressure vessels of pre-stressed concrete are considered to have certain
advantages, if it can be shown that:
the large number of cables provided give adequate redundance against the failure of many
independent stressed members;
no local failure can cause a combination of linear failure and crack distribution in the
concrete which can give rise to additional forces sufficiently large to cause risk of explosive failure of the vessel.
'
If concrete vessels can be located in a rock excavation and, moreover, be supported against the
rock walls for back-up safety, such a combination should be capable of providing a very high
degree of safety. This combination i s , however, probably economic only for relatively compact
reactors, and is thus more suited to water reactors than to gas cooled variants. It should be
cheaper than the solution outlined in part 4 as it replaces three shells (steel vessel, concrete
back-up, and rock excavation) by only two.
In Sweden, studies of pre-stressed concrete pressure vessels for water reactors have been in
progress for some time, and currently a model pressure vessel for such a reactor is under construction with the participation of funds and personnel from a number of organizations in Denmark,
Finland, Norway and Sweden (national development organizations, utilities and reactor suppliers,
see ref.8). This model is due for completion in.August this year.
Fig. 5 shows a section through the model. One of the salient features is the removable lid, shown
in more detail in Fig. 6. The lid is locked into position by placing the struts, A, in the position
shown and pushing in the wedges, B, by screwed wedges. The vessel is sealed by two omega
rings, G, fitted with flanges that are bolted to both the lid and the cylinder by means of small
bolts, F.. The flanges are provided with rubber sealing rings, E, which arc in a cool gas atmos- '
phere. The design allows very rapid removal and replacement of the lid without the need to break
and remake any welds, and gives favourable operating conditions with no movements for the joints
and minimum deformation of the omega rings. These features are important advantages compared
to designs being worked on elsewhere.
Another important feature is the thermal insulation, which consists of a number of thin steel
sheets separated by wire spacers to create stagnant layers of water or gas. The thermal insulation i s clamped to an inner casing which can be removed from the vessel after removal of the lid,
in the event of repair or replacement becoming necessary. This is a major advantage compared to
conventional designs for concrete pressure vessels, where the insulation is fixed to the main
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vessel liner and very difficult to repair once the reactor has become active. Satisfactory test
results on the insulation have been obtained.
The design represented by the model can be used directly for boiling water reactors of the light
water (BWR) and (BH1R) types. In the former case, internal axial pumps are used to avoid tH«
existence of any coolant loops outside the pressure vesel. In the latter case, natural circulation
is used, thus also avoiding such coolant loops.
Fig. 7 illustrates a 600 MWe BHWR with this design (ref. 9). For the BHWR, an indirect cycle
with steam generators within the vessel are proposed in order to allow the use of a conventional
HjO-turbine - though experience on D2O turbines will be obtained in the Marviken BHWR due for
criticality later this year. The design shown provides the combinations of the advantages of a
concrete vessel and indirect cycle. It i s , of course, also possible to provide internal steam
generators in concrete vessels for BWRs, at a slight additional cost compared to direct cycle
BWRs.
The operating pressures for direct cycle BWRs and indirect cycle BHWRs are about 70 and 80
atmospheres respectively, and the design pressures about 20% higher. Calculations, however,
suggest that the designs provide a safety factor of at least 3 relative to the design pressure ar,J
that any failure will take place first in the cylindrical walls and be gradual, i.e. not explosive.
Calculations have also been made for very pessimistic assumptions concerning cable failures
assumed to cause local rupture of the liner and cracks in the concrete (at design pressure). Even
on the assumption that cracks cover the entire horizontal area of the vessel, the vessel can withstand the extra vertical forces caused by the escape of water or steam into the assumed cracks.
This preliminary work thus indicates extremely high safety for the proposed designs.
It should be mentioned that the latter conditions become more severe for designs for higher pressures, such as those used for PWRs, as the ratio of the cross-sectional area of the concrete walls
(which give rise to additional forces with the assumed crack formation mentioned above) to the
internal cross-sectional area of the vessei becomes much higher. For this and other reasons, concrete vessel designs are adapted more easily to boiling water reactor conditions than pressurized
water reactor conditions.
As the model pressure vessel is due for completion late this summer and will then undergo comprehensive tests in the cold and hot conditions (including tests on the insulation) culminating
with a test to destruction, a BWR based on full information from the model could be in operation
by 1976. It is estimated moreover that designs with pre-stressed concrete pressure vessels will
be somewhat cheaper tbir •«•?»"' vessel designs for large reactor outputs. Hence it should be
possible, in due course to reduce the cost of extra safety measures for urban location to rather
small amounts using this approach.

7. ECONOMY
Table 1 compares the annual costs for a 500 MWe nuclear generating station associated with a
district heating scheme to those of alternative means of obtaining the same quantities of electricity and heat, assuming that the entire heat rejection from the combined station (1100 MWt) is
utilized for district heating with an annual utilization of 4,500 hours per year right from the start.
In practice this requires that the peak load of the district heating demand be taken by oil-fired
boilers operating at a lower load factor. When rejecting 1,100 MW(t) of heat the electric output is
360 MWe. The combined scheme requires additional hot water distribution mains and the cost of
these is denoted by 0 Y million / year in schedule 1.
The alternative power source is assumed to be a similar nuclear generating station for 500 MWe,
but with a capital cost reduction of X million $ due to the reduced safety requirements (and for
certain '.ocations better cooling water facilities) for non-urban location. As this station will not
require to bleed.steam for district heating for part of the year, it can export more electricity, and
this is evaluated at the running component of the cost of highly efficient oil-fired generating
stations, as such stations would have to compensate this.
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No fixed component has been allowed, as it is possible in principle for the combined station t.o
stop bleeding steam to the district heating scheme at times of electricity shortage, thus making
the full 500 MWe available, if the reserve oil-fired boilers are brought into operation. This would
introduce extra oil costs at infrequent intervals, and these have been evaluated at£ 3 per kWe
per year in schedule 1. Both schemes require oil-fired boiler capacity for the peak demand of
1,100 MW(t), except that the scheme for separate supplies requires one extra stand-by boiler.
The cost comparison shows, that if, for instance, X + Y = 2 millions $/ year the combined
scheme will achieve a saving of about 2.9 million $/ year, or 15% of the cost for B.
If however, the district heating scheme initially has a lower heat demand than that assumed
in the example, so that the weighted mean utilization over the life of the plant is only, say 3000
hours/year based on the ultimate 1,100 MW peak demand (weighting by present worth methods)
then the net saving is reduced to about 1.5 million $/year, i.e. 10% of the overall costs for B.
This illustrates that although considerable savings are possible these can be largely offser by
less favourable local conditions in particular.

t

if

a) The cost of extra safety measures for urban location (or extra hot water transmission costs
for locations removed from the distribution centre).
b) Possibly less favourable cooling water condition.
c) Partial utilization only of reactor heat rejection for district heating in initial years.
In particular, it is important that nuclear stations of full central station capacity be used to
avoid the penalty of increased specific costs from smaller nuclear units.

I

In passing it can be mentioned that, where space exists at reasonable costs, the provision of hot
water storage accumulators can often improve the economy of combined district schemes, as
these reduce the required capacity of the reserve oil-fired boilers arid also act as a type of
"puiQped storage scheme", allowing the increase of electricity generation during the hours of
daily peak electricity demand (whilst the accumulator is being discharged) and the reduction of
electricity generation during the remainder of the day (whilst the accumulator is being charged).

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS
District heating schemes of sufficient capacity to absorb right from the start a considerable proportion of the reject <•-<« from large central stations are considered to offer considerable economic promise. Air pollution considerations will however snake it increasingly difficult to use oilfired stations for this purpose. Hence attention is now being directed primarily to nuclear reactors. Though the experience with the Agesta reactor has been good and the public reaction favourable, reactors for future large district heating schemes require urban location. The most important
'asks will be the demonstration of safety measures which permit such location at a reasonable
extra cost. The work in progress in Scandinavia on the adaption of rock containments and concrete vessels to water reactors represent significant steps in this direction.
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SCHEDULE 1 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF SCHEME WITH FULL UTILISATION
OF A 500 MWe REACTOR

A. Combined electricity and direct heating scheme

Million $ /year

1. Annual generation cost for 500 MWe reactor at
utilisation of 6,500 h/year (from item B.I.)

13.0

2. Additional cost <\ue to urban location

X

3. Annual fixed charges for 1,100 MW{t) of reserve
oil-fired boiler capacity at $ 1.4/W/year
4. Additional distribution system

1.5
Y

Total

14.5 + X «• Y

B. Separate nuclear and district heating schemes
1. Annual generation cost for 500 MWe reactor at
utilisation of 6,500 h/year giving 4.0 mills/kWh
2. Cost of oil for 1,100 MWt with utilisatiofl of 4,500 h/yeas
at 1.2 mills/kWh of heat in fuel and 0.85 boiler
efficiency, 4500 x 1.1 x 106 x 1.2 x 10"/0.85
3* Fixed charges on oil-fired boiler capacity, including
largest unit as reserve, 1,300 MW(t) at $ 1.4/kW/year

13.0

7.0
1.8

4. Total (1 + 2 + 3)
5. Less saving in
j) running costs at oil-fired stations with a thermal
efficiency of 40 %, due to extra electricity
generation relative to A. (140 MWe, 4,500 h/year)
4,500 x 0.14 x 10* x 1.2 x W*/0A
b) reserve capacity costs (see text)

21.3

6. Net amount (4) - (5)

19.4

C. Net saving for A (=B - A)

-1.9
-0.3

4.9 -(X + Y)
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DISCUSSION
Z. HAVELKA: Do you in Sweden consider the location of all nuclear heating plants in a rock excavation or
do you also consider some other solutions for the building of nuclear heating plants?
P. MARGEN: The city of Gothenburg did consider another variant, where the nuclear heating plant was not
situated underground. For this case an execution of a double-containment (protective cladding) has been
designed. On the whole, the feeling in Sweden is, that where good quality rock is available,

this would be

the cheapest way of providing the extra safety, which is needed for urban location of a nuclear source.
J. VLACH:

When considering the centralized heat supply from the heating plants, the costs for the heat

grid play the leading part under our conditions, I suppose there must be a great difference between the conditions in our country and in Sweden. From my own experience I know, that for instance in Denmark the heat
grids are, if calculated according to the average salary of a power plant worker, four or five times cheaper
than in our country, I therefore put this question: what are the costs of heat grids in Sweden, from where
we havet at present, no exact information. It would probably be best to express it in relation to the average
salary of a power plant worker; let us say 1 metre of a 0 200 mm comes up to Swedish crowns. In comparison to that, the average salary of a power plant worker is y. This is a basic question not only for nuclear
power plants but for conventional power plants as well.
P. MARGEN: To give you a reliable figure I would have to go home and do some homework. But may be I can
give you some approximate indications. We did look at the cost of building a very large system which would
take the whole heat quantity from such a 500 MW reactor, i.e. 1100 MWt and if I remember correctly, the
cost per kilometre was about 600.000 dollars. I will confirm this figure again and maybe I shall include
some figures in the version of the paper I am going to publish when I get home.
Z. HAVELKA: I would like Mr. Margen to give us some further information about radiation safety within the
area of a town, as he did not mention this in his report. In our usual practice, when projecting nuclear
safety, there occur safety zones of 0.5 km and 1 km from the ventilation

stack. What is the practice in this

respect in Sweden?
P. MARGEN: I think there are people here in the audience wf,c are better qualified to reply to this question
than I am, Generally speaking we can say that we started from a conservative point of view. For the Agesta
reactor we had an area of about 1,5 km radius, where we did not allow any new permanent buildings. A few
people had some summer cottages there, and they were allowed to keep them. But we did not .allow any new
buildings to be built. As far as new stations were concerned we reduced the radius, and generally speaking
we follow the current international practice in this line. But maybe your colleague v/ho is very familiar with
this international practice would care to say a few words on this item.
J. BERANEK:

AS for the international practice!

think we shall devote all of Thursday forenoon to this when

reports on safety will be on program. But because Mr. Margen is leaving tonight I would like to put some
questions to him concerning especially the sphere of safety. In his report Mr. Margen mentioned reasonable
costs of safety. I would like to ask, what are those reasonable costs as a percentage of the total costs.
Secondly, in his report we have heard data of technical solution of safety and partial solution of safety.
I would like to ask. what Sweden's thinking is, especially in case of the Vartan nuclear heating plant, on
the leakage from the underground containment. Even in spite of a very good technical solution it must be
reckoned that tl\e steel containment will not be leakproof. And even if it is well safeguarded against
fragments, against damage by fragments, even then leakage may occur due to looseness of the containment.
And in case of an underground location the situation is even more complicated by leakage actually at ground
level. What are the data submitted to the Swedish Safety Authorities concerning these leakages,
especially in dosage per single person? And if the total dosage for the population is available,

expressed
I would

also be interested in this dosage.
P. MARGEN: The first question was - as to what would be further reasonable costs. In the example which
I gave in the written version of my paper the totel minimum gains for those three aspects - extra safety,
a less favourable site and distribution • is about 5 million dollars per year. That is for a high
For a low utilization

utilization.

it might be about 4 million dollars a year. If. for example, we can produce extra sefe-

ty measures with gains of 1 million dollars a year, this would still be a good economic proposition. The
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1 million dollar value per year as estimated by the Stockholm Electricity Board may be the extra cost in the
Va'rtan case. I don't know how detailed their information is to back up this value, and therefore take it as
a very approximate indication. But I think however, that a longterm solution, for example with a concrete
pressure vessel, should enable you to keep below this target. And now to the second question - about the
leakage underground. Naturally we first try to make these containments very tight. We have helium leakdetection or in some cases detection by other gases. At the same time we try to make the so-called wells
on the wells: place them on the inner side of the boxes and check them. And then, when everything is
finished, we make a final test. In Agesia - for instance - we noticed, that the leakage was very small. It
was comparable with that which is obtained on the American steel spheres, which are built up under somewhat different conditions. We tested it again 2 years ago and found that no significant deterioration had
taken plffje. Of course, we carried out further measures, e.g. collection of the upper water and maintaining
the low level of the underground water by pumping it out with pumps to prevent activity escaping into the
rock so as to avoid cracks, through which activity could escape quickly in the event of looseness in the
steel walls; then the rock itself will act as a filter, so that activity cannot reach the outside space to any
significant extent. As far as the numerical value of dosage rates per person and per population is concerned,
we are at the moment, revising the views and I have no figures at my disposal to give you. What I can do is
give you a list of views when I get back, which are now being considered in a written report.
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V, KttiiEK: A few years ago news were published that the city of Vaesteraas would ba heated by a nuclear
heating plant. Has this intention been realized, what were the experiences.or why was this design rejected?
As far as I know the city of Vaesteraas is not a costal town but is situated in the middle of the country
of Sweden.
P. MARGEN: Vaesteraas - which is a city of about 80,000 inhabitants - is one of the seven cities which
have had relatively large district heating systems for about 75 years. In Vaesteraas there is an oil-fired
station and the pass-out steam from this station was used to supply heat for this system. Then, in about
1956, when we started thinking about the first prototype nuclear plant, tvto proposals were worked out.
One was the Agesta - reactor, then called A-3, which was planned for the south of Stockholm as a combined system for heat production and electricity, and the other one was at Vaesteraas, which was known
under the name of Adam and which was to be a reactor for heat supply only. Different firms /• articipated
in both of these systems. The firm I represent (AB - Atomenergil made at that time the principal design for
the reactor A-3 at Stockholm and the ASEA - company did the principal design for the Adam-reactor. Then
in about 1958 we reached the conclusion that it would be in the interest of the country to have only one
system as otherwise the cost at that stage would be loo large. Therefore we decided to join forces and we
called the combined reactor A-3 Adam. Then we dropped this title and called it simply Agesta. Just as the
AB-Atomenergi and the ASEA are associated with this project, also associated with it on the utility's side
are the Electricity Board of Stockholm and the State Power Board, which originally favoured the Vaesteraas plant. This was the case when we joined forces. Since then the demand for heat at Vaesteraas has risen
very considerably and at the present time an extension to the generating plant is in progress in order to
supply the increased demand; but this is done by oil-firing. I think that we shall see the second generation •
of nuclear heating plants, using reactors of the middle size types in 1975 or perhaps 1976, at the earliest.
The reason for this is partly economic, because we need a certain minimum demand for heat to justify the
necessity of construction, and partly because we need some time for negotiation with the safety authorities.
B. STEFEK: What is the relation of fossil sources, which may supply the area of the FARSTA - suburb, to
the output of the Agesta-nuclear source? A glance at the diagram shown in the report of Mr. Margen shows
that in the year 1968 the Agesta - heating station was shut down and naturally a reserve heat supply must
have been safeguarded.
P. MARGEN: I have a slide with me which could give you a more complete reply. What can be said, however,
is that for any nuclear system of heat supply you need a reserve source, in fact not only for a nuclear
heating scheme but for any heating system. In the case of Agesta we have a modern subutb of the city of
Farsta which is supplied with heat from Agesta and the distance from the distribution centre is 4 km. Wa
have an oil-fireS boiler here, which is acting as a reserve for the Agesta -, station; Now each year we
generally shut down the reactor for a short time in summer; This is the}time when the Swedes go to Italy
for their holiday. Therefore they need little or no heat, and that can be supplied more economically from the
oil-fired station. At that time we also do not need the staff. The Agesta - reactor is also being used for
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fuel-testing for further reactors Marviken. Oskarshamn and Ringhals. From time to time short shut-downs
are necessary in order to change the experimental fuel elements. For all these reasons we need an oil-fired
boiler. In 1968 when the first fuel charge was in the reactor for about 5 years, two things happened:
first: we discovered some activity leaks and when we inspected the fuel, we found that some damage
had occured due to prolonged vibration;
second: from the reactor - physics point c! view, we were relatively very close to the end of the lifetime of the charge, so that we changed the charge. In October 1968. we again started the reactor with
the second charge. The first charge had 140 elements, the second one had 90 fuel elements, but they
give the same reactor output. With this second charge, we hope to avoid vibrations which caused some
damage after 5 years. When designing the first charge we did not expect leaving it in the reactor for
such a long time. One thing I would like to mention is that whenever we have to shut down the reactor
for a weekend in order to change the fuel elements, we get some complaints from the inhabitants of
this district as they do not like the smoke from the oil-fired station. They have become used to living
without smoke.
Mgesta has a thermal output of 65 MW. Of that 10 MW goes to the turbine and the remaining 55 MW are available for heating purposes. The reserve oil-fired station has a capacity of 55 MW. But the demand has already
grown beyond the 55 MW output so that during the peak period we sometimes reduce the turbine output to
safeguard the heat supply, in case of a very urgent need of electricity we can run both stations simultaneously, the oil-fired one as well as the nuclear one. In addition we consider the increased reactor output
later on by putting in more fuel elements at first and still later, by building up further steam generators for
which some space has been left in the heating station.
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DESCRIPTION OF A CONVENTIONAL

P. MALDAQUE
Beigonucleaire, Brussels

SUMMARY

This paper describes a typical district beating plant at Verviers. Belgium, where the base load
is supplied to the grid by a modern dual purpose unit producing 100 T/hr of steam for industrial
and domestic uses, and 24 MWe by-product
electricity.
The main technical aspects of the plant are first examined: characteristics of the distribution
grid, of the boilers and turbine generators, heat consumption and production diagram.
The investment and operation costs of the base load unit are then analysed in some

details.

A similar unit, extrapolated to produce 560 T/hr (i.e. 370 Gcal/hr) of steam and 134 MWe of electricity, is then considered for an hypothetical case characterised by specific local conditions
existing e.g. in Czechoslovakia. The investment and production costs of this unit are estimated.
As an alternative, a nuclear unit of the PWR type with the same steam output is considered. Its
economic characteristics are estimated and compared to those of the conventional unit.

INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to examine the economical feasibility of using a dual purpose nuclear
power plant of medium size for the supply of district heat, on the basis of the experience gained
in Belgium in both fields: districts heating and nuclear power.
As far as district heating is concerned, several plants exist in Belgium, the most representative
of which is installed at Verviers and operated by Intervapeur, a subsidiary company of Society
Intercommunale Beige de Gaz et d'Electricite (Intercom) which is a leading electricity utility in
Belgium.
A modern dual purpose conventional steam unit designed by Electrobel, was installed by Intervapeur in 1964 to supply the base load required by the district heat grid. The steam output is
100 T/hr and the output of the back pressure turbine-generator is 24 MWe.
An extrapolation of this unit to 560 T / h r of back pressure steam (i.e. 370 Gcal/hr available for
the grid) will be considered in this paper a s a basis for comparison with a nuclear unit of the same
steam output, in an hypothetical case characterized by specific local conditions existing e.g. in
Czechoslovakia.
As far as nuclear power is concerned, Belgium already has a considerable experience:
the BR3 nuclear power plant (10,5 MWe net electricity output) was started in 1962 and has
proven a remarkable tool as well for training purposes a s for the development arfd testing
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of advanced Belgian techniques and components (fuel assemblies, control rods, internals,
main and auxiliary circuits, reactor control and instrumentation, waste disposal, etc);
the Franco-Belgian Sesia nuclear power plant (266 MWe net electricity output) designed,
built and operated jointly by organizations of both countries, was started early in 1967;
the Doel and the Tihange nuclear power plants, each with a power output of about 800 MWe,
have been ordered in January 1569, after several years of detailed design work by the Belgian organizations concerned.

I

Altogether, the total power output of these plants corresponds to about 30% of the present
capacity of the Belgian electricity grid.

DESCRIPTION OF INTERVAPEUR PLANT
1. The heat distribution grid
The heat distribution grid comprises a main circuit of 33 km, plus a total length of 21 km connecting piping.
The steam supplied to the grid has a pressure between 8 and 14 ata and a temperature between
200 and 230°C (670 to 695 kcal/kg). The steam delivered to the customers has an enthalpy of
660 kcal/kg.
From January 1 to December 3 1, 1968, 649, 338 T of steam (660 kcal/kg) have been sold, i.e. the
difference between the 768,268 T supplied to the grid and the losses of 117,003 T (15,23%).
During the same period, 108,757,000 kWh were supplied to the grid.
The repartition of the steam sold to the customers is as follows:
68 industrial customers using process steam
(average consumption about 6. 500 T/yr) :

442,800 T

45 industrial customers using steam for central heating
(avarage consumption about 1.080 T/yr) :

3, 500 T

1.084 domesyc customers (central heating)
(average consumption about 146 T/yr) :

158,000 T
Total:

649,300 T

The peak load during the same period was 260 T/hr.

2. The steam production equipment
The steam production equipment of Intervapeur consists of the units listed in table 1, which
gives their main characteristics.
Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of Intervapeur, showing the production equipment and the main loop.
The modern unit started in 1964 consists of:
one boiler (Cockerill-Ougree - Stein & Roubaiz) with a steam output of 150 T/hr (145 ata,
545 C) with natural circulation and two vaults, each equipped with 6 pulverized coal
burners and 4 extra-heavy oil burners; after expansion and bleeding foi feed water heating,
an output of 100 T/hr is available for the heat distribution grid.
one main back pressure turbine-generator with an electrical output of 24 MWe corresponding
to the nominal live steam output (150 T/hr at 145 ata and 545°C) and the average backpressure of 9 ata.
one auxiliary condensing turbine generator with an electrical output of 1,6 MWe which is
fed by a derived flow of back-pressure steam from the main turbine generator, and the condenser of which is cooled by the inake-up water required for the steam cycle;
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two demineralization circuits, each with a capacity of 80 T/hr (the make-up water flow
corresponds to 2/3 of the full load steam output of the boiler, i.e. 100 T/hr at full load).
The nominal output of this modern unit is 100 T/hr steam plus 24 MWe<
The total output of the complete heat plant is 376 T/hr of steam (660 kcal/kg) i.e. 248 Gcal/hr.

3. Heat consumption and production diagrams
Fig. 2 shows the daily load diagrams of the heat distribution grid for 2 working days and 2 weekend days.
These diagrams show that the daily maximum steam demand varies from 260 T/hr (winter) to
117 T/hr (summer) and that he nightly minimum steam demand varies from 80 T/hr (winter)
to 20 T/hr (summer).
Fig. 3 shows a typical load diagram of the heat distribution grid of Intervapeur as compared with
the load diagram of the Belgian electricity grid. As can be seen, these diagrams are very different.
Fig. 4 shows the monthly supplies of both grids.
Fig. 5 is the monotonous diagram of the steam supplies to the grid in 1968.
Table 2 shows the annual utilization in hours of the various units of the plant.
Fig. 6 compares typical respective load diagram of Intervapeur and of Intercom (which supplies
electricity to half of Belgium).
As a conclusion, the average utilization of the production units is significantly worse in the case
of district heating than it is for electricity production.

INVESTMENT AND PRODUCTION COSTS OF THE MODERN UNIT OF THE INTERVAPEUR PLANT
1. Investment cost
The investment cost of the modern unit is broken down between steam production and electricity
production according to the following rule:
die part of the cost to be related with the steam production is supposed to be the cost of
a low pressure steam production unit with an output of 100 T/hr ac 15 ata (slightly superheated);
H

the part of the cost to be related with the eiectrocity production is the difference between
the actual unit cost and the above defined parjf of it (specific to the steam production).

i
The investment cost, including architect engineering s»nd general expenses, can be broken down
as shown in Table 3, for a unit equipped to use extra heavy fuel oil only.

II
Sj

2. Total production cost
Table 4 gives a breakdown of the total production cost of such a unit based on the following data:
the annual capital charges amount to 10.18% of the investment cost (20 years amortization,.
8% interest rate);
the annual utilization is 4,250 hr at equivalent full power;
the average fuel cost at boiler inlet is 170 US cents/Gcal;
.
the formula used for the calculation of the price of kWh supplied to the grid is the following:
$ 18/kWh/h.year + 6 mills/kWh. This formula is generally used in Belgium between producers for the exchanges of energy.

ESTIMATED COSTS FOR AN EXTRAPOUTED CONVENTIONAL UNIT WITH AN OUTPUT OF
370 Gcal/hr PLUS 134,4 MWe
To investigate the feasibility of nuclear heating, an hypothetical case is considered, where a
requirement would exist for a unit with an output of 370 Gcal/hr plus 134,4 MWe (by product
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electricity). Such a unit could operate either as a base load unit for its full life, or on a seasonal
basis.
It has been further assumed that the conventional fuel locally available i s of such a nature that
its use would be restricted to units having adequate equipment for air pollution control (SO2).
This additional equipment is supposed to increase by 30% the total investment cost of the conventional plant.

1. Investment cost
The total investment cost in US dollars of the extrapolated unit is estimated as shown in Table 5.

3
i
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2. Total production cost
Tables 6 and 7 give a breakdown of the estimated total production cost of the extrapolated unit,
based on the following assumptions which represent a reasonable projection of the conditions
likely to be met in the period 1980 - 1990:
the local annual rate of capital charges is 7,8% (25 years amortization, 6% interest rate);
the average annual utilization is:
-7,000 hr if the unit is operated at base load,
•4,250 hr if the unit is operated at. seasonal load;
the average fuel cost at boiler inlet is 170 U.S. cents/ Gcai;
due to the larger size of the conventional unit*, coupled with further progress in design,
construction, operation, a new formula for the calculation of the price of kVh can be
estimated to $ 16/kWh/hr.year + 5 milis/kWh, i.e. for:
-7,000 hr/yr:
-4,250 hr/yr:

7.28 uiills/kWh,
8.76 miUs/kWh.

ESTIMATED COST FOR A NUCLEAR UNIT WliH AN OUTPUT
OF 370 Gcal/hr PLUS 57 MWe
As shown in the papers presented by J. Storrei and G.Gallois, at this Symposium, a pressurized
water nuclear reactor of moderate size is technically feasible as the source of heat in a dual
purpose unit producing district heat and electricity.

1. Investment cost
An estimate of the investment cost of such a unit i s given in Table 8, for the hypothetical case
considered hereabove. It has to be noted that the by-product electricity output is smaller than in
the case of the conventional unit, as the pressure and temperature of the live steam produced by
the reactor are lower.
Table 9 gives the detailed scope of the equipment and services included in the investment cost
estimate. The costs of the equipment relate to equipment delivered FAS harbour of Antwerp or
other European seaport and to services such as erection and commissioning carried out at rates
and other conditions prevailing in Western Europe.
All costs quoted comprise the design, procurement, supply, erection, tests, start-up and technical
assistance during the period of guarantee of a complete turnkey plant, with: the scope of supply
listed in Table 9, but exclude the following expenditure:
land purchase and rights;
preliminary site (geological, seisinological, meteorological and climatic) investigations;
temporary accommodation for the non-local erection and statt-up personnel;
supply of water and electric power during the construction and start-up period;
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access improvement for heavy equipment to on-site unloading facility;
costs associated with the submission and defence of the safety report;
operator's personnel training;
nuclear liability insurance before operation (during operation: included in kWh cost);
customs duties and taxes.

t

2. Operating cost
The operating cost comprises the charges for personnel and maintenance (spare parts and current
material). Table 10 gives the estimated personnel cost, based on the wages and social overhead
charges applied in Western Europe.
The maintenance costs are estimated at about $3 300,000 per annum.
3. Fuel cycle cost
The estimated equilibrium fuel cycle cost is based on the following assumptions, which represent
a reasonable projection of the conditions likely to be met in the period 1980 - 1990.
Two sets of fabrication and reprocessing charges have been choosen, ooc pessimistic and one
more realistic:
u

»°e
natural uranium value in the form of UF6
cost of unit separative work

$ 8 per lb
$ 23,2 per kg
$ 26 per kg

fabrication charges* (core and spare assemblies)

% 113 per kg $ 73 per kg

reprocessing charges**
reprocessing losses

% 30 per kg $ 20 per kg
\%

U losses during reconversion to UF6
cost of U - » U F S

0,3%
$ 5.6 per kg

value of fissile Pu as nitrate

$ \0 per gm Pu

average annual load factor

0.8 (i.e. 7.000 hrs)

burnup.

28,000 MWD/Te

Table 11 gives the calculated value of the fuel cycle cost for an interest rate of 7 % (actualization rate) and for the two sets of fabrication and reprocessing charges.

4. Insurance cost
Two types of insurance are needed:
coverage of the whole plant against damage;
nuclear liability.
The total insurance cost is estimated at $ 260,000 per annum.
5. Total production cost
The local annual rate of capital charges is the same as for the conventional plant, i.e. 7.8%
(25 years amortization, 6% interest rate).
The estimate of the average total production costs is given in Table 12 for an average yearly
utilization of 7,000 equivalent full power hours.
*

including irrecoverable uranium losses, reprocessing of recoverable losses, transportation
of UF6 from enrichment plant, packaging and transportation of fuel assemblies tto the site.

**

including the transportation cost of spent fuel assemblies.
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The estimate of the average total production costs is given in Tables 12 and 13 for an average
yearly utilization of respectively 7,000 and 4,250 equivalent full power hours.
The two sets of figures have been considered separately for the fabrication and reprocessing
charges.
The formula for the calculation of the price of the kWh is estimated at the same value as for the
conventional unit:
i.e. for 7,000 hr/yr
7.28 mills/kWh,
for 4,250 hr/yr
8.76 mills/kWh.

i
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ECONOMIC COMPARISON OF THE CONVENTIONAL AND NUCLEAR PUNTS
Prior to compare the economics of the conventional and nuclear plants, one has to make sure
that their cost evaluation has been based on the same assumptions. The cost data given for a conventional unit extrapolated from the heating plant installed at Verviers include all the taxes applied in Belgium, whereas no taxes have been included in the cost evaluation of the nuclear unit.
After discounting these taxes and the credits from the sales of electricity, the specific productioQ cost estimates can be compared as follows:

Utilization

7,000 hrs/year
4,240 hrs/year

conventional plant
$ / Gcal

nuclear plant*
$ 1 Gcal

1.29
1.50

1.15
2.01

More generally, the following formulas give the repartition of the fixed and proportional costs
(after deduction of the electricity credit):

conventional plant

Fixed cost
$ per Gcal/hr per year

2,198

nuclear plant*

9,287

I
Proportional cost
$ per Gcal

0.977

0.173

The nomogram of fig.7 represents the characteristics of the two plants as two straight lines, the
intersection of which corresponds to an utilization of 6,150 hrs/year.
As a conclusion, the estimated production cost of a nuclear heating plant with the lOutput considered here (370 Gcal/hr) is cheaper only for high load factors.
• only the "realistic" set of figures is given here for the nuclear plant.
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TABLE 1 INTERVAPcUR - PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

!
startup
date

Steam generators

Smulders 1 and 2
Smulders 3 and 4
Babcock Wilcox 5 arid 6
Cockeri I I-Ougree/Stei n
& Roubaht 7
Power Master 8
Power Master 9

output

steam
pressure

temp.

Fuel'

T/hr

ata

"c

1937
1938
1950

50
50
25

26.5
26.5
15

370
370
197

CorC+O
CorC+O
O

1964
1963
1964

150
13
13

145
13
13

545
191
191

C or C+O
O
0

• C = Coal
0 = Extra Heavy Fuel Oil
Turbine
generators

La Mouse
Stal-Laval 1
Stal- Laval 2
Stal-Laval 3

1

type
•*

B
B
B
C

• • B = Back Pressure
C = Condensing

startup
date

1953
1956
1964
1964

gross
output
MWe

5
4
24
1,6

flow
T/hr

steam
pressure
ata

temp.

120
78
150

2615
26.5
145

370
370
545

°C

back
pressure
ata

11.5
10.0
8.9

TABLE 2

INTERVAPEUR - ANNUAL UTILIZATION OF THE UNITS (1968)

Steam generators

Hows of
operation

Gross
production
T

Srnulders 1
Smuldars 2
Smilders 3
Srnulders 4
Babcock Wilcox 5
Babcock Wilcox 6
Cockeri 1 i-QugreW
Stein & Roubaix 7
Power Master 8
Power Master 9

23.601
42.770
41.474
26.037

116,239

472
855
829
521

8.030

829.863

641,012

6,410

518
577

5,101
5,916

5.T01
5.916

392
455

974,762

768,268

Gross
production

Electricity
delivered
to the grid
10*kWh

Hours of
operation

KfkWh
La Meuse
Stal-Laval 1
Stal- Laval 2 and 3

40

Equivalent
full power
hours

930
1569
1.616
885

Total:

Turbine generators

Steam delivered to
the grid
T

1.186
7,943

2.104]
t22,620J

108.757

Equivalent
full power
hours
i

526
4.789

TABLE 3 TOTAL INVESTMENT COST* OF THE INTERVAPEUR UNIT (66 Gcal/hr)

Cost in 103 dollars

Cost related with
Steam
production

Electricity
production

Total
cost

I.-Site preparation + civil
works + stacks

300

674

974

2. Heating + conditioning

4

32

36

12

68

80

1,000

1.534

2,534

5. Fuel handling and storage

144

44

188

6. Water treatment +
feedwater system

100

186

286

7. Turbine-generator

852

852

8. Cooling and pumping systems

156

156

192

332

162

162

3,900

5,600

3. Crane + accessories
4. Boiler

9. Switchboard and miscellaneous

140

10. Other electrical equipment
Total:

1,700

* including 23 % of architect engineering and general expenses
Architect engineering:
8%
Interests during construction:
8%
Taxes:
7%
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TABLE 4

TOTAL PRODUCTION COST OF THE INTERVAPEUR UNIT (66 Gcal/hr)

Specific cost

Annual expenditure
in 103 dollars
Steam
production
280.500
Gcal/yr

Electricity
production
102
GWh/yr

Steam

E lectricity

S/Gcal

Milis/kWh

1. Capital charges*

170

390

0.61

3.8?

2. Fue!

536

200

1.91

1.96

3. Water Demin.

24

24

0.08

0.24

4. Personnel

54

54

0.19

0.52

5. Maintenance

42

98

0.15

0.96

102

102

0.36

1.00

928

868

3.30

8.50

6. Overhead and
general expenses'"
Total:
Seles of electricity
Electricity credit
Cost of steam:

1.040

10.20

- 172

-0.61

756

2.69

•

* including architect engineering and general expenses
** including the local taxes

TABLE 5

ESTIMATED TOTAL INVESTMENT COST IN 103 DOLLARS OF THE CONVENTIONAL*
370 Gcal/hr UNIT

Cost related with
Steam
production

Electricity
production

w/o air pollution
control

7.860

13.020

20.880

with air pollution
control

10.220

16.920

27.140

* Including 23% architect engineering and general expenses.
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total
cost

TABLE 6

ESTIMATED TOTAL PRODUCTION COST OF THE CONVENTIONAL 370 Gcal/hr UNIT
EOUIPRED WITH A TOTAL AIR POLLUTION CONTROL (BASE LOAD USE: 7,000 hr/yr)

Annual expenditure
103 dollars
Steam
production
2,590.000
Gcal/yr

Specific cost

Electricity
production

Steam

Electricity

j>40.8

GWh/yr

S/Gcal

Mills/kWh

798

1.320

0.31

1.40

4.948

1.844

1.91

1.96

3. Water dernin.

222

222

0.03

0.24

4. Personnel

116

116

0.04

0.12

5. Maintenance

196

326

0.08

0.34

6a.General expenses

120

120

0.04

0.13

6b.T axes

360

360

0.14

0.39

Total:

6,760

4,308

2.60

4.58

Sales of electricity
Electricity credit

-2,541

-0.98

4,219

1.62

1. Capital charges
2. Fuel

Cost of steam

7.28

6,849

TABLE 7

ESTIMATED TOTAL PRODUCTION COST OF THE CONVENTIONAL 370 Gcal/hr UNIT
EQUIPPED WITH A TOTAL AIR POLLUTION CONTROL (SEASONAL* LOAD USE: 4.250 hr/yr)

Annual expenditure
103 dollars
Steam
production
1.572.500
Gcal/yr

Specific cost

Electricity
production
571.2
GWh/yr

Steam

& /Gcal

Electricity

Mills/Gcal

798

1.320

0.51

2.30

3,004

1,120

1.91

1.96

3. Water demin.

134

134

0.08

0.24

4. Personnel

116

116

0.07

0.20

5. Maintenance

196

326

0.13

0.58

6a. General expenses

120

120

0.07

0.21

6b.Taxes

268

268

0.18

0.47

4.636

3.404

2.95

5.96

1. Capital charges
2. Fuel

Total:
Sales of electricity
Electricity credit
Cost of steam

5.003

8.76

-1.599

-1.01

3.037

1.94

:
H
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TABLE 8 INVESTMENT COST ESTIMATE OF A NUCLEAR UNIT

Items

Cost estimate in
10s dollars

1. Direct costs
12. Civil works including buildings.
reactor containment, and site
improvements

5,828

13. Reactor plant equipment including
heat generating plariv: with auxiliaries.
heat transfer, nuclear fuel handling
equipment, ventilation, instrumentation
and control

10,664

14. Heating and turbo-generator plant

12,565

15. Electrical equipment

2,168

16. Auxiliary power plant equipment

368
31,593

Sub-total:
2. Indirect costs
20. Engineering, design

1,191

21. Architect-engineering + insurances, etc

4.746

Sub-total:
Grand total:
24. Interest during construction 9%
Total:

5.937
37,530
3.378
40.908

ri ^ 1
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TABLE 9 SCOPE OF SUPPLY OF THE NUCLEAR UNIT

I. Direct costs
12. Civil works
121. Buildings to house the reactor auxiliaries, the heating and power plant including water
treatment, waste disposal office and general services, stack, LV and HV enclosures.
122. Double container with air-locks, penetrations and reactor structures.
123. Site improvements including fencing, lighting, parking, etc..
13. Reactor plant equipment.
131. Heat generating plant including vessel, internals, cius^r central rods and mechanisms,
auxiliary circuits, waste process and disposal with incinerator and insolubilisation unit.
132. Heat transfer and steam generating plant including steam generators, pressurizer, main
coolant pumps, piping and auxiliaries.
133. Nuclear fufll hendling and storage equipment including fuel storage well sheeting, pool supports and racks, handling tools, casks.
134. Reactor area heating and ventilating plant.
137. Instrumentation and control including neutron flux measuring equipment, monitoring equipment,
conventional instrumentation, safety circuits.
14. Heating and turbo-generator plant.
141. Turbo-gensrator set including anoi Maries.

\
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142. Heating plant including heat exchangers, steam generators, deaerator, superheater.
144. Steam, condensate and feedwater piping including pumps, pipes, valves, auxiliary boiler and
fuel tanks.
145. Water treatment system including storage tanks, pumps, piping, valves, clarification, floculation, filtration and demineralisation systems.
15. Electrical equipment, including main and auxiliary circuits.
16. Auxiliary power plant equipment, including cranes, compressed air, fire protection.
II. Indirect costs.
This item includes all the indirect costs incurred during the construction by the
Architect-Engineer:
-
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Engineering, design and inspection works.
General and administrative costs
insurances
Temporary construction facilities.

TABLE 10 ESTIMATED PERSONNEL COSTS OF THE NUCLEAR UNIT

Rank

Number

Annual unit
wages
S

Total annual cost
S

Superintendent

1

15.000

15.000

Engineers

3

12.000

36.000

Technical engineers

2

9.G00

18.000

Technicians

12

8.000

96.000

3

6.000

18.000

22

6.000

132.000

Employees
Workers

43

315.000

TABLE 11 ESTIMATED EQUILIBRIUM FUEL CYCLE COST* (AVERAGE IN 1980- 1990)

Items

Cost
10* US S per year

Proportional charaes (7.000 hrs/yr)
Depletion of fissile material

0.847

0.847

Fabrication

0.587

0.379

Reprocessing

0.184

0.132

Financial charges

0.096

0.096

1.714

1.454

0.274
0.013

0.256
0.012

Sub-total:

0.287

0.268

Total cost:

2.001

1.722

Sub-total:

Fixed charges
Financial charges on the core
Financial charges on spare fuel

* two sets of figures for the fabrication and reprocessing
charges have been assumed, one pessimistic and one realistic
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TABLE 12 ESTIMATED TOTAL PRODUCTION COST OF THE NUCLEAR UNIT WITH THE TWO SETS
OF FUEL FABRICATION AND REPROCESSING CHARGES (BASE LOAD USE:
7.000 hr/year)
Items

Average annual expenditure
in 10*8
3,100

3.190

722

722

Fuel cycle charges

1.722

2,001

Insurance charges

260

260

5,894

6,173

-2,904

-2.904

2,990

3,269

1,15

1.26

Capital charges
Operation charges

Sub-total:
Electricity credit i.e.
399 GWri at 7.28 milisAWh
Total:
Specific cost of steam in 8/Gcal
for the annual supply of
2,590,000 Gcal to the heat grid

TABLE 13 ESTIMATED TOTAL PRODUCTION COST QF.THE NUCLEAR UNIT WITH THE TWO SET
OF FUEL FABRICATION AND REPROCESSING CHARGES (SEASONAL LOAD USE:
4,250 kg/yr)
Average annual expenditure
in 103 S

Items

Capital charges

3,190

3.190

686

686

1.151

1.328

260

260

5.287

5,464

-2,120

-2,120

Total:

3,167

3,344

Specific cost of steam in S/Gcsl
for the annual supply of
1,572,500 Gcal/yr to the heat grid

2.01

2.12

Operation charges
Fuel cycles charges
Insurance charges
Sub-total:
Electricity credit i.e.
242 GWh at 8.7&mills/kWh
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NUCLEAR POWER
AND DISTRICT HEATING PLANT
G. GALLOIS
Belgonucl&alre, Brussels

SUMMARY
The paper briefly describes a nuclear dual purpose power beating plant equipped wiib a light
water Vulcain reactor and capable of a total thermal output of 500 MWth.
.
The description includes tbe design of a reference plant based on tbe experience resulting from
tbe Vulcaisi Research and Development Programme.
Tbe main primary components are described and tbe thermal and nuclear data reviewed. , r
On secondary side, a basic reference flowsheet is developed. Assuming Sbat tbe plant is base
loaded and that steam and water consumptions are steady, a back'pressure turbine system
without condensing turbines is installed.
Bleeding points provide overheating of- the process steam.
The net electrical power output amounts to 57 MW.
As nuclear heating plants must be close to population centers if steam 'and water distribution
costs are to be minized, several plant arrangements are described e.g. multiple barrier containments.
1. INTRODUCTION
in his feasibility stady, Mr. Maidague of Beigosucleaire has compared a conventional district,
heathsg plant with a nuclear unit having the same heat output.
The selected output amounts to 370 Gcal/h which is the proposed value for district heating of
a city such "as Bro& This paper describes the nuclear unit for a daal purpose plant "of tiiis""""
output.
The design^of ebe plant is based upon proven concepts which have been developed and
successfully applied in the coosttructioo of pressurized water reactor systems and upon the
particular experience resulting feosn tbe VulcainResearck and Deirelopeeai Programme carried
out since Ifcy ,19(62 in d o s s collaboration between the U.K.A.E-A. and Syajlkas V^d^ain. For
the district beating applications, Aβ design is based on the experience acquired by Electrobe!
in ibis field.
' - ^==j u
MAifl TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

u.

power and heating p&asx. described is designed t© pwduce s eoisissl heat

a steam network for industrial processing or heating purposes with the characteristics
hereunder:
Pressure
13 kg/cm 2
Temperature
220 C
Flow
307 Tons/h
corresponding to an output of 210 Gcal/h,
a pressurized hot water closed circuit network with the following output characteristics:
Pressure
20 kg/cm2
Maximum temperature 170 C
Maximum flow
1577 Tons/h
corresponding to an output of 160 Gcal/h,
the net electrical production of the back-pressure turbine amounts to 57 MWe.
In those full-load conditions the reactor supplies a thermal output of 500 MWth.
The power and heating plant may be subdivided into five parts:
the
the
the
the
the

nuclear steam supply system;
reactor plant auxiliary systems with suitable radiation protection;
turbo-generator plant;
heating plant;
electrical plant.

In addition, the plant is controlled by the power plant control system.
2.1 Structures
Seven buildings (Fig. 3) house the complete power station:
the containment building housing the nuclear iteam supply system and the fuel storage;
the auxiliary building housing the reactor plant auxiliary systems;
the turbo-generator building for the turbo-generator plant, its auxiliaries and the electrical
plane;
the heating building for the heating plant;
the switchboard and control room building housing the plant control system;
ihe service bulding for the emergency Diesel generator and compressors;
the office building.
The containment building due to the necessity of locating heating plants near metropolitan areas
is a mulribarrier containment.
As explained bv the paper of Mr. Storrer, it meets the restrictive off site dosage limits following
a postulated loss of coolant accident.
It consists of two structures and auxiliary safety systemsThe primary containment structure is the containment vessel - a low leakage welded steel
sphere 18 mm thick, 38 ra in diameter.
The s'phere and all its penetrations are designed to withstand the pressure aiid temperature
transients which could occur following a rupture of the primary coolant system.
They are also designed to contain the radioactivity that would be released from the fuel
elements in the event of an accident.
The secondary containment structure is the shield building - a msdAurn leakage reinforced
concrete structure surrounding the containment vessel and all its penetrations.
This vessel is a cylindrical structure with 0.80 m thick walls and a 0.60 m thick shallow
<ioaie roof.
A separation of 1.200 m between the shield building and the ccatainnsent vessel farms
a space providing collection volume for the operation of the -shield building ver>< system
and access for inspection and maintenance of both structures. The auxiliary systems
located in this space provide the pressure reduction in die containment vessel aad the con-
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finemeat and clean-up of fission products that may leak from the primary vessel during au
accident and also prevent their release to the environment.
No special mention has to be made concerning the other -structures.
2.2 Nuclear steam supply system
The nuclear steam supply system consists of a pressurized water reactor, a reactor coolant
system and associated auxiliary fluid systems.
The reactor coolant system is arranged as two closed reactor coolant loops, each containing
a reactor coolant pump and a steam generator connected in parallel to the reactor vessel.
One electrically heated pressurizer is connected to one of the loops.
The reactor core is composed of uranium dioxide pellets enclosed in Zkcaloy tubes with welded
end plugs.
The tubes are supported in assemblies by a spring ciip grid structure.
The mechanical control rods consist of clusters of "stainless steel clad absorbed rods and guide
tubes located within the fuel assembly.
The core is loaded in three regions of different enrichments with new fuel being introduced into
the outer region, moved at successive refuelliags and discharged to spent: fuel storage.
The ste^m generators are vertical 17 tubes units containing Inconel tubes.
Integral separating equipment reduces the moisture content of the steam leaving the steam
generators to 1/4 per cent or less.
Blowdowa connections are provided to reduce the solids concentration in the generators.
The reactor coolant pumps are vertical, single stage, centrifugal pumps equipped with controlled
leakage shaft seals.
2.3 Auxiliary systems
Auxiliary systems are provided to perform the following functions:
to charge the reactor coolant system;
to add makeiip water;
to purify the reactor coolant water;
to provide chemicals for corrosion inhibition aad reactor control;
to cool system components;
to remove residual heat when the reactor is shut-down;
to eool the spent fusl storage pool;
to sample the reactor coolant water;
to provide for emergency core cooliEg;
to vent and drain the reactor coolant system;
to provide containment spray;
to provide containment ventilation and cooling;
to dispose of liquid, gaseous aad solid wastes.
2.4 Reactor and plant control
The reactor is controlled by a coordinated combination of a poison dissolved in she water and
mechanical control rods,
2.5 Waste dispose! system
The waste disposal system provides all equipment ssecessasy to eellees, process 9 aad prepsire
§7
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a steam network for industrial processing or heating purposes with the characteristics
hereunder:
Pressure
13 kg/cm 2
Temperature
220 C
Flow
307 Tons/h
corresponding to an output of 210 Gcal/ h,
a pressurized hot water closed circuit network with the following output characteristics:
Pressure
20 kg/cm2
Maximum temperature 170 C
Maximum flow
1577 Tons/h
corresponding to an output of 160 Gcal/h,
the net electrical production of the back-pressure turbine amounts to 57 MWe.
In those full-load conditions the reactor supplies a thermal output of 500 MWth.
The power and heating plant may be subdivided into five parts:
the
the
the
the
the

nuclear steam supply system;
reactor plant auxiliary systems with suitable radiation protection;
tuibo-generator plant;
heating plant;
electrical plant.

In addition, the plant is controlled by the power plant control system.

2.1 Structures
Seven buildings (Fig. 3) house the complete power station:
the containment building housing the nuclear steam supply system and the fuel storage:
the auxiliary building housing the reactor plant auxiliary systems;
the turbo-generator building for the turbo-generator plant, its auxiliaries and the electrical
plant;
the heating building for the heating plant;
the switchboard and control room building housing the plant control system;
the service bulding for the emergency Diesel generator and compressors;
the office building.
The containment building due to the necessity of locating heating plants near metropolitan areas
is a mulribarrier containment.
As explained by the paper of Mr. Storrer, it meets the restrictive off site dosage limits following
a postulated loss of coolant accident.
It consists of two structures and auxiliary safety systems:
The primary containment structure is the containmecr vessel - a low 'eakage welded «:teel
sphere 18 nun thick, 38 m in diameter
The Sphere and all its penetrations are designed to withstand the pressure aad temperature
transients which could occur following a rupture of the primary coolant system
They are also designed to contain the radioactivity that would be released from the fuel
elements in the event of an accident.
The secondary containment structure is the shield building - a medium leakage reinforced
concrete structure sunounding the containment vessel and all its penetrations.
This vessel is a cylindrical structure with 0.80 m thick walls and a 0.60 sn thick shallow
dome roof.
A separation of 1.200 m between the shield building and the containment vessel forces
a space providing collection volume for the operation of the shield building veat system
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located in this space provide the pressure reduction sn the containment vessel and the con-
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finemeat and clean-up of fission products that may leak from the primary vessel during an
accident and also prevent their release to the environment.
No special mention has to oe made concerning the other structures.

2.2 Nuclear steam supply system
The nuclear steam supply system consists of a pressurized water reactor, a reactor coolant
system and associated auxiliary fluid systems.
The reactor coolant system is arranged as two closed reactor coolant loops, each containing
a reactor coolant pump and a steam generator connected in parallel to the reactor vessel.
One electrically heated pressurizer is connected to one of the loops.
The reactor core is composed of uranium dioxide pellets enclosed in Zircaloy tubes with welded
end plugs.
The tubes are supported in assemblies by a spring clip grid structure.
The mechanical control rods consist of clusters of stainless steel clad absorbed rods and guide
tubes located within the fuel assembly.
The core is loaded in three regions of different enrichments with new fuel being introduced into
the outer region, moved at successive refuellings and discharged to spent fuel storage.
The steam generators are vertical U tubes units containing Inconel tubes.
Integral separating equipment reduces the moisture content of the steam leaving the steam
generators to 1 / 4 per cent or Isss.
Blowdown connections are provided to reduce the solids concentration in the generators.
The reactor coolant pumps are vertical, single stage, centrifugal pumps equipped with controlled
leakage shaft s e a l s .

2.3 Auxiliary systems
Auxiliary systems are provided to perform the following functions:
to charge the reactor coolant system;
to add make-up water;
to purify the reactor coolant water;
to provide chemicals for corrosion inhibition and reactor control;
to cool system components;
to remove residual heat when the reactor is shut-down;
to cool the spent fuel storage pool;
to sample the reactor coulaat water;
to provide for emergency core cooling;
to vent and drain the reactor coolant system;
to provide containment spray;
to provide containment ventilation and cooling;
to dispose of liquid, gaseous and solid wastes,

2.4 Reactor and plant control
The reactor is controlled by a coordinated combination of a poison dissolved ia else water aed
mechanical control rods.

2.5 Waste disposal system
The waste disposal system provides all equipment necessary to collect, process, and propare

for disposal all radioactive liquid, gaseous and solid wastes produced us a result of reactor
operation.
Liquid wastes are collected and may be evaporated. After appropriate deboratation cleaning
and filtering, the evaporator condensate is discharged via the condensor discharge at concentrations not to exceed the limits.
The evaporator residues are stored, drummed after insolubilisation and shipped from the site
for ultimate disposal.
Gaseous wastes are collected and stored until their radioactivity level i s sufficiently low that
discharge to the environment is at permissible concentrations.

2.6 Fuel handling system
The reactor is refuelled by equipment designed to handle spent fuel under water from the time
it leaves the reactor vessel until it is placed in a cask for shipment from the site.
Under water transfer of spent fuel provides an optically transparent radiation shield, as well as
a reliable source of coolant for removal of decay heat.
The fuel storage facility is located within the reactor containment.

2.7 Heating plant, turbine and auxiliaries
The heat supply being assumed constant during the year in this base loaded plant, the beating
and power system is equipped with back-pressure turbine. The secondary circuit is a closed
circuit as described in Fig. 6.

2.8 Electrical system
The main generator is a 65 MW, 1500 rpm, 3 phases, 50 cycles air and water cooled unit. The
main transformer delivers generator power to the grid. It is of conventional design and not submitted to any restriction as a result of its integration into a nuclear power plant.
One Diesel generator provides on site power in the event of a complete loss of normal and
reserve a-c power.
The Diesel generator has sufficient capacity for the operation of all equipment necessary to
prevent undue risk to public health and safety in the event of a loss of coolant accident.

2.9 Radiation protection
This system includes the necessary instrumentation and control equipment together with
control desks and boards.

2.10 Main technical characteristics
They are listed in Table 1.
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TABLE 1 MAIN TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

GENERAL

Thermal power output
Reactor average rating
Mean core power density
Fuel rod average specific power
Average core heat flux
Total initial weight of uranium

SOOMWt
32.2 kWAg U
80.5 kW/1
15.7 kW/m
51.3 W/cm*
15,550 kg U.

MAIN COOLANT SYSTEM
Operational characteristics
Fluid
Pressure
Average temperature
Vessel inlet temperature
Vessel outlet temperature
Total flow
Core
Total number of fuel pins
Equivalent diameter
Active length
Pitch of triangular lattice
material
Fuel
average enrichment
Fuel cans
material
outer diameter
thickness
pitch of triangular lattice
Fuel assemblies Structural materials
cross section shape
number of assemblies
number of pins per assembly
Absorber rods
number of clusters
number of rods
mechanisms

H,0
155 ata
293 °C
281.6 °C
304.0 °C
20.500 ms/h.

13.650
1.840 m

2.330 m
183.5 mm
UOj
3%w/o
Zircaloy
9.7 mm
0.6 mm
13.8 mm
Stainless steel, Zircaloy, Inconel
hexagonal
91
150
33
594
electro-magnetic

Reactor vassei
Material
inner cladding
Shell outer diameter
Flanges outer diameter
Overall height (including lid without nozzles)
Weight - vessel body
*• vessel lid
vessel internals

carbon steel
stainless steel
3,050 m approx.
3.450 m spprox.
8.400 m approx.
95.000 kg approx.
35.000 kg approx.
35.000 kg approx.

Steam generator
Primary water box
Tube plate

material
inner cladding
material
cladding

carbon stesi
stainlass steel
carbon steel
lnconei

,..53.

iv
i

Tubes
: material
Total heat transfer surface
Overal diameter (without nozzles)
Overal height (without nozzles)
Total weight (empty)

Inconel
2,200 ma
2.800 m
14.500 m approx.
120,000 kg appro*.

Main coolant pump
Type
Motor power cold
Nominal flow
Total head
Overall diameter
Overall height
Total weight - pump
- motor

controlled leakage
1,800 kW approK.
2.9 m'/sec
55 m approx.
2.500 m approx.
6.000 m approx.
25,000 kg approx.
15.000 kg approx.

Pressurizer
Material
inner cladding
Overall diameter (without nozzles)
Overall height
Total weight (empty)

carbon steel
stainless steal
1.800 m approx.
7.000 m approx.
15.000 kg approx.

Secondary circuit (at full power)
Steam flow
Stoam generator outlet pressure
Steam generator outlet temperature
Steam generator feed water inlet temperature
Steam interstage pressure
Steam turbine outlet pressure

60

903 Te/h
52ata
267 °C
190 °C

14.9 kg/cm*
2 kg/cm2.

3. REACTOR PLANT IVIAiN COOLANT SYSTEM
3.1 General
The main coolant system transfers the heat generated in the core to the steam generators. The
het water emerging from the reactor vessel flows through the hot legs to the steam generators
and returns to the reactor through the cold legs.
The main coolant system is represented in figures 3 and 5. The reactor core, the reactor
vessel, the steam generators and the main coolant pumps are respectively described in
following paragraphs.
The main coolant consists of boronated light water.
The primary water nominal pressure and average temperature are respectively 155 ata and 293°C.
for normal operating conditions at full power. The coolant temperature rise through the core
amounts to 22.4 C whilst the average heat flux through the fuel cladding is 5 1 3 w / c m s .
The main coolant system is designed to transfer 4.3 10e keal/h at full load from the reactor
core to the steam generators where the secondary feedwater is transformed into dry saturated
steam at a rate of 908 T e / h .
All surfaces in contact with the main coolant water are in stainless steel except the Zireslcy fuel pins, and the fuel element grids, steam generator tubes and tube plate cladding, which are
made of lnconel.
Primary water is maintained at a very high purity level by ion resic demineralizer beds. The
whole circuit is welded to avoid leaks and the few remaining mechanical joints may be provided
with seal welds.
Operating experience of the BR 3/Vulcain has shown that with this system a very low leakage
rate (4 grams/h) can be maintained and that in case of fuel pin failure, the amount of fission
products in the containment remain? under the limits for normal operation.
3.2 Reactor core
3.2.1 MECHANICAL DESIGN OF THE CORE
The core is contained in the reactor vessel lower half and is supported by die vessel internals.
It has an outer hexagonal cross section with an equivalent diameter of 1.840 m and an active
length of 2.330 m (Fig. 2).
The core mainly comprises 91 fuel assemblies, 33 of tfoera are equipped with cluster control
rods.
Each fuel assembly contains 150 fuel pins located in a hezagonal lattice.
The fuel assembly mainly comprises a central Zircaloy tube without fuel equipped with top
and bottom end fittings and seven intermediate antibowing grids (Fig. 1). The six corner pins
participate to the overall strength of the frame.
'
The fuel pin consists of a Zircaloy can, 0.60 mm thick, %1 mm outer diameter containing a
stack of enriched UO3 pellets. Axial gaps are prevented during transportation by a carbos steel
spring located at the upper end. The fuel cam are provided with welded end plugs. They are
supported by the bottom end fitting and centered by seven Inconel antibowing grids equally
spaced along the assetnbly height. Each can is free to expand in the upward direction.
The fuel assembly stainless steel bottom fitting is provided wivh flow apertures and ceasered m
a hole of the core support plate.
The top fitting which i s also made of stainless steel has a special steps allowing smderwater
handling by a long handling tool, k is centered in a hole provided in the ecsre holddowsj plates.
The design of the cladding on the individual absorber rods i-a the rod cluster assembly is
similar to the design of the fuel rod cladding. The cladding is designed to be free
di

•

,h'

under all operating conditions and will niairstain encapsulation of the absorber material throughout che absorber rod design life.
Adequate clearence is provided between the absorber rods and the guide thimble which positions
the rods within the fuel assemblies so that coolant flow along the length of the absorber rods is
sufficient to prevent overheating.
The clearance is also sufficient to compensate for any nsisaligneraeist between the absorber rods
and guide thimbles and to prevent mechanical interference between the rods and guide thimbles
under any operating conditions.
The core arrangement is represented on Fig. 2. The fuel is provided in three different enrichments.
The core also contains micro-fission chambers to measure the neutron flux in various locations
and neutroa primary sources required at start-up. Water thermocouples are provided both at the
inlet and the cutlet of selected core channels.
Thermal and hydraulic design of the core
TOWER OUTPUT

The 500 MWt power output results front a thorough theoretical and experimental programme carried
out for the assessment of the thermal and hydraulic design of the 40.9 MWt BR 3 / Vulcain reactor.
This reactor first achieved full power operation on December 6, 1966 and t^s since performed
very satisfactorily its programme with an availability factor of 94 %.
HEAT TRANSFER EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME

The burn-out margins are based on correlations which were shown to be in good agreement with
experiments carried cut on the Vulcain.
FLOW DISTRIBUTION

The coolant distribution within a fuel assembly relies on experimental data derived from
measurements performed on a full scale model of Vulcain fuel assemblies located in an air
first and in a cold water loop.
The gagging of the fuel pin support plate results from those experiments. It improves the flow
distribution after in try in the assembly and contributes to the high thermal performance.
NUCLEAR DESIGN OF THE CORE

The methods of calculation used for the determination of the nuclear parameters of the core
have been extensively checked by critical experiments and measurements on the BR 3/Vulcain.
3.2,2 REACTIVITY CONTROL

The reactivity variations duiing ihe reactor start-up a&d operation can be broken into four main
groups associated to:
(i)
(ii)

the Doppier effect,
the change of moderator &o& fuel temperature from cold (20°C) to hot (293°C)
conditions,

(iii)

the Xenon 135 effects,

(iv)

the consumption of fissile material and tile building of fission products (other
than Xenou 135).
The reactivity variation under (i) are compensated by absorber rods movement.
The reactivity variations under (>i) and {iifj are controlled by absorber rods movement and/ or
by changing the concentration of boric acid.
The leactivity variations uader (iv) are compensated by periodical dilution of the boronated water.
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In between two successive water additions, the average moderator temperature will be allowed
to decrease or some centra! rods will be withdrawn.

3.3 Reactor vessei
The vessel (Fig. 4) which contains die core is a circular cylindrical container with a hemispherical bottom head and a flanged and gasketed removable top head.
During operation, the main coolant wafer enters the reactor vessel assembly through two inlet
nozzles, flows down through the annuli between the vessel wall, thermal shield and core barrel,
experiences a temperature rise as it passes through the core, and leaves the vessel through two
nozzles.
All of the internals hang from the support ledge near the top of the reactor vessel flange and are
held in place by the reactor vessel head. The vessel flange has one monitored leak-off connection for detecting any malfunction of the two in-series gaskets.
The inside surfaces of the vessel, top and bottom heads, are clad with stainless steel similar
to AISI 304.
The reactor vessel is a welded assembly consisting of forgings shaped as cylinders, riags or
sections of spheres. The cylindrical shell section of the reactor vessel is made of two forgings.
The upper riing is heavier to compensate for ths nozzles which are welded into this section of
the vessel.
Equally spaced brackets for supporting the reactor ve - "I ws welded to the outside of the
upper shell course.
The inlet and outlet nozzles are hollow forgings and are clad on the inside with stainless steel
by weld depositing. Stainless steel is applied to the nozzle extensions to facilitate field welding to the main coolant piping.
A machined ring i s welded to the ousside of the bolting flange to facilitate a seal between the
reactor vessel and the refuelling pool.
The head is penetrated by 33 adapters for supporting the control rod drive mechanisms. All the
adaptors sure welded to the head dome as the three equally spaced lifting lugs.
The entire reactor pressure vessel is centered and supported on the external biological shield
through equally : paced brackets.

3.4 Steam generator
The two steam generators transfer 4.3 10" kcal/h from the primary to the secondary for producing
dry saturated steam at a rate of 908 Te/hr. They consist basically of a primary head, a tube
sheet and a U shaped bundle of incorael tubes enclosed within a shell.
The hot primary water coming from the reactor vessel enters the steam generator inlet nozzle,
flows through the U tubes and back to the reactor via the outlet nozzles and the main coolant
J
pump suction line.
'
The feedwater enters the steam generators below the water level and mixes with the water
being ;cirsulated as it flows downwards to the bottom of the shell through the annular downcorner between the shell and the wrapper. It then flows upwards by natural convection through
the bundle' and leaves the top of the active tube surface, as a steam water mixture- The upper
part of the steam generator is provided with moisture separators.
The blowdown connections are provided to lower the solids concentration in the water. Oae is
located below the normal water level the second at the top of the tube plate.

3.5 Main coolant pump
Each reactor coolant loop contains a vertical single stage centrifugal controlled-leakage pump.
All parts of the pumps in contact with the reactor coolant are cssestructed of austenitic stainless
steel or equivalent corrosion resistant materials.
•1 '

The contfolled-leakage seal is not a friction type aisned at achieving zero leakage. Rather the
seal is free nmning and some small leakage throughout the primary seal is accepted.
This leakage is however collected and removed from the pump without any escape of either
liquid or vapour to the reactor containment. The water, passing through the seal is not reactor
coolant but is comparatively cool and supplied crude free to the pump by an auxiliary system.

3.6 Reactor plant auxiliary systems
The.auxiliary systems are represented on fig. 5. They only include conventional equipment and
are not described here.
.

4. TURBOGENERATOR AND HEATING PUNT
Assuming that the steam consumption for industrial processing and hot water consumption for
heating are steady, only backpressure turbines are installed as the electrical plant is reputed
to be operated on base load.
The backpressure turbines, having no condenser equipment, are simple in operation and cheaper
than condensing turbines.
The heat rate of energy production in the backpressure cycle of operation is many times lower
than the heat rate of the best condensing turbines.
The schematic heat-flow diagram of the heat and power station is represented on fig. 6.
The secondary circuit is a closed circuit and comprises essentially the turbo-set, the heat exchangers and the high pressure preheating equipment. Even in case of rupture.of the steam
generator tubing the contamination of the primary water cannot reach the tertiary hot water on
steam networks.
Dry steam coming from the steam generators is expanded in two stages: from 51.0 ata to 14.9 ata
in the HP section of the turbine and from 14.6 ata to 2.0 ata after drying in the LP section
of the turbine.
The flow rate at the inlet of the HP section reaches 908.6 T/hr but is reduced to 174.7 T/hr
at the outlet of the LP section. Some bleedings off are provided with the following characteristics:
13.2 T/hr at~2J6.5 ata
456.3 T/hr at 14.9 ata
224 T/hr
at 7.0 ata
The bleed-flows are generally shared between process steam network, hot water network and
feedwater reheating system to ensure the maximum flexibility in operation.
Hot water system
Three exchangers provide the transfer of the 160 Gcal/hr to the hot water network. The first one is fed with 141.2 T/hr of exhaust steam which is* condensed and subcooledS
to 89.8°C while the hot water temperature goes up from 70°C to 115°C,
The secoad one is supplied with 129.8 T/hr of steam at 7 ata which is condensed and
stthcooled to 129.3°C while the hot water temperature goes up from 115°C to 157.6*C.
- Tbe third one is fed with 47.7 T/hr of steam at ?4.9 ata which condensed aad subcooled
to 159.7°C while the hoc water teatperature goes ap to 170eC.
Process steaa system
"'
_
*
Five h«^at exchangers ensure the transfer of the 210 Gical/br to the process steam network".
The firjtj>ne is supplied with tbe condensate of the second bleed line at a rate of
356.9 %/ht of w»«r which is cooled ftoai159.7°C to 1O7.6#C the feedwaser of the process
steaa line being heated fro. 20 to 70*'c.
The second and tbe third fed respectively by,27,5 T/hr of exhaust steaa and 25.3 T/hr of
steam a| 7 ata provide the beating up of the feedwater io 158*C,
'
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The fourth one, the process steam generator, is supplied with 339 T/hr of steam at 14.9
ata which is .condensed and subcooled to 159.7 C while the process steam is generated at
a temperature of 157.6°C.
The fifth one is the process steam superheater. It is fed with 13.2 T/hr of steam at 26.8
ata and the process steam at a pressure of 13 ata is superheated to 220°C.
Feedwater preheating plant
The condensate coming from the heat-exchangers and the additional make-up water are
collected in the atmospheric de-aerator from which the feedwater is pumped and reheated
from 100°C to 190°C through five reheaters by means of steam supplied by bleeding,
turbine exhaust or superheater.
In case of a turbine accident, a stepdown station aot represented on the heat flow diagram
ensures the supply of 60% of the nominal output of steam and hot water.
All those components being of conventional design are not described here
The turbo-generator plant also is very similar to that of conventional power stations. It is
designed for a net electrical output of 57 MWe corresponding to a gross electrical output of
63.9 MWe.
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DISCUSSION
F. STRANSKV:
What is the cost of one Gcsl gained from heavy or heating oil on the one hand
and of nuclear fuels on the other?
P. MALDAGUE: The cost of the Intervapeur plant is given on page 5 of my paper. The average fuel price
at boiler inlet is 170 cents/Gcal. We have used the same figure for the extrapolated unit. As far as the
nuclear fhel cost is concerned this is given in millions of USA dollars per year. To get the cost per Gcal
we have to take into account that the production of heat .row. the reactor makes 500 Mm/7000 h. convert
this to Gcal spd compere both of these figures. We did not give this figure as it is of no importance,
whereas the cost of Gcal in steam is significant. The specific cost of steam appears as a result of s
number of partial figures some of which are positive and some negative. This that I have just explained
gives shows you hew to compare the cost per Gcal of oil and nuclear fuel.
V. RJtilEK: Steam-generators are a relatively expensive investment and from this proposal it seems thai
the conception of a classical vertical vessel steim-generator is used or is going to be used. Were ather
types of stemri'geherctors considered as well? Another question concerns materials to be used. In the
paper [ noticed that the use of Incone! for tubes is taken into consideration. What technics/ or let us say
what price advantages has Inconel compered to Monel or other stainless materials? These three variants
of material are considered for pressure water reactor tubes. In the opinion of our Belgian colleagues which
tube suppliers are the best as far £s Inconel is concerned?
J. STORRER: We chose the vertical project as it is a tested type and is used at the present time nil over
the world. Certainly other types may be developed: itjs a question of time, money and of the exerted
effort. That is to *he first question. For big steam-generators in Belgium inconet was chosen after careful
comparison with other materials and obviously because of many reasons, the main one being corrosion.
We do not know which is the best supplier but the one chosen by Belgium foe large nuc/ear power plants
is th$ Swedish firm Sandvik.
P. MARGEN: May I make one comment on this question? The tube material which was used in the Mgesta
reactor was ordinary stainless steel and this hes served excellently so far. There has been no tube
failure or defect to date after 5 years. However, our specialists would agree with Mr. Storrer that Inconel
should give a still lower corrosion risk, Therefore for very big steam-generators which have a very much
larger number of tubes and consequently greater probability of failure, I also recommend Inconel tubes.
J. STGRP.E8; I would like to repeat what my Swedish friend said. For the BR-3 and SENA, stainless steel
has been used and now we go over to Inconel, not because it is so muoh better but because the risk is
lower.The problem of tension corrosion is perhaps over-emphasized but the use of Inconel enables an
easier chemical water control.
J. BERANEK: I would like to put several questions on fuel cycle. What is the basis for the two alternatives given in Mr. Matdague s paper, that means the pessimistic and the realistic one? These two alternatives differ especially in data given on page 8 cqncsrning production of fresh fuel elements and reprocessing of the irradiated fuel elements. Would it be possible to state the actual thinking concerning these two
variants? Further, we heard from Mr.Storrer that the experience of operating the BR-3 showed the possibility
of bum-up to 40,000 S/SWd/t and further on even up to 52.000 MWd/t when the campaign was finished because of teaqtivity run-out. Of course, in the projected reactor ths middle burn-up of only 28,000 MWd/t is
being considered, Is this really a conservative consumption or is it, in this case, possible to reach a
higher middle burn-up than is given?
•
'
P. MAID AGUE: Why had we mentioned or taken tws different $ets of figures on page 8 - one for,the production charge and the, other for the reprocessing charg, . The reason is that if we set in a diagram the
capacity t/y of a fuel producing plant or a reprocessing fuel plant,, then the specific cost varies very much
with those sapacities. Today we know that if we /compare two plants of different capacities we shall have
two corresponding cost figures. We stated these two assumptions because it is very difficult to know today
what wilfhe the capacity'of <i<isis in110 or 20 yssrs fat a high profit reactor plsnt. life wanted to cover a
relatively wide range so as to see for instance, if it is in a country where the production is constantly
low. Then the figure could be optimistic, if it is in a country where the capacity is Based on a large
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program of a large number of nuciear plants. We think thst the first variant is much more realistic but we
have to consider that even the second probability could be acceptable in some cases.
J. STORRER: The most important item in designing s fuel cycle is the cost. We work in order to make a
profit' and therefore the best fust cycle is the cheapest one and the calculations usually show that the
optimum average burn-up is within 25 • 30,000 MWd/t. This is the reason why we designed BR'3 Vulcain
bum-up value at 25,000. This being once decided on paper, we need a fuel element that will reach this
value in the reactor. In a reactor the ratio between the average and maximum bunrup is 1,5 • 1,7 which
means that the peak bum-up is around 40.000 MWd/t. This is why we decided on 40,000 MWd/t as a
target bum-up in the Vulcein reactor. In a power reactor you of course neod a certain safety margin and
if you know that your fuel assemblies will stand 20-30% above the chosen meziiAum so much the better.
For this design we use en alloy of zirconium - Zircalloy. For the tima h&ing the experience with Zircalloy
is not so complete as with stainless steel, but we shall know a little more after the irradiation of the
fuel charge later on this yesr; I msy perhaps add something that I was about to describe in 2 days time
but which is perhaps important to be mentioned right now. While operating the first charge we reached
the bum-up of about 43,000 MWd/t. There cccured some water contamination which went on till the end of
the lifetime of the core. Then we took out the charge, which, however, was not caused by the contamination and it did not at all prevent further operation. After taking out the charge we examined the fuel
by a special system, which I shall explain on Thvtrmay, and found that 5 or 6 fuel pins caused this
contamination. These elements had cracks 1-2 nan wide some of them being even 40 cm long. If you
imagine what it means - the water was really in direct contact with the uranium and in spite of this the
contsmination was relatively acceptable. This means thst the target of fuel element bum-up is not the
absolute value beyond which ths fuel is no longer very good but it is a matter of evaluation of various
factors involved, e.g. decontmninetion, ventilation of the building, etc. As far as ihe ventilation of the
building is concerned the importance of the rate of leakage is relatively obvious. If you have a low
leakage rate the air in ihe building i." not contaminated. The useful lifetime of an assembly depends on
what you want to do with it.
F. DLOUhf: In the first paper a comparison was given between the investment costs of s conventional
and of a nuclear plant. It was said that with a conventional plant the investment costs for desulphuric
equipment come up to about 30%. What lifetime was considered for this desulpfiuric equipment?
P. MALDAGUE: There are two possibilities: either to inf $// this equipment by yourselves and in that
case it will have the ssme lifetime as the whole plant, or you will buy fuel which has already been desulphurated. In the seco*^ vase the price d'fference is equivalent to the 30% of increased investment costs.
That means that this figure of 20% is v ilid • we have cross-checked it.
P. MARGEN: !n Mr.Ulaldague's paper the electricity from ths power plant was produced at a cost which
e.g. at 7,000 h/y utilization time makes 7.83 mills/kWb. In Sweden we estimate that we cm: produce power
from a 5OG MW reactor just under 4 mille/kWh at this utilization time. Why this difference? You have a small
district heating scheme with 57 MW electricity production and heat production of 370 Gcal/h. If instead of
building up such a small plant you build a 500 MW powir plant and if you utilize the rest of the heat in a
normal way, than provided that you can sell g kWh at 7 mitts at production costs lower than 4 mills, you
could make the heat available without cost and still make a fair profit* It is therefore important to evaluate
the electricity at the competitive prices of power plants; and if what I have Just mentioned is valid in
Sweden then I expect it could be the same in Belgium,Maybe a little higher but not much, And that would mean,
that if you get less for the electricity, it is more difficult to make a small plant economical than was suggested in she paper. And I still have a feeling that it would be worth your while to look at a larger plant,
not necessarily a 500 MW plant, but let us ssy a 300 - 400 MW, of course, if you have enough cooling
water at your disposal, I admit this could be a problem but if you have not enough local cooling water, you
cen take cooling towers into considerativn or even dry cooling towers before you abandon this study.
P. MALOAGUE: I think the problem raised by Mr.Me.rgsn is really very interesting. We have taken this
500 hf&t output because as has been already explained in the second paper, ow aim was to make a study
for a case sush es Brno where there is a limitation of cooling water supply. We agree that if there was no
limitation* the higher the output of ihe reactor* the cheaper would bs the b&at end electricity. But where we
cannot agree Is ths srgwnent with ths 4 mills and the 7.28 mills. Firsts t would like to give you an indication, Bslgvnucliaire, and maybe even our friends from Electrobel, wsre surprised since we did not have the
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same views on this problem. First of all, I would like to say that the 7.28 mills is an agreed price among
the power producers. It is because the cost per kWh at the Outlet of a power plant is one thing and the
price pw kWh received by the customer is another thing. One has to take into account e.g. various reserves
which can be very costly. The two recently ordered large nuclear plants in Belgium offer a price which is
closer to 6 mills than to 4 mills although studies have been made within four years so ss to get the cheapest
electricity possible. Now, of course, there are some distinctions between Belgium and Sweden, in Sweden
e.g. there is a great amount of hydropower and this hydropower has no fuel costs and also it is possible
that they are more pliant as far as the type of large nuclear power plants is concerned. So this may perhaps
constitute larger reservt s than in the case of the Belgian grid where the number or percentage of hydroplants
is insignificant. I think these are some of the factors which lead to and explain the difference between the
7 and 4 mills/kWh. I can only repeat that the present Intervapeur plant is selling electricity at a price corresponding to this formula. In 10 or 15 years from now this formula will be different because of introducing
nuclear pewe/t plants and because of further improvements. The formula which we have projected for this
period has been carefully calculated by our friends from the Intercom who are utility people and who know
this matter best,
J. NEUMANN: On ihe price of a kWh I would like to give some comments from the recent French documents
with which we became acquainted in March this year. These documents were published in the Journal
Official de Electricity de France de la Republique Frangaise,and they include a discussion on cost figures
per kWh. As a European I rather incline to figures given by Mr. Maldague than to our Swedish colleague's
figures which were probably taken from the American or Canadian figures. The French, who have one of the
cheapest heating oils in the world and which they get today at about 10 dollars per ton, have a project at
Porshviile power station 2 x 600 MWe at a production cost of 2,60 French centimes per kWh. They compare
all calculations for nuclear power stations with this cost. If we consider 1 dollar is S francs, then the
lowest cost per kWh from a heavy oil power station will amount to about 5.2 mills ^ In the project of a PWR
nuclear power station the cost per kWh comes to about 2,64 French centimes, which means approx.5,3 mills
kWh.
P. MARGEN: I would like to clarify that the 4 mills/kWh which I mentioned above is the price for a new
nuclear power statio" and it thsrefore does not take into consideration water power or anything else.
Figures given by Mr.Neumsnn showing that the price in Sweden is slightly lower than in France may be
partly due to distinctions of the accountancy rules. However, ths point } was trying to make clew does
not have much to do with the exact value of the price but with the general observation that if you sre
trying to optimize the electrical output of a combined station, then you have to compare the marginal
costs of electricity due to increased output of the resctor, with alternative costs when building anew
central pov/erplant. And if this was the right price for the whale station then the marginal costs when
passing over from a small plant to a big onS would obviously be lower than these. It would be around
& 7 mills because a smalt plant has a higher price per kWh than a big one. These marginal costs are semehow similar end they are initially even lower with a slightly increasing output which ypu have to consider
in yow optimal! zation. Qf course this figure could be increased if your site is bad,- If you /ieve net sufficient coo/ing water so that you have to introduce special means for cooling then the optimum could
slightly fall.
S. NQVAK: The study designed on the basis of the heat consumption of Brno takes into consideration
that the nuclear plant will work essentially with the basic load. If the nuclear plant could supply hsat
cheaper than the fossil fuel reserve plants, the effort of the producer would evidently lead to work with
a nuclsar plant. What output changes will the assumed nuclear plant allow at the end of the campaign of
lifetime of the fuel elements, that means close to the bum-up of 28,000 UWd/t? This may act as a relatively important factor in adjoining the reserve plants md may as w©// bring some economy, because suh
table adjoining of reserve plants may allow higher burn-up.
J. STQRRER: It depends on what is the definition of the end of the lifetime of the fuel elements. You can
slways carry on for example by reducing the temperature and also by reduction of the Xmon surplus,.
Then what do we call the nominal fuel lifetime? That is the moment at which you cannot operate si full
power at full temperature, and still you are able to overcome the iodine pit. You may of caurss carry on
at tower output. At first you tmveio reduce the tempsretiire that depends on the turbins? the limit being
the turbine; and also the pressure which this tuHsine will allow. Therefore at first we have to reduce the
output as wall. Further, we may do what the Americans salt "stretch out". And third, you may influence
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the /•:•<•' ne pit by reducing the temperature within certain limits. In some cases we "stretch out" too.
This can be repeated for a period of many months. That is a matter of seasonal demand. By this method
you get a certain flexibility lasting for several months. May I ask one question as well? It is the question
of lack of cooling water. What is the situation at Brno as fer as cooling water is concerned? Do you have
any water for this purpose? Do you have in Czechoslovakia or did you try in Czechoslovakia, dry cooling
towers on the same principle as the one developed by Heller in Hungary?
M. SAFRANEK: I would like to answer the question of Mr>Storrer and mention Brno because a very interesting suggestion on solving a nuclear heating plant at Brno has been presented here. At Brno we have a
possibility, although a limited one, to use cooling water, and also for the time being our present heating
station has a comparatively highly setted condensation output. We assume that wtien solving the nuclear
heating station at Brno in detail we shall have to balance the amount of water of the Svitava River which
runs through the city of Brno, and safeguard the respective amount:of water so that the economy of the
nuclear heating station will be at the optimum for conditions at Brno. Anyhow we consider this sympo-c
slum on nuclear power engineering to be a very significant event in Czechoslovak heat and power
engineering, and we hope we shall be able to come closer to a concrete realization of the first nuclear
heating station in Czechoslovakia in near future. We therefore highly appreciate the initiative of the Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission and its staff who have organized this symposium. Even on the first
day we heard quite a lot of very interesting information. Still I would like to aim my contribution at'more
general questions on the development of heat and power engineering. I think it will not be necessary to
repeat some important details which have been explained in the previous contributions. We all know that
at present the development of heat end power engineering in Czechoslovakia - speaking of the possibility of constructing a nuclear heating station - is seriously endangered especially because of inconve nient economic conditions. We are well aware of this state of affairs in Brn,?. While in the past the heating plant at Brno was profitable, today with its relatively high utilization it sustains a loss; and this
state is not typical only for Brno. In the analysis carried out such paradoxical situations sometimes took
place that the most convenient and cheapest solution would be the return to individual heating in stoves
or in small boiler-houses and that evsn with such a high concentration of heat demand as exists in Brno the second largest town in our Republic. We are aware that the solution is not only in finding out and
applying convenient economic conditions for the activity of heating systems, e.g. a convenient invest'
ment credit with a relatively long-term expiration lowering of various payments or even csncelling some
of them, stating a reasonable price of heat etc. A heating system is by no means equivalent to productive
industrial enterprises; it has other useful preferences for the society. This cannot be expressed simply
economically in figures, although the present economic ivies for heat engineering are relatively strict.
We are fully aware of the necessity to assert all the results of technical development in heat engineering
both in our country and in the world. Even if on the other hand we can witness some cases when probably
thanks to certain deformations in our planned economy, the construction of prefabricated hot-water
troughs is more expensive than a monolytic one. But in spite of these illogical situations we knew that
the decesive fact is to attain first the lowest costs in heat production, A prospective solution beyond all
doubt is the nuclear heating plants which besides the.cheap heat show further advantages: no air pollution in our towns, low demands on transport, etc* as was a/ready mentioned. We who are inhabitants of
the city of Brno were agreeably surprised to hear in one of the presented papers thet a rough project of a
nuclear heating plant for Brno has already Seen, submitted. Allow me to characterize briefly the development of district heating in Brno, as I expect further data concerning the nuclear heating plant for Brno
will be given tomorrow by Mr.Stra'nskf. The district heating system at Brno with a heating plant.of progressive parametres 84 atm and 450°C was already built in 1930. In addition to the progressive parameters there was also an advantageous credit contract with a 5% interest due in 35 years. The. election of
the district heating system and heat transfer substance was given especially by the needs of the. textile
industry, For the industrial areas of the tow.) one-tubs steam grid without return of the condensate was
chosen, h&at transfer substance being steam 9 kps/cn? sf a temperature of sbout 20Q°C. Later we passed
on to hest supply for public buildings m the inner city ss well as of some residential houses, In this
area a double-tube steam grid with condensate return was chosen. The increasing demand on heat supply
in Brno could bs. satisfied til! after the war in 7355, when she original boiler-output of the heating station
was more than redoubled snd had reached ths highest possible heat supply into the heat grid 270 Gcal/h.
In the course of the yezrs tits heating system of Brno lost its exclusivs character of an industrial heating
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system and changed step by, step to a drstrict heating system supplying heat to the industry as well as to
new housing estates, public buildings, schools, hospitals etc. In t965 we made a detailed analysis of
the demanded heat supply for Brno. The result was that in 1965 Brno badly needed a maximum output of
1500 Gcal/h, the demand of heat for flats being 720 Gcal/h, for accomodations - offices, schools, hospitals /i.e. including the so-called higher accomodations/~360 Gcal/h and industry 420 Gcal/h. Out of
these total demands practically 34% was provided by central heating stations situated in the town and
the rest of 66% by individual dislocated heating stations, the heat demand for flats being secured by
central heating plants up to 14%, accomodations 45% and industry almost 60%, The demand for heat
supply'in Brno continues to increase and the developing tendency of recent years shows that the heat demand
for flats and accomodations increases more quickly than for industry! and so first of all these is a continuously increasing demand for heat supply for heating. The district heating system of 3mo is at present
unable to satisfy the increasing heat demand, and there exists a direct breakdown disparity in the heat
output circa 30 Gcal/h. We are able to manage this situation at Brno only with difficulty and only by means
of strict regulation measures which means production losses for our customers from industry on the one
hand, and brings about unpleasant living conditions to all other customers on the other, (t is true that we
have built some smaller peak plants - some of them being still under construction - in the steam grid
with an output of about 50 - 60 Gcal but these are far from sufficient and do not solve absolutely the prospective view. In the northern part of the town where the new residential construction is concentrated s hot'water system has been constructed in recent years and a peak heating plant with an output of 120
Gcal/h was finished this year. We supply heat to this northern part of the town - excluding the winter
season - from the basic heating plant by a steam feeder through convenors and thus increase the exploitation of the L asic plant. All the competent city authorities and institutions are fully aware of the necessity of solv'srv] radically and carefully planned the long-term demand development of the city of Brno.
A detailed thermal study has therefore Ln&i worked out up to 1935 with prospects up to 2000. This study
is still being corrected to conform to real requirements of the constantly expanding town. In accordance
with the initial data WR are now finishing up at Brno a design of a new hjeavy-oil heating station with an
output of 270 Gcal/h in the first building; (180 Gcal/h steam and 90 Gcal/h hot wateri. The accepted
plan needs 2 x 160 t/h high-pressure boilers 135 aim 535°C and 2 x 75 t/h low-pressure boilers 15 atm.
and further a peak heater 50 Gcal/h and a back-pressure turbine with suppressed condensation 55 MW.
This first building of the new kaating plant will be able to keep up with the station - at the hypothetical
expansion of the city - only till 1975. It will partly compensate the disparity, and partly it will cover the
expansion of the city. Then it will be necessary to enlarge the heating station. In the location of the
building site it is possible to enlarge the heating station up to an output of 450 Gcal/h but this does not
solve the expiration of the existing old heating station cf 1930. We now face the task of constructing
further heating stations at Brno in such a way as to have at otr, disposal an output of 900 Gcal/h in 1977
and approx. 1200 Gcal/h in 1985*6 for the heating grid of the city of Brno. On basis of these data we in
the Setilh-Maravien Energetic Works at Brno meditated over the information of the Mgesta - reactor operating in Sweden concerning the alternative solution with a nuclear heating station. The first general consideration worked out by our specialist Mr.Stefsk, gained full support of the Municipal Council. It was
most interesting and attractive and met with corresponding publicity. The Central Board of Energetics end
especially the Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission took notice of this study and thanks to the initiative and f- native decision of the latter, a comprehensive perspective study of a nuclear heating
station for the city of Brno is being worked out. We acquainted ourselves with the suggested solution and
found thst the results are even better than we expected; especially the economical ones.
What do we expect to be our next procedure at Brno? As already mentioned we have reached the point of
finishing the design of the first building of.the heating station at Brno - North - Mslomifice; we intend to
begin construction in 1970 and to launch the first capacity during the winter season 1972/73 {output to
the heat grid 270 Gcal/hi. Vie expect to build even the second building of this heating station st all
events. Of course the schedule of this second building will be contingent en the real possibilities of constructing the nuclear heating station at Brno. At any rate the conception srf the second building, its technological scheme, should already respect the needs cf the operating mtclssr heating ststian et Brno,
Thst means that this new heating station which is already being constructed • vfould in fsst srtske - in 3
certain period before Milling it again with further demtmds - a kind of a reserve for ths experimtmsl
verification of the first nuclear heating station at Bmo.
We suppose that if e nuclear heating plant should be constructed somewhere in Czechoslovakia, ths most
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convenient conditions for the first nuclear heating station are at Brno, Therefore we are seriously inclined
to favour the reports of Mr.Storrer and Mr.GaHois. We consider the submitted proposition of the nuclear
heating plant for the city of Brno to be a very interesting one and it would be very useful to deal with
this proposal more fully and make some further studies on it. As for the Souzh-Moravien Energetic Works as operators of the district heating scheme st Brno, I can assure you that we shaft do our utmost to support this cause.
Concerning the question on air condensers, we of course know the work of Mr.Heller from Hungary, but
unfortunately his patents or solutions are all on the basis of aluminium and thus the condensers are very
expensive and in comparison with wet condensers which we use, they are incomparably costly bath economically and also as far as the investments are concerned. To date we have not yet met such a case
which uses some dther type of condensation than a cooling tower. Still at the same time we are negotiating with West Germany stout a licence purchase for the production of ribbed steel tubes and we have references especially from the West German chemical industry where the?2 ribbed steel tubes are being
used for air cooling. The Vttkovice Ironworks who are buying this licence, at present are dealing intensively with projecting of aircondensation.
Due to the present price increase of building work and concrete in Czechoslovakia it cannot be excluded
that the situation in comparing concrete parabolic condensers with dry metal condensers will be very interesting.. We are about to place our order for working out the study of this problem. However, it must be
frankly said that for the moment we have absolutely no realizations and have thus even no experience
with this type of condensation.
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THE USE OF NUCLEAR SOURCES
IN DISTRICT HEATING
OF BRNO AND PRAGUE
F. STRANSKV
Energoprojekt, Organization for the Design
of Power Stations, Prague

SUMMARY
The increasing demand of heat and an urgent need to reduce air pollution have led to the elaboration of design studies for nuclear district beating in Czechoslovakia. The paper discusses the
results of two such design studies worked out by the design institute, Energoprojekt, for the
district beating of Brno and of the northern part of Prague.
At first, an analysis is given of the present stale of conventional district beating in Czechoslovakia and the economical problems involved: lowgrade fuel is used and production costs are far
too high. Specific requirements for nuclear sources of beat are then stated.
Local conditions for Brno and Prague are compared: the climate is similar, so also is the time
behaviour of beat demand varying(considerably during the year); Brno is already provided by an
interconnected conventional beating distribution system but northern Prague is not. The same
nuclear reactor and primary circuit have been proposed for both cases, making it possible to
verify the repetition of tbis nuclear steam source under Czechoslovak conditions.
The reactor is a 500 MWtb pressurized water reactor of the Voronezh type with a double containment. The beating station proposed for Brno has one condensing turbo-generator with an
output of 53 MW, and with supply 355 Gcal/b into the distribution system at the price of
52 K£s/Gcal. Under similar conditions, the specific cost of beat would be 76 Kfs/Gcal for a
conventional beating plant.
For Prague, a combination of a nuclear and a conventional beating station is proposed, the
nuclear one serving as a base load station and the conventional one in peak and emergency
cases. The nuclear station has two condensing turbcgenerators with a 41 MW output each, supplying 344 Gcal/b at tie price of Hess then 100 Kis/Gcal. For a solely conventional plant, the
specific cost would be 130 Kcs/Gcal.
The studies have thus revealed that nuclear beating stations would be more advantageous economically than conventional beating stations. Moreover, there would be other advantages as
well: lower air pollution, the exploitation of Czechoslovakia's own uranium, and the possibility
to utilize the capacity of (be Czechoslovak machine industry.

GENERAL
The possibility of economical utilization of atomic energy not only for electricity production,
but also for supply of heat to towns and industry, has recently been considered* as this kind of
energy represents a considerable pare of the total power consumption ia our regions.»
The reasons for the use of atomic energy in the Seld of district heating in Czechoslovakia are
based mainly on the following facts:'

increasing heat consumption, caused by construction of new flats and industrial plants,
modernization of present buildings and plants, natural increase in the demand by the population and, at the same time, the end of the lifetime of old existing sources of heat;
urgent need for improving air purity in large residential and industrial centres, which are
more and more contaminated by exhalations mainly from fossil fuels.
Even at present time, hygiene regulations on air purification are gravely tresspassed on and
new regulations impose high fines for passing the limits of permissible exhalations, especially
of fly-ash and SOa. (E.g. annual average fall of fly-ash- 150 tons per sq. km per year permitted
by standards is exceeded in osost towns 2 to 5 times.)
This state of affairs has been caused by use of fossil fuels of bad quality, which are available
in Czechoslovakia, To mention it briefly, most Czechoslovak classical thermal power stations
and heating stations burn domestic low-grade coal, which is lignite of caloric efficiency around
3000 kcal/kg, ash content 30% and sulphur content over 1%. Heating oil is imported and its
usual content of sulphur is around 3 %•
The use of the above mentioned coal is very demanding on transport: transport of ash and storage space. Those problems sometimes become almost insoluble. (Furthermore, the transport
and storage of coal and ash is another source of pollution to the surroundings.)
The prices of current fuels and especially better grade fossil fuels are high in Czechoslovakia
and do not allow - if at least the basic hygienic requirements are to be respected - a supply of
heat to the population for acceptable prices.
E.g. the present wholesale price of low-grade brown coal of efficiency 2800 kcal/kg transported
from the North Bohemia Coal Basin to Brno is around 95 crowns per ton (K£s/1), that means
that 1 Gcal of heat contained in that fuel costs around 34 K£s. (It must be mentioned that the
sanitation authorities would not permit burning of an additional amount cf that coal in thermal
sources of the town of Brno.)
The currently imported heating oil with a sulphur content of approx. 3 % is supplied for wholesale price 360 to 400 K£s/tcn including transport costs, which corresponds to the price of heat
in this fuel 38 to 42 Re's/Gcal.
Higher-grade heating oil with a sulphur content of approx. 0,7% would cost approx. 500 K£s/t
including transport, which corresponds to price of heat contained in that fuel, approx. 53 lK£s/
Gcal.
This does not include the efficiency of the boilers, which, especially in the case of low-grade
fuels, further increase the price of GcaL
The price of heat supplied to consumers from district heating systems with classical heating
stations burning coal or the cheapest heating oil (3 % of S) mostly much exceeds the present
selling price of heat set by the Government - 109 KCs/Gcal, even with only most basic hygiene
measures, like fly-ash separators and high chimney-stacks. The use of fuels of higher quality,
e.g. heating oile with low sulphur content, would lead to further increase in prices and it would
worsen the Czechoslovak import balance.
Let us review some other data; in the years to come, proper specific costs for power production
in ©ur modern thermal power stations will range between 160 an 170 Kfs/MWhour (on the power
station threshold). The present csost used price for electric power for vhe population is
300 KCs/MWh, the night price (for heat accumulator stoves) is 140 KCs/MWh. (That is without
fixed charges.)
That would correspond to price of heat at the consumer level 350 KCs/Gcad and 163 K£s/Gcai,
respectively (without fixed charges). It seems that in future decades, it will not be possible to
use electric power for heating purposes on a larger scale in Czechoslovakia,
Under such conditions the use of auclear power by means of nuclear heating plants may be a
solution for the supply of heat, Czechoslovakia has its own rich basis of uranium raw material
which allows production oi fuel for nuclear reactors with the price of heat from the fuel cycle 2
to 3 times lower than from the considered fossil'fuels.
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Also the present state of the Czechoslovak uranium industry, our engineering industry and the
state of reactor engineering in die world and the possibilities of international cooperation are
favourable to such a progressive solution.
The aim of our studies of applying nuclear power in Czechoslovak heating has especially been
to prove the capability of economic competition with the present classical way of heat supply
with simultaneous securing of heat supply reliability and high-grade hygiene and safety for the
consumer, surroundings and the nuclear centre.
Let us touch on the characteristic features of district heating system of heat supply and from
those the subsequent requirements on nuclear sources of heat, and the modes of general solution.
The heat demand is mostly concentrated into individual towns and industrial plants. It is not
feasible to interconnect more distant areas (because of unacceptable investment and operation
costs). Unlike production and distribution of electric power it is necessary to solve heat supply mote or l e s s separately for each area.
The system of heat supply must, however, be solved in such a way, as to prevent larger cuts
in heat supply to consumers.
The behaviour of heat off-take usually has large changes in the course of year and in the
course of day. This is so especially with town heating and also with heating of industrial
plants which do not need heat for the production process. The heat demand is then dependent
mainly on climatic conditions, mainly out-door temperature, and on the mode of control of die
heat off-take at the consumers during the day. It is also important that the total heat demand
from the system is continuously growing with die progressing growth of the town. Industrial
plants that require heat (steam) for their production process usually have their off-take more
steady, but they usually require a fully guaranteed continuous supply of a large part of the
consumed heat.
From the above and other reasons some essential requirements on the solution of heac sources
follow. This regards mainly their safety, proper determination of their number and size, and
their location (as near as possible to. the consumer).
When using nuclear sources in which the cost of fuel is low but investment cocts are comparatively high and'where specific investment costs significantly decrease with higher reactor unit
output, it is necessary to determine with great care suitable output capacities and the combination of nuclear and classical sources, and also their function in the heating system as well as
their periods of operation. Whea highest reactor outputs have been chosen, it i s necessary to
secure heat in case of a trip of the largest source in the system. Further, it is aecessary to
provide a high and economical utilization factor for the nuclear source mainly in such a way
that it would cover the bask load of the system. Existing and new classical sources in the
system may cover consumption leaks and may be used at the time of progressing growth of heat
demand before the nuclear source has been put into.operation, and they may also serve as a
reserve.
Requirements for the greatest hygiene and safety must also be taken into eonsideratics in the
concept of the nuclear centie: from the selection of a generally reliable production plant to
complementary safequards and contingent separate location of the centre.
It is possible to solve heat sources either for separate supply of heat, or for supply of heat
combined with electric power production by back-pressure .or bleeder heating-plant nirbmes
(with greater or l e s s dimensioned condensation.part) or.,as,.a large condensation power station
from which heat i s supplied as a secondary product. The most favourable solution must be
found by optimum calculations and by considering other, eirea non-economic, view-points.
Therearenumlbersof influencing factors. Apa?t torn requirements on functioning there are the
local natural conditions (e.g. source of cooling water for cDndeasatioa), local interest in electric power, st*»te of nuclear engineering, possibilities of efjuipraesst and fuel supply, the possi-.
bility of recurrent production of main equipment, harmony with the prospects of the nuclear ptogtsm
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of die country, possibility of compliance with relatively high investment cost requirements in a
certain period, etc.

ON THE STUDIES
After general considerations and preparatory studies Energoprojekt, commissioned by the Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission, started the concrete study of the use of a nuclear source
for the supply of heat to Brno. Simultaneously, Energoprojekt examined the suitability and feasibility of using the same nuclear source for the heating of some parts of Prague, the capital of
Czechoslovakia.
With regard to the local conditions of Brno and with regard to total investment costs, the nuclear
source was dimensioned mainly from the view-point of required heat supply and combined power
production as a by-product.

SOME CGiVi/fON FEATURES OF THE STUDIES OF BRNO AND PRAGUE
The area of Brno and certain part of the capital of Prague from the view-point of heat supply,
have some similar conditions.
The requirements for district heating supply will approach in the near future the order of magnitude of 1000 Gcal/hour. The two cities have a similar beat consumption behaviour with prevail*
ing requirements for heating of residential buildings and part or the industrial works; this means
that the annual diagram of duration of consumption has strong variations. The climatic conditions
are also very similar. The two towns have a nonpermissible grade of atmosphere exhalations, exceeding many times the hygiene norm.
Those were the main reasons why the present studies were concerned with those two cases:
"Brno" and "The Northern Part of Prague". As has been said, at the same time the possibility
of maximum recurrence of the same type of nuclear source was examined, which might be advantageous during construction (price of equipment, speed of realization) and during operatic (the
same fuel, maintenance, spare parts, etc.) and that cculd encourage even more the interest of
equipment producers.
However some conditions are different in Brno and Prague-North. In Brno there is a heat distribution grid, which connects practically all existing and currently under-construction classical heat
sources in one united system with possibilities of further development.
Prague • North is mostly a new part of the city with no larger heat distribution grid and with
practically no sources to connect with advantage, into a district heating system.
In Brno the heat is mostly laken (because of the existing grid) as steam, in Prague-North hot
water distribution of heat would be of greater advantage.
While Brao has absolute shortage of water for cooling in condensation turbines, Prague-North is
limited in this respect only by a considerable distance from the river.
In spite of that, in both cases the use of the same nuclear reactor and primary system (the socalled " atomic boiler") could be proposed. Though the dimensions of the source were based
mainly on the conditions of Bmo, it is prebable that the application of the same reactor in the
case of "Prague-North" will not differ much from the optimum solution.
The direction of interest of the work towards Brno was based mainly on the considerable concentration of heat consumption and existeece of a large common heat grid o£ Brno, relatively
clearer prospect of town construction in the nest decade, and on the interest of local authorities
and factoiries in such a solution.

ON THE DESIGN OF HEAT SUPPLY TO BRNO
Brno has at present a population of approx. 320,000 and is the second largest city in Czechoslovakia. It iis the administrative and cultural centre of Moravia, witb; high industrial and commercial activity. Engineering is the prevailing local industry.

altitude of the town is approx. 230 m, it lies in an area of intense r.inds and its average
annual air temperature is approx. 8 C. The absolute minimum recorded in the course of 25 years
was -30,4 C. The average minimum annual temperature over a period of 25 years i s -14,5°C. The
minimum temperature for calculations according to Czechoslovak standards is taken at -12°C.
When heating till average outdoor day temperature: 12°C, the heating season is 220 days of the
year.
The present state of air purity in the town is unsatisfactory. Pollution is caused mainly by the
burning of low-grade fossil fuels by fly-ash and gas products of burning {SOa). In recent years
the average annual fall of dust has been as high as 500 t/kmYyear.
Water sources in Brno and surroundings are very limited. From the Svitava River which flows
through the town, it is not possible in the near future to count on a higher water off-take than
400 to 500 mVhour, and even that requires special water-economy measures.
At present a considerable number of residential houses, municipal amenities, and seme industrial plants, are supplied with heat from central sources through an extensive steam and hot water
grid. Most of the heat i s supplied as steam. The total output of sources connected at present in
the common-grid i s about 450 Gcal/hour. Recently the decision to construct another classical
source was taken, so that about 1974-1975 the total capacity of classical sources in the Brnogrid will be approx. 700 Gcal/hour. A considerable part of the existing sources (including the
oldest Brno power station) will soon be near the end oC its lifetime and will be closed.
The probable growth of heat consumption in the centrally supplied and interconnected areas of
Brno is approximately as follows:
in the heating season 1971/1978, peak value —• 900 Gcal/hour;
in the heating season 1985/1986, peak value —1200 Gcal/hour.
Further growth of heat consumption dependent on various prognoses of later development of the
town and its industry, is obvious from fig. 2. The same diagram shows the output of presently
existing classical thermal sources, those under construction, or those near the end of their lifetime. Most of the existing heat sources burn our own coal or coal imported from Poland. The new
classical source i s to burn heating oil for hygienic reasons. Heating oil will be imported, and the
securing of it caused considerable difficulties.
The town district heating system mostly supplies heat for heating of residential buildings and
municipal amenities, and for their supply by hot water and heating and ventilating of some industrial plants. There i s only very little constant heat off-take for the production technology in the
factories. The annual behaviour of heat demand is mostly of a heating character, and therefore
it strongly depends on out-door air temperature. The annual behaviour of heat demand (based on
Brno heating-experience, including the daily behaviour effect, somewhat simplified) i s shown
approximately in fig. 3. The total demands grow progressively; the diagram shows the growtC
over a period of several years.
Also the daily behaviour of heat demand for heating and preparation of hot supply-water is very
changeable and in its present shape not very suitable for economical district heating supply of
heat. See fig, 4.
Also la the future the demand of heat as steam will continue to prevail in Brno. The ratio of
steam and hot water from new sources will be approx. 5:4. The existing steam grid to which the
new sources will be connected has nominal parameters 9 kp/ cm*. Only a small proportion of the
condensate is recovered (but not to the new nuclear source). The hot water grid i s & closed
circuit with parameters 170°C/70°C. (The temperature 170°C i s the hot water temperature in the
winter heating peak, the temperature 70°C is the temperature of back water under die ssme operational conditions). Control of heat supply i s achieved during most of the heating season qualitatively, i.e. by the water temperature with a constant aaseant of circulating water, outside the
heating season quantitatively.
V
All above view-points and conditions have been taken ihte account during desiga work ©a the solution. The most decisive factors were: overall economy and securing of sufficient heat supply

in the event of the failure of the largest source (i.e. the nuclear realtor). From natural conditions
die main limiting effect on the selection of the condensation part of the station aad on reactor
output has been the shortage of water. These, and other practical view-points (e.g. the possibility of supply of tested equipment), have been the limitations to recommendations given by opti.t
mum calculations. The results of those calculations led, as was expected, to higher reactor unit
output, arid to higher parameters of the centre and under some conditions, to the selection of a
larger condensation part.
The design recommends the connecting of the first nuclear heating station into the general! Brno
heating system. This should be done in 1977 when die first stronger felt shut-downs of discontinued classical sources will occur (in other words: a higher deficit between the increasing
demand of the town and the capacity of operationable classical sources).
The nuclear heating station is designed for nominal heat supply into town heat grid of 375 Gcal?/
hour and equipped by one reactor of nominal thermal output 500 MWt (430 Gcal/hr).
This "nuclear" alternative has been in the study compared with die "classical solution" alternative, where the required growth of new output is covered by a heating station burning heating oil.
The nuclear heating plant output into the heating grid is dimensioned in such a way as to secure,
during a contingent reactor outage, 60% to 70% of system output by- other cooperating sources
(according to Czechoslovak standards). The temporarily lower supply would be covered by existing sources and there will be no need to duplicate the reactor source output by new stand-by
sources.
The nuclear heating station will be used as the basic source of the heating system, waich secures its maximum utilization. The nuclear heating station will thus secure about two-thirds of
the total annual supply of heat.
The classical sources will cover the rest of the consumption diagram and will secure heat supply
at die time of refueling and inspection of die nuclear heating plant in the summer period; see
diagram fig. 3.
The connecting of the nuclear heating plant into the district heating system is shown in fig. 5.
Steam is supplied mostly into the steam junction point in the existing Brno heating station (raear
the city centre). The connection to die hot water circuit is done mostly parallel to the classical
source.
The town layout of sources is clear from the drawing of town contours in fig. 1.

NUCLEAR CENTRE CONCEPT
The source is designed as a combined nuclear heat and power station for supply of heat to town
heating grids and at the same time for supply of power into the state power system. Electric
power is produced in a bleeder turbo-set with suppressed condensation.
Nominal heat supply in steam
under pressure 12 kp/cm* is --»
Nominal heat supply in hot
water of nominal parameters
170°C/70°C is about
Total nominal supply into town
beat grids is then circa
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The nuclear heating station is equipped; with a reactor of the PWR type of a nominal thermal
output 500 MW/j, (i.e. 430 Gcal/hr) and one bleeder turbo-set with suppressed condensation
with a nominal output approx. 53 MW on the generator terminals. The heating station will operate
with those output values most of the year/
All steam produced in the steam generator (in the "atomic.boiler",};passes through the ^uirbine.
Condensation enables nominal power production even during exccpted minimum heat ofl-take pe*
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riod. In such a case (very rare when under operation) with steam supply reduced to 42 Gcal/hr
and hot water supply to 33 Gcal/hr (to 20%) and with full electric output 53 MW, the reactor
output would decrease to 250 MWt.
In the study we reckoned with enriched uranium fuel in the form of oxide with Zircalloy cladding.
Make-up fuel is assumed to be enriched to 3% with average burn-up 24 000 MW days/ton. The
first fuel charge will have average enrichment of approx. 2% and average burn-up around 15 000
MW day/t. Partial refuelling (one-third) will be done in tue summer operation break.
In this study the use of the Soviet pressurized water reactor called "Voronezh" has been assumed.
Its concept and parameters are not the most modern ones, but it was recommended from the point
of view of reliability, and because all elements of it had been checked in actual operation, which
is a very important criterion here.
The primary system pressure stage has been selected as 125 kp/cm 2 and temperatures 295/265°C.
The reactor, has three cooling loops of steam generators and pumps. In the steam generators saturated steam of pressure 42 kp/cm 2 and total amount approx. 920 t/hr is produced. The steam
generators are of the sectional "pipe-in-tube° type, circulating pumps are assumed to be of the
glandless, Soviet type.
The absorption capacity of the bleeder turbine is approx. 900 t/hr, its condenser is dimensioned
for approx. 170 t/hr of steam. During most of the operation time, practically all steam goes
through bleeders of the turbine for the production of steam and hot water for the users. Only a
necessary minimum amount of steam goes to the condenser. For hygienic reasons steam for consumers is produced in steam exchangers heated mostly by turbine bleed steam.
Hot-water circuit water is also heated in a usual way from the corresponding turbine bleeders.
The heat-flow diagram of the nuclear heating station is shown in fig. 6.
The primary circuit assembly is placed in a building equipped with a double safety containment.
To this building the primary circuit auxiliary building is attached. Other non-nuclear equipment
is placed mainly in the separate turbine bidding connected with the turbine auxiliary aisle. Fig. 7.
Two alternative sites have been suggested, one at the northern town limit, the other at the northeastern town limit.
Within a radius of 1 km from the ventilation stack of the heating station there would be no continuous residential area, and within a radius of 0,5 km there would be no permanent settlement
at all.
.
This location, following preliminary criteria for the selection of the site and following the local
condition?, results in having a certain greater distance of the nuclear heating station,from the
centre of consumption of heat in the town. The length of the pipe-line connecting the nuclear
heating plant with a suburb of Brno called MalpmeTice is less thsn 3 km. This distance tas its
significance in economic comparison of the. "nuclear".alternative with the "classical" oae, where
the compared heat source is assumed in MalomeHce,
Great care has been paid to the safety and hygiene of surroundings, heat consumers and personnel, ranging from the selection of a tested pressurized water reactor type with a closed primary
circuit and tested fuel and its cladding, to the dooble containment and the above mentioned
safety areas.
Another paper discussing these problems in particular will be submitted as a contribution to the
discussion.
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As has been said above, the use of a nuclearf heating station was economically compared with
an example in which an equivalent classical heating station would be constructed instead. To
allow, the, two alternatives to be at least partially comparable from the viewpoint of atmospheric
exhalations, it was assumed that the compared classical .heating station would burn.a highergrade fossil fuel, i.e. heating oil with low sulpfauricontent (0,7%). The same con&tions of operation were assumed for both compared sources, i.e. both of theiBfc^ereassumed mainly to cover the
basic load. The overall economy and price of supplied heat were earned out in'Malomefice, the
place of the compared classical source placed near.the1 cbnsiimptibn centre; ' •" :iS

From the comparative economic data and indicators let us give here the prices of heat in the two
alternatives (iacluding all components and influences according to the methodology of economic
calculations valid in Czechoslovakia).
Average price of heat in the place of comparison in the alternative with a nuclear heaung station
52Kcs/Gcal.
Average price of heat in the alternative with a classical heating station
- - --76K<fs/Gcal.
A separate contribution to the discission will give further particulars on the methodology of
economic calculations and other economic data.
Apart from these conclusions the report on Energoproject's studies has poin .. out several other
tacts and reasons supporting the realization of the nuclear heating station in Brno. Let us give
at least so^e of them:
The intended project can be realized from all view-points, the construction can be secured
by our production firms and suitable foreign cooperation and with the intended commission*
ing in 1977, there are no unusually short terms of delivery for the suppliers.
The nuclear fuel is from domestic raw material and its enrichment and completion can be
secured in various places, abroad.
The proposed type of reactor has been checked in the world and is reliable and in combination with the further safeguard of double containment it is possible to place this source nearer to the town limits thai? assumed in the report on the study.
In spite of the high operational reliability of the nuclear source, the output of the heating
system is secured to a required extent even in case of reactor outage during the winter peak.
The realization of the nuclear heating station follows from the present state of the town
heating system and is consistent with the intectjens of its further development.
Though the designed nuclear heating station - due to the very low price of heat in nuclear
fuel • is assumed mainly to cover the base of the consumption diagram, its being equipped
by partial condensation allows large operational flexibility including the advantages during
the start-up of the centre.
Contrary to the solution with another classical source - though burning high-grade fossil
fuel - the designed combination with a nuclear source results in remarkable improvement of
atmosphere aud general living conditions in Brno and surroundings in particular; this concerns die exhalations, dust nuisance, transport requirements, nioise, purity of waste water,
culture of work, etc.
Apart from the utilization of cur own fuel, the possibility of utilizing the capacity and capability of a series of Czechoslovak engineering firms is also of much importance for Czechoslovakia. Using verified pares of equipment (or licences) from abroad it would be possible
without delay with total costs that can be met and with high economy of the first plant to
[introduce pressurized water reactors .in Czechoslovakia.

HEAT SUPPLY TO PARTS OF PriAGUE
I shall speak much more briefly about the design to use a nuclear source for Prague, I shall give
only ttasir characteristics and results of the study. The common features and the main differences
of the two cases t Prague and Brno, have been mentioned above and the same is true about the
intension to use a nuclear source primary system of the same cyps in both towns.
Ptagoie feas at present a pcpalation of apprcx. 1,1 CO.000 inhabitants. Moss of the heat demand.is
covered by local heaters (stoves) burning mostly solid fuels. Only about 15% of heat coastunptassj is covetedI by several smalls? district .heating systems.
Acconituxg m the iasest design of the general conception of heat supply for Prague from 1968, it
is assmsed that district beating,ia ttsefesiiis vqisld cover about 43%. From new residential areas,
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the area "Prague - North", and the area "East" and "South" would come into consideration for a
nuclear source for 300 to 400 Gcal/hr heat supply into the grids.
Energoproject concentrated its study on Prague-North as there the situation is much clearer.
The total demand for heat (in winter peaks) will increase here from circa 500 Gcal/hr in 1975 to
circa 1000 Gcal/hr in 1995. As mentioned above, the annual behaviour of heat consumption has
a very changeable character, dependent on air temperature.
District heating supply of heat to this area is practically solved by new heat sources and new
heat grids. Alternatively with a nuclear heating station, a combination of a nuclear and classical
sources, mainly hot water boilers burning beating oil, waf used. The nuclear heating station will
cover the base of the consumption diagram. Classical boilers will cover the rest, of the diagram
and will be installed successively so that they secure the required heat supply before the nuclear
source has been commissioned, and then they should be capable of securing the necessary system
output during a contingent nuclear source outage.
This alternative was compared with the all-classical solution, where the output would be secured
by a liquid fuel heating station and peak hot water boilers.
The designed nuclear alternative assumes a nuclear hea':ng station with a 500 MWt reactor for
nominal hear supply into the hot water and steam town grid of 344 Gcal/hr and for simultaneous
power supply into the state grid of 72 to 124 MWe. To the 500 M^te "nuclear boiler", which is the
same as in Brno, iwo bleeder turbo-sets with a highly developed condensation part would be
attached. The condensation is dimensioned in such a way that, even during assumed lowest heat
lake-cii's, the reactor would be fully exploited.
This solution was chosen because of slower growth of heat supply and somewhat more favourable
conditions in water supply.
Nominal heat supply in hot water is 315 Gcal/hr, in steam 29 Gcal/hr with power output on the
terminals of the generators 2 £ 41 MWe. With nominal parameters of the hot water grid 150/70°C,
the basic nuclear source heats the circulation water to 120 C.
The solution of the nuclear heating station is similar to the case of Brno, and is located near the
northern limit of the supplied area. In its neighbourhood a b&iler station with peak boilers is
assumed. With regard to the town the same measures and distances are kept as in Brno.
The compared classical heating plant is assumed in the same place (which is the place initially
chosen for the classical heating station). The heat grids are quite long and costly due to the
extensive area supplied, and to the location of the source. (They are the same in the two compared alternatives).
When comparing the "nuclear" and "classical" alternatives of the solution, the price of heat
obtained from all cooperating sources and supplied to the consumer (to the so-called interchange
station) was calculated; tha? means including the costs for transportation of heat.
In the "nuclear9 alternative it will be possible to supply heat to the consumers for an average
price less than 100 Kcs/Gcal 5 while in the "classical 8 alternative it would be possible to supply
heat to consumers for an average price approx. 130 Kcs/Gcal.
Even from purely economic viewpoints it follows also in this case that the alternative with a
nuclear heating station is of greater advantage and that it is fully capable of competing with
other ways of heat supply.
More details on the study of the case, Prague-North, will be found further on is a contribution to
the discussion by the authors of the report on the study.
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Schema zapojeni zdroju teplofikafini soustavy Brno

Grid diagram of sources of the Brno heat distribution
system
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SKODA Works, Plzen

SUMMARY
Tbe VVER type of pressure water reactor is considered a suitable type of reactor for beat and
power supply purposes. In tbe report there are mentioned some parameters of this reactor, and
sc\.e construction elements of tbe primary circuit are described, mainly the construction and description of tbe reactor. Due to tbe fact that the reactor should be placed near a densely pop'
ulated area, a brief description of the construction of the doable containment is given.

1. INTRODUCTION
In some of the large Czechoslovak cities there is a real possibility of applying nuclear reactors
of a middle output for a central supply of heat and process steam. A nuclear heating station as a
part of an efficient heating system could produce heat and steam for consumers at a lower price
than the usual coal and heavy oil sources (1.) Apart from that - and this is most important - with
the introduction of nuclear sources there will be no further worsening of living conditions in the
areas of larger agglomerations of population.
The decisive conditions for using nuclear sources in heating are:
a high degree of operational reliability of the reactor must be ensured, characterized for
example by duration of utilization of the installed output,
radiation reliability for personnel of the reactor and the neighbouring inhabitants, checked
by operation.
The above mentioned conditions are for the time being not fulfilled by the Czechoslovak heavywater gas-cooled reactor of the A I type, the prototype of which for a 150 M?/e (360 MWt) output
is at present at the stage of completion of the assembly.
For a study design of a nuclear power plant a Soviet version of a pressurised water reactor (VVER)
has therefore been chosen.
It i-3 necessary to state that the pressure water reactors are the most widespread type of power
station reactors in the world and arc economically attractive even for the area of middle outputs. The Soviet version of a P'WR reactor has beer, checked in operation oa the prototype of
210 MWe (760 MWt) in the Soviet Union and oo araecher prototype of 70 MWe (260 MWt) ia the German Democratic Republic. We also admit that it is possible to use in the reactor a different
charge that will be at our disposal aisd v/faich will be economically advantageous.
9?
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2. THE NUCLEAR PART OF THE HEATING PLANT
The usage of a PVR reactor for heating stations was analysed in study designs of nuclear heating stations for the cities of Plzen, Brno and Prague. The results of the analysis of the last two
cases are given by Mr Stransky. It shows that because of lack of cooling water and other characteristics of both localities, it will be useful to have a concept of the nuclear heating plant with
a reactor of a middle output around 500 MWt and with a steam back-pressure turbine or let us say
with suppressed condensation.
The nuclear part of the heating plant, consisting of one reactor, 3 steam-generator loops, compensators of volume, equipment for changing of fuel and other belongings, i s placed in a safety
hermetic containment (fig. 1). Each of the steam-generator loops contains a steam-generator of
the element type (IBZKG - concept), centrifugal sealless pump of a Soviet concept and a connecting piping of 500 mm diam. with sectional slide valves with hydraulic and electric drive.
The project of a heating station reactor and its accessories is derived from the checked construction units in operation of the first block of the nuclear heating plant New Voronezh. The
summary of the basic parameters of the reactor is given in the following table:
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Measurement

Value

type of the reactor

pressure water
(WER)

heat output

MWt

605

Pressure vessel
maximum diameter

mm

2840

max. height (without nozzles
on the lid)

11960
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-

thickness of the wall
of the cylinder part

mm

105

weight (without nozzles
of the lid)

t
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mm
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mm
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mm
2420

98

/ . ( , •

weight of fuel charge
in the reactor

20000

average enrichment of the
first fuel charge

%

2

enrichment of the
additional fuel charge

%

3

average burn-up o'i the
fuel charge

MWd/t

24000

temperature at reactor
inlet

°c

264

temperature at reactor
outlet

°C

295

pressure at reactor
inlet .

kp/cm*

128

Coolant (H,0)

pressure at reactor
outlet .
.

:

flow throuaht the reactor

kp/cm2

125

t/h

11925

In principle the reactor (fig. 2) consists of the following main structural parts:
bod3' of the reactor (fig. 3) which is of a cylindrical shape with a semi-elliptic bottom.. It is
welded from separate rings. Under the flange ring there is a nozzle-ring with 3 inlet and
3 outlet nozzles of 500 mm diara. for inlet and outlet of cooling water;
lid of the pressure vessel (fig. 4) i s of a semispherical shape. On the internal surface in the
area of the welded tubes and on the connective surfaces of the lid with the body of the
reactor, it i s covered with a coating of austenitic steel. The lid is connected to the' body of
the reactor by 45 screws M, 130 x 4; .
.
supporting body (fig. 5) i s a thin wall cylinder from austeniric steel. It supports all the internal parts of the reactor and separates the inlet and outlet area of the coolant. It is suspended under the lid of the pressure vessel on the internal ;;etting of the flange of the body
of the reactor - which can be partially seen in our smaller picture of the reactor assembly
(fig. 2);
lower block (fig. 6) is placed in the thickened part of the supporting body. The tubes of the
lower block serve as casings in which the fuel parts of the regulation assemblies- are being
slided in;
the box of the activity zone (fig. 8) is placed on the plate in the lower block. In a 300 mm
thick bottom of the box there are 120 cylindrical openings (beds) for placing of unmovable
fuel assemblies and 31 hexagonal openings for passing of movable (regulation) fuel assemblies;
..,..-:
upper block (fig. 7) on which by their upper ends the unmovable fuel assemblies arc. flexibly
supported. The upper block itself is flexibly supported against, the lid of. the reactor and
holds down the box of the core to the lower block;
Reactivity regulation of the reactor is done by mechanical moving of 31 movable fuel assemblies.
When sioving the fuel assembly downwards out of the active zone the absorption part of the box
is being pushed into the active zone. The connection of both parrs of the assembly can be taken
apart in case of dismounting the lid of the pressure vessel and the upper block. The mechanism
of the drive• of the assembly is placed in the tube above the lid of the jsessure vessel. At *. requirsment for emergency shut-down of the reactor the electromotor driving the screw i s switched
off an4 the regulation assembly slides its absorption par| by its own weight into" the active zone.
The equipment for changing the charge should enable once a year the change of 1 / 3 of the fuel
charge]; The fuel charge change can be done with a shut-down reactor after taking off sh* lid of -

m

tfae pressure vessel, which will be placed by means of a 100 t crane ca the determined place.
The change of fuel assemblies is done by a charging eaacMne under a safeguarding layer of water.
Use total time of shut-down of the reactor is to bs abost 120 - 150 teafs.
The safety container of the nuclear part has adowble-casing.The internal casing of about 40 fa
diara. being of steel place of a thickness 18 - 30 rasa has been calculated for the masuraum pressure 4.1 kp/cm 2 (in case of rupture of the primary piping). The shape of the internal casing is
designed eidier spherically or cylindricaily with an elliptical botteza and a hemispheric lid. The
bottoa part of the steel ceatainsnent is enbedded in a concrete base. The internal as well as the
enteral surface of the ccnraiasieat is coated by a protective paint. The external casing of the
safeguarditm.3 ecnJaJEseat is of concrete with thickness of wails in the cylindrical part being
abwst 00 eaa oud in the spherical upper part abisiH 6© cm.
Tks esterEal surface of the concrete coataicment is coaced with a thermal isolating csaterial and
a layer of plastic material as a projection against weather. T&e internal surface is coated with
paios.
Ussier eannai operatica a slight overpressure should be raaintaiaed in the internal area oi the
coacaiatseai; whereas ia the area betweea both of she coataineaents there should be a slight underpressure. In As walls of the containment there are three opsnings with equipment for pressure
compensation: personnel access, emergency esit asd load opening. The penetrations for the
pipiag enable the coapsnsaciojs of heat dilatations of the pipiog. There are also special ssaal!
penetrations for electric cable cutlets.

The construction study showed in principal the possibility of realizing she reactor for heating
of oa output: of about 500 hiWt oa the basis of tks Soviet pressure water reactor (VVER) prototypes, checked in operation.
The disposition studies showed the possibility of locating the nuclear p2rtof the heating piaQt in a
double safety ccsitaimaeot of abosit 40 m diara., ^hich'ought to secure a-zero uncontrolled
leakage of radioactivity into the environs of the heating plant and enable thus the construction
of a nuclear heaciag plant in a close vicinity of ehe heat consumption centre.

REFF&NCES
I If Hfilovec,].
Applications of mediura-sise power reactors for process and space heat; Panel IAEA Vienna;
June 1968, Paper PL 297/7.
/ 2/ Siudy on employment of a nuclear source for central heat supplies of the CzechoslovaEj
cities of Brno and Fragile. EGP, March 1969.
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FIG. 2

45 šroubů M 130 x 4

45 bolts M 130 x 4

3 otv. (vývod termočl.)

3 holes (thermocouple connections)

12 otv. (vývod mSr. rad.)

12 holes (activity detector lines)

Q Aktivní zóny
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2
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2
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FIG. 3
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FIG. 4
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FIG. 5
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FIG. 6
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FIG. 7
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DISCUSSION.

DRAFT PROJECT
FOR SUPPLYING OF PRA6UE
WITH HEAT FROM NUCLEAR SOURCES
Z. HAVELKA
State Research Institute
for Machine Construction, BSchovice

Heat supplysby means of heating stations in Czechoslovakia has a tradition of many years. This wa\> of
supply corresponds fully to our geographical and climatic conditions and is borne in mind even for the
further evolution and construction in the progress of our towns. Lately, especially in Prague,the solution
of heat supply for the Capital has been getting into difficulties, endeavours for improvement of heat'
supply for the town, in spite of much work by designers and specialists in energetics, comes into contradiction with the life-environment and the economical problems of today.
In accordance with .pie contemporary anticipation of the expansion of Prague it will be nacesaary to secure
a heat supply of about 5000*6300 Gcal/h in the years 1S80-199Q during the winter peak period. The latter
indication draws near to the years 2000. One -half of the heat is planned to be obtained from antral
sources, either from large heating - stations, or local plants. The heating stations are Expected to use
about 60% of liquid fuel, mainly heavy oil, end the rest is to bum up energeticihfmm coal, until they will
be changed to gas or liquid fuel. The hypothetical heating station sources will consume up to 0.83 million
tons of heavy oil and approximately 1 million tons of energetic brown coal a year; The sources of r-oalm'll
produce about-300,000 tons of ash and cinders!a year, for which there is no place to dispose of them. At
present the heating sources exhale into the air according to, calculations, approximately 40,000 tons of
sulphur in the form of SO% and 30,000 tons,of ssh a year.
,
,
.
The average price for heat supplied front these netting stations will be relatively high for the consumers;
according to studies of our design and leading authorities, about 100 - 160 Kts/Gcal,and in, some cases
even more. This is due to the high price of heavy oil which has to be delivered from abroad, and also
because it is not possible for hygienic reasons, to use coal.in the heating station at Prague in the Mure
to a larger extent because of the great amount of ash and sulphur., The mentioned state of affair* wi/l 'be
worsened by. further indirect losses in the city accomodation fund, in agriculture, vegetation and other
fields of human activity wtir.rethe actual losses can be judged only with difficulty. It is also Impossible
to express in numbers the economical results of hofm to the health of the inhabitants of Prague who have
to live in this environment.
•
- •-•_..».•--.
•,....
: .
This short enumeration of the basic needs of the presupposed solution of heating sources shows that the
contemporarypsojectedsolution requires anew qualitative change of this conceptions "-___ ;- ^
The qualitative change of heat supply cm be solved either by « change of fuel quality in th* conventional
sources or by electric heating, and eventually by the qualitative change of hem sources on the basis of
nuclear fuel. The change of fuel quality (desulphurized liquid-fuel, earth garni necessitate* a higher price
1 .
*et because of the dlap
of heat and impoverishes the h

heating by electricity cannot be realized to a larger extent in Czecteafovafc cooditjem*. This conception
need* a lot of cheep eieeRtcRr. The Chang* com* into wiukhvmimobot* the year apOB. M*M> trngo
ep cities on tt* boats of fast reixtiw* or ovehtvalry the mctemtmle* will atart opormkg. The
cost kth* enargmh raw material m thm price of heat will be r*$i**l, and the t r e e nwutmtnt
acceptable.
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For all these reasons the conception based on a qualitative change of sources in the heating system on a
nuclear basis seems to be a suitable solution for Prague in the years 1975 - 2000, It moderates the economic deficiencies of the previous conception, because as we heard, it takes into account cheaper fuel,
it makes full use of the advantage of heat supply by means of heating stations and in priciple, it has no
hygienic deficiency and it is possible to realize this conception under present conditions with the existing state of technology.
On basis of this knowledge a study has been worked out in the State Research Institute for Machine Construction in Prague-BSchovice, dealing with a new conceptual project on the supply of a part of Prague
with heat from nuclear sources. The study proposes to produce heat for Prague mainly by a heating system
from three basic nuclear heating stations (approximately 1450 Gcal/h - in peaks up to 1600 Gcal/h) i.e.
nuclear heating station EAST, which is to be constructed in the area of Males'ice, with a heat supply of
about 400 Gcal/h, nuclear heating station SOUTH (presumably Branik) with a heat supply 350 - 400 Gcal/h
and finally the nuclear heating station HoleSovice II - Troja with a heat supply initially 350, and then in
the ensuing period, up to 700~800 Gcal/h. The study suggests that the nuclear sources be located as near
to the centre of the consumption as possible or in the vicinity of the supply knots near io the Vltava River,
so that the output of the reactor could be used for production of electricity as well.
The nuclear heating stations are suggested to be equipped with the same (standard for Czechoslovakia)
pressure water reactors of an approximate output of 430 Gcal/h as have been proposed for Brno (500 MWt)
and similarly to execute a three-circuit hsat transformation with undefective radiation of heat by hot
water and partially by steam. It suggests further, that the nuclear heating station EAST be provided with
steam turbines with depressed condensation because there is lack of water in that location. It suggests
also that the heating station HoleSovice - Troja II be realized in two stages of construction and that it be
provided stage by stage with two reactors, working in a block set-up with bleeder turbines, with the possibility of an output up to 150 MW. The steam condensation is presumed by flow water from the Vltava
River. The nuclear heating station SOUTH is a project of the same type as HoleSovice II - Auf only with
one reactor. By these heating stations it.will be possible to supply-electricity to important centres of
Prague, such as traffic metro, communication, water supply etc. The heating stations SOUTH and HoleSovice II could be situated in a rock massif.
.
The study suggests, in harmony with the original plan, to transferee hitherto smaller conventional sources
to desulphurized liquid fuel or gas sources provided it is 'reasonable and economically profitable. After
1985 it could be possible to substitute these plants possibly by small nuclear heating stations with an
output of 30' 100 Gcal/hj, which at present have a trend in the well-developed countries.
The designers of this conception expect to solve completely the heat supplies of Prague, both regarding
the atmosphere and the economical situation of the inhabitants of Prague. According to the up-to-date
studies of our Research and Project Institutions, the price of 1 Gcal of heat from the nuclear sources will
be essentially lower than the price of heat from conventional plants in spite of the higher investment
costs. At the consumers' level it reaches, about 70 - 100 Kds/Gcal.
'•' .• ;•-
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It will be possible to ameliorate electricity supplies of Prague by supplementary production of electricity.
The produced elecu.city can be used also for further development of heating by electricity in Prague Centre, where it is impossible to institute a centralized way of heat supply? " ' '
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The new conception on a nation-wide scale will influence the traffic favourably and will make the energetic
situation of the capital city of Prague less dependent on weather calamities and crises in human society.

the Gertim.fi

Nuclear plants are working without exhalations of S02 and fly-ash fall. This removes the problem of ash
arid cinder liquidation. The suggested conceptual proposition winds up the biggest sources of exhalations
and dirt within Prague,
'

Permit me to give you with this brief contribution so as io show above all that the problem of heat supply
necessitates a new solid conceptual solution and a qualified decision about fhe kind of the employed fuel,
which will fulfil bast of all hygienic and economic requirements of today and even of the future. It is in
the interest of the inhabitants of Prague to use a nuclear fuel for this purpospon 'a lamer scale, which
fulfils all these requirements bast and which enables changing this unfavourable situation to a favourable
one. In some way this situation remind* us of the planned intentions for Stockholm, as was told yesterday
by Mr.Margen. We of course have to be aware of a certain incoMistance in this conceptual idea with the
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present possibilities of our country, owing to which we must correct our efforts. In spite of this I think it
is necessary to realize at least the first nuclear heating station for Prague as soon as possible, and that
probably in the vicinity, of UaleSice (economically the best place appears to be Ho/eSovicel so as to lay in
time the basis for a radical solution of this problem in Prague, which of all the towns in our Republic needs
this solution with the utmost urgency.

R.HRO¥EK: We have heard the voices of those who propose to the specialists in the field of heat and
power supply the solving of their problems with nuclear supply sources. I don't want to carry on e controversy and to oppose to this kind of heating supply. However, it is necessary to define the borderline of
reality. Before I present my report I would like to answer my colleague. Mr.Havelka.
We have already had much discussion on the theme of the supply of heating for Prague. We who know the
situation in this city consider this solution as being possible in the distant future, about after the year
2000, but in the year 1975 we consider it a mere fantasy. There isn't any possibility to form a definite
group of workers in Prague to prepare and seriously think cbout nuclear heat and power station by the year
•1975. We can look st the problems from Mr.Havelka's point of visw or from the other side, as we wish.
However, so that our attempts and activities and further work lead to our goal, it is important to aim in a
definite direction which' gives the possibility of something remaining from our attempts.
I want very briefly to make it clear why I personally see the perspective of a nuclear heat and power plant
as progressive and economically feasible.
According to the reports of some of our colleagues who have returned from France, the program of nuclear
power plants in France is substantially reduced as a result of the lowering of price of heating oils:
25-30 %. so that the price of electricity from nuclear power plants is about 30 -40% higher. Not long
ago.I relieved from the German Federal Republic where there was 'a big congress on heating and where
much*attention was devoted to heat and power supp'~ plants. The supply of heat in the German Federal t
Republic is based on the use of natural gas. An important prerequisite, for this, is the close source of natural gasJn the region of Groningen in Holland, which makes it possible to supply this fuel even to such
faraway places as Bavaria. In Holland there is about Z325 milliard cubic metres of natural gas and even
from a politico-economic point of view, Holland is considered as a reliable partner?
Gas proponents opposing nuclear energy argue that the cost of production in a nuclear electric power
plant, for instance in Sundremingen.Js 45 DM/HWh while in a similar coel power plant it costs 43 DWI/Wh
In the nuclear electric power plant the cost is 11.5 mils, that is substantially more than in th* case about
which we were informed by our Swedish colleague and. information from France as stated by ilr.Neumann
yesterday. J mention this because I want to pass on to the comparison in the heat and power plant.
The expsits in the west argue that only one-third of production cosls can be charged to the source*, while
two-thirds {and sometimes 75%) can be charged to the distribution of electric power. The fuel component
in this total cost represents, then, 10 to 20 percent of cost connected with the total production of electric
power and its distribution. It is obvious therefore, that the exchange of fosti I fuel for nuclear one cannot
for the time being bring any substantial economic effect wen though there, wat no great investment cost
necessary for.the construction of nuclear power plants. Personally I think tlMtheaa arguments in• « £ ,
circumstances should riot be made against the use of nuclear energy, since our republic hyUry / « f * w »
economically acceptable sources of liquid fuels* Here we can agree with other colleague* who showed the
advantages of nuclear energy. In the region of the perspective use of nuclear energy there can be ieen in
theGertitan Federal Reputhc an effort to get away from thejeonpmic dependence on import of enriched nuclear fuel, particularly from the United States which leads to the semehiOrweyiof economic utiliimien
of natural uranium. In our country the situation.of having the chance to proceed, hr instance Ilka the
Siemens firm, does not egfMt. This fim is designing prototype equipment for natural urmHtm of e modern
conception with substantially reduced Investment'tor a nuclear power plant In Niederaichbach, In the
"German Federal Republic they have great success with this type and they heva even signed * contract with
Argentina to build or* of these electric po^ stations. ~ u _\ -'* *
" l "' ,7- ~"
'"
' '
Our eastern neighbours have such immense supplies of natural gee thai they do not enticipete the construction of nvclear aounea for the time being.
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In the United States it is expected that from 15,000 MW put into operation in the year 1970, 40% will be
covered by nuclear sources and in 1971 from these 16,000 UK, 55% will be covered. This is the most
recent news and it is interesting that the U.S. is the greatest producer of natural gas and therefore it is
expected to use mor i natural gas than oil.
As far as the application of nuclear .sources for the heat and power plant is concerned, it is important to
take into consideration all these points of view which have been mentioned here. Only a few places in
Czechoslovakia have the necessary prerequisites for buiiding a heat and power plant. For this reason some
proposals exist as to the possible location of a nuclear heat and power plant in Prague, Pilsen and Brno:
that means in those places where big networks of heat and power plants ere. In autumn of the last year in
Pilsen, these economic statements from o study were put forth:
1 Gcal from nuclear sources cost 190 Kits, even on the average of 25 years, and about 130 K£s for
1 Goal from the classic source, in these cases of course, the whole system was considered.
In Brno 1 Gcal would cost 52 Ms, and this would only be under the broadening of the system by nuclear
source^ and under the broadening of the classic source the price would be 76 KCs. for 1 Gcal. We decided
therefore that we shall concentrate our attention on Brno.
The situation in the heat and power plant is different than in the production of electric power. The costs
of production are divided thus: 2/3 can be charged to the sources and 1/3 to distribution. This means that
the saving on the fuel component can sufficiently show up in the overall economic'situation of the heat
and power plant. The result of this consideration is that in a heat and power phr,itt because the source
plays a greater part than in an electro-energetic system, a saving of 50% in fuel component of the costs
(20 KHs/Gcal. for nuclear fuel, and 40 KSs/Gcal far oils) permits the increase per emit investment by a
surprisingly high amount, 1 million Kls/Gcal. This is a very interesting average impression and a reason
for following up the nuclear heat and power plant.
The conception of economic policy in our country is at the present time based on the import of crude oil
and gas as the only possible variant, and all other, considerations are subordinated to this premise.' It is
however, important to realize that by the import of crude-oil with a high content of sulphur, the problem
of air pollution is not being solved. According to my personal opinion, in the import of liquid, fuels there
ought to be realized only the program which has already been agreed upon, and the interim before the wider
application of nuclear energy ought to be bridged over in the first place by a covering primary fuel base
from cheap domestic sources, for instance from the North-Bohemian coal fields. After the year 1975, respectively 1980, nuclear energy in our circumstances should be capable of competing with imported natural gas,'so far as this gas would be transported from distances of several thousand kilometres. It is worth
consideration that if these means which are necessary for pie-orientation of primary energetic base from
solid fuels to fluid and gas fuels, it is not advantageous1 to use them for the speeding up the realization
of the Czechoslovak nuclear program. As far as the already sighed international agreements about the supply of heating oils are concerned, these should be used for the primary supply of districts in Slovakia,'
considering the distance of these districts from the brown coal fields of Bohemia.
,
It is also necessary to consider the reality that Czechoslovak industry within short after its own experiences-with the production of nuclear equipment,. will-Be capable of production and export of-this equipment.
Czechoslovak industry relying on the domestic sources of uranium ore* could find, its place in the field of
nuclear heat and power supply.
• • . . . - . • .
•,,;...,
The first Czechoslovak nest and power plant which could be realized in Brno, should not be at the
disadvantage of high financial costs connected with the development and research of certain prototype
equipment. Of course, the condition is that the quality of this equipment would guarantee the operator a
atite supply of heat. All the failures and problems connected with them should be borne by the suppliers
and producers of the equipment. Otherwise if we do not agree on this, it has no sense to think of the realization of it. However, if we want to support a certain realization we must concentrate on a concrete case,
and the one which gives the hope for the successful realization and economy'of operation.
r'
It is necessary to realize that the supply of the heat and power plant, is at the present time in very difficult conditions - that it, from tne^mt of view of competition with other ways of the supply of Cpt.^
Therefore further complications connected with the eventual realization of nuclear forces, would make this
way of heat supply even more disadvantageous.
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J.BLAHOVCOVA.As a member of the office of the chief architect I shall first of all be talking'about Prague,
and especially about two things. First concerning the question of Ing.Stranskf who stated that he anticipates
the source of nuclear power for Brno in the year 1977.1 did not hear whether he hau any idea of the time for
the realization of nuclear source Prague - North. I consider this point very important. The North is the only
hopeful place where the nuclear plant source could be built. But there is a great fight for time. This was discussed by Irig.Hromek. if we do not want to consider this work as only theoretical, and if it should not and
like many other things, bio. reach the point of realization, it is important to stand with our feet on the ground
and count how we are off for time. The first stage of Tfeboradice should be completed in 1972. We are constantly discussing how large its capacity should be. The first stage does not solve the entire demand of the
North, but it remains partly uncovered. It does not refer only to new construction, but it also refers to the
supplying of industry which for the time being is not taken care of by the power production industry. It also
concerns the supplying of the expiring production sources in this district arid therefore a sensitive solution
of all these relations mainly from the point of view of time, that was my question to Ing.Stransky': if they
have thought in terms of time.
. '
My second remark touches on the wo(k of Ing.Havelka. This work has been in progress for practically the
two years that Ing.Havelka and I have been working^together. The variant vAich speculated on the joining
of the North and South, tfiat is the North and South sources, and which was very theoretic from the territorial urban point of view* , since to go through with,the main supply line to the district of Vyiehnd is practically impossible. Today for example, we are coming into contradiction with the idea of, building a medium
pressure gas line, which we simply do not have anywhere to put. The proposed variant of solving the
problem of heat supply for Prague offered by irig.Havelka is more advantageous from, this point of view.
However. I stiJIhave the following, remarks to add to this proposer. The district of Troja. that is the heat
and electric power station.- HoieSoviceII. lies in the region Which is very valuable from the city planning
point of view. Here they expect to install the main communication along the river arid therefore the location
of the power source here would run up against considerable difficulties. In no case would it be possible to
construct the rail branch for'this power station. "J do not know exactly if Ing.Havleka considers such a rail
line necessary. There are even greater problems with the power station in the South. As is well known,
a very concentrated apartment construction is under wi,/in this southern area.'A new housing quartorjCho- dov, or the South Prague Housing Development, is• to be gradually built beginning in the year 1972, -This,
means thai the term is right at our door. Plans are made for supplying this region with natural-gas. Comparativelly larger problems for us are connected with supplying smelter apartment developments such as
for instance LibuS and others. In no case have plans been made to supply this southern region from the
west, but on the other hand all plans were considering supplying this region from the east. / went to bring
to your attention therefore^ the time disproportion -as well as the disagreement of various opinions as presented in the worked out study plans concerning the supplying of Chodov as well as the region of Itodfany,
where Ing.Havelka would place this heat arid power station, i would further bring to your attention that
bringing the beat from the west towards the east and from the south to the north end in the, direction of the
centre, is basically contradictory to the system of distribution of heat which is under construction. I would
therefore recormend that Ir^.Havelka while working on this wjectbein
direct contact with EGP because
Prague is not a green meadow on which we can start from ths beginning, but it is a city nA/eft is a* built
up that everything new must be conditioned to what has already been constructed. - • F. STRAN&O?:: Concerning the time schedule for connecting the Prague-'•North heat end pewor atatton, wt
talked about Prague -North only as an example as to whether it would be possible to use in *om» oOmr
regions and towns of Czechoslovakia a similar source of heat which would be used m the ct*e ofMmo. It
appears the* there would be some possibilities but I am not a propagator ofwche softalon w n < * * • * "
appeared to be profitable in such unfavourable conditions as in the case of Praou* - North, The Study shows
that the nuclear source should be put into operation m the year 1S7G or 1976, First tMbolltr* coveting the
peak consumption at the ppssent imW (which even later should be used for the same purpose ami would
represent a reserve) should be built and during the heating season 1976 - 1877 the nuclear source should
be, connected. As far as the realization of the project is concerned, than I must Say that while talking to
our Belgian friende, they showed concern over the fact that we want to buij-tthis hot and power station as
late as in 197$ • 197S. For ttyir conditions it appears to bean sxtremefylengthy manner tf ptorming md
constnxtion. (Aider t/m circumstances in our country, as wa have olroofly mentioned in ourttuff^he
term
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As far as lining up and connecting the various sources is concerned, I have here a graph showiryj how
these sources should gradually be put into operation. Of course the time data are not so precise, but the
nuclear source could be put into operation around the year 197$. Further studies would examine whether or
not it would be possible to install a larger power station near the Vltava River and near Prague. Such a
power station should have the capacity of four to five hundred (400 - 500} UW, and it should also make possible the supply of heat. Of course I do not know if there would be financial means for such an investment
available, and if it would be in agreement with the whole program for building the nuclear power station
system.
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J. TALLER: After the contributions of colleagues Hromek and Blahovcovi I would like to show one possibility which seems to be quite promising for the development of heat and power supply system. In.our symposium we are discussing the possibilities of making use of nunlear heat and power stations under our
conditions, so that my contribution will not be quite in fine with our discussions. Even so I think that from
the point of view of the time factor which was mentioned by both of my colleagues and which plays an unfavourable role in making use of nuslear reactors in our heat and power system, my proposal js worth
presenting for consideration. There is no need to doubt the possibility of the development of nuclear power
in our electrification network within the near future. The facts are that the supply of domestic fuels for
manufacturing heat and power are limited, coal is running out. but we must continue building up our
sources of electric energy. The tendency in the world shows that the competing ability of nuclear power
stations compared to classical power stations using fossil fuel, is growing and that even such countries
which do have larger quantities of fossil fuel availahie for the production of electric energy pay exceptional
attention to the development of nuclear power energy.
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As far as the development of the heat and power supply is concerned, ! do not want to talk here about the
philosophy of such a development as one of the possible methods of supplying various partners of the national economy with heet, nor about the usefulness of it, nor the use/essness of it. The problem of using
nuclesr reactors in the heat and power supply must be planned and solved first from the point.of view of
the economy or construction and operation of the equipment, and then, from the point of view of judging its
contribution to the cleanliness of our living surroundings.
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I want ts bring yoirr attention to a different direction,'to one of the possible technologies which from the
point of view of the time factor, that is until we shall be able to build nuclear heat and power stations,
could bring a certain easing of the situation especially in the region of difficult conditions caused by gas
pollution in the air: Sulphur oxide. It is the.possibility of burning coal in fluid form which is especially
suitable for low caloric fusts used by power stations. This method of burning coal is characterized-by a
process of low temperature burning of coal dust suspended in a specially constructed fluid furnace. The
advantages of this type of burning are: ••
. . .
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s very distinct cleaning of sulphur from the residue of the burning process under the presence of
suitable additives;
!
-.:.*'-excellent and comparatively simple regulation of the output of the furnace within the limits from
20 to 100% of nominal output which is very desirable with boilers use<i for heat and'powerstations;
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The fluid burning process of course, has some disadvantages too.
For

( ' I
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the nued of roughly ground fuel and therefore less effort for grinding the coal;,
comparatively simple-servicing. .

T-1

where Tt (years) i

.,. .
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a greater consumption of energy for obtaining pressurized air which plays an important role in the
burning process}
j
further, all disadvantages in comparison with nuclear reactors which are characteristic for all types
. of coal boilers also. That is, the necessity for transportation of considerable quantities of coal,
heed for storing the coalr necessity of removing ashes and soot, and the need for providing places
for depositing these ramnants.Ofcourse, all these things must be taken care of in all types of coa(
power stations,
,
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The pretest day stage in the development of this problem is that in the Stachanov mine in Eastern Sohemie,
the institute for fuel research >t Btchovice reconstructed a small bailer vath a capacity of about 4 tons per
hour. Then they experimented with this fluid burning process with good results. On the basis of this relit

II

search, another boiler. I think with a capacity of IS' 20 tons per hour, was provided with such fluid heating chamber and at the same time in the Ostrava region, they ore preparing another one with a capacity of
about 40 tons per hour. Work is going on on a project for a boiler with an output of 125 tons per hour, and
preparations are being made for the study of a possibility of building a baiter with 300 to 350 tons per how
capacity. At the present time it stems possible that we could count on using the fluid method of burning
coal in boilers of larger capacity, •
From what has been said it follows that for electric power stations which we shall continue to build in our
electrification network, fluid banting cannot be used because the basic units represent blocks of 200 to
500 MW which require boilers of much larger output. However, the fluid coal burning process could very
well be used in the case of boilers installed in heat and power supply stations, and boilers constructed
for this fluid burning process could very well be used.
The whole problem is being studied intensively in Czechoslovakia especially in connection with the possibilities of using dry de-sulphuring methods and Czechoslovak experts are in touch with American experts who are working on this method. In the second half of Kay the experts from the United States will
come to Czechoslovakia and our specialists are supposed to go to the United States to visit specialized
places there in June of this year. During these meetings experts from both sides wiil exchange experiences
from their research and make closer contacts for cooperation in this field.
I must apologize for the deviating somewhat from the scheduled program of the symposium, but I am of the
opinion that it would ba useful to consider the possibility of bridging over the time until the realization
of the nuclear reactor in the heat and power supply by making use of this fluid burning process which
would help us in our fight for preserving healthy living surroundings in new developments and other con'
centraled living areas.
If. HAVLKBK:
AS the main criterion for appraising the economic advantages of investment, there is used
in Czechoslovakia, net profit attainable during its oconmic lifetime and related (with the help of discount)
to the base year of putting the project into operation. It is celled the total effect of the investment and it
can be expressed as follows:
.
.
, _
.
T-1

-Npr)

where 7% (years) is ths economic lifetime of the project
Vγ (Kls/yesT) ere sates from the project in T year of operation. The price for the delivered Gcal
of mat is calculated as a unified price for all of Czechoslovakia for the purpose of
evaluating the economic effectiveness of the project. A special prica is calculated at
the outlet of the heating plant when the effectiveness of the heating sources is considered, or at the inlet of the consumer for the evaluation of the heating system as a
whole.
are, the total operating cotts of the project in T year,
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When economic effectiveness of the nuclear heat and power station is being calculated, spociel consider*
:
tion must be given to various' deviations from normal operation required by mideor power sources and the
whole heat distribution system. This system whi^h sup&ia* tno met for the purpose of apartment bwhUngs •
is characterized in Czt<^»slovaiiabya^useofthemafoutputlroout35
to 45%) whihthe nuclear ;
heating plant, if his to be economic, has to have a considerably higher utilization of capacity. It fallows
from this that the nuclear heat and power plant usually cannot bathe only source of heat m the hem supply
system, but must t* supplemented by classical soircet vehSth would cover peaks of consumption.
When the nucletr haat and power plM is connected to th* heel tvpply system of a largo town k will boar,
due to its cheep fuel and operation coats, the largest possible utilisation of the installed capacity of the
s,-s!eff~ yMchwill he limited only by the absolutely necessary napping of technological mqulpment. and
by the decreased demand for heat diring the Hummer months. Because of this tha*a will bo soma economic
effects emjXhar aourOes of heat in the network, which would work under much mrgsr viitizetisn in the
event that only classic typo of basic sources of neat would operate in the network. When considering the
iy system, it is
economic ef'iciiveness of building m nuclear h*eL and power station im a gfv
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necessary to take into account the economy of the whole heat supply system including the peak sources
and the heat distribution while the optimum solution will show from the comparison of several alternatives
with different distribution of the installed capacity among the nuclear and classical sources, with various
types of classical sources and with usual utilization of their installed capacities. The calculation as a
rule is complicated by inexact predictions of the increase of the installed capacities as well as the extant
of the distribution system in the succeeding years. It is also complicated by the fact that while enlarging
the existing system the future operation and stopping of older equipment must be taken into consideration.
One of the first examples of such economic evaluation is the recently finished study of a newly built heat
supply system for Prague - North, which presumes two alternatives - one with a nuclear and one with a
classical heating power station. In the case of the study concerning the nuclear heat and power station for
Brno, where until now the starting up information on tha Brno heat supply system is not sufficiently spscified. it was necessary to be satisfied with a comparison of the single nuclear and classical heat and
power stations approximately of the same capacity,, The effect of the decreased utilization of the installed
capacity of other sources of the system was offset in such a way that in the case of the compared classical
source it was calculated with such a load which would correspond each year to the same amount of supply
of heat in the form of hot wafer and steam as would be supplied by a nuclear source. The economic criteria
of the classic source could have been improved in this way to the disadvantage of other sources of the
heat supply system, in the same way as in the case of nuclear source, so that both types of sources can
be mutually compared. From the results achieved in this way no opinion on the economy of the whole heat
supply system in the classical alternative working under considerably lower utilization of the installed
capacity cen be obtained.
In the Brno study the nuclear heat and power plant is situated three kilometres farther out of the town than
the compared classical one,, In both alternatives the supply of heat is evaluated at the outlet to the clas~
sical plant, The investment on three-kilometre long heat pipelines increases the price of 1 Goal supplied
by the nuclear plant on an average of about 1.4 K6s. The heat loss in the lines according to the calculation
will not even reach one-half of one per cent, which represents the price increase of one Gcal by a maximum
of 0.26 KCs. The total increase of the price for heat supplied from the nuclear plant amounts, to about
1.66He's per three kilometres, or about 0.55 K6s per kilometre. This orientation information can quite exactly be used even for much longer distances, but it must be taken into consideration that the loss of pressure of the supplied steam becomes unacceptable because of the greafer distance travelled.
F. DLOUHY: Permit me to present two supplementary side thoughts to the main report on the studies of nuclear heat and power stations for Brno and Prague, presented here by Ing.Strinskf.
It is the question of using a dry cooling system and the question of economic evaluation of damages
caused by exhalation from clsssical sources.
One of the important criterion for the selection of a building site was the securing of a sufficiently large
water supply for cooling purposes. At this time there was also examined the possibility of using some type
of dry cooling system which would make possible the building of nuclear sources equipped with larger condensation units, that is, with larger reactor outputs This would also facilitate and give larger possibilities
of finding suitable building sites. Of course. It must be noted that our rivers which are the only source of
industrial water in our country, have a very low water flow capacity. Therefore in most cases there must,
be used a, closed circle of cooling towers for cooling purposes. The open circuit cooling, system, or using
large evaporation areas of water reservoirs above darna would be unique, under our conditions.
The main reason for using the mentioned dry cooling systems would be mainly the saving of additional
water which otherwise in a closed circuit of cooling towers disappears„ especially by evaporation. It is
further known that most nuclear power stations, according to the type of the reactor in use. require almost
twice as much cooling water than the c!»s$ic power stations of the same capacity, mostly because of the
larger amount of steam entering the condensation unit.
•
-i
When we analyze consumption of cooling water in both studies, we ascertain that the greatest loss of
water in the above described way is outstanding only in the nuclear heat and power station in Prague where
the condensation unit is of a considerable Size. yHeri it is necessary to add into the circuit of cooling towers In'the summer time, 'while there -s a minimum supply of heat :n the public "network and while condensation is working at its full capacity, about 770 tons per hour of additional water, that is approximately
90% of 990 tons per hour, the total amount of weter needed. From tha total heat output of the reactor. 500
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MW tons, it is expected that in the summer time almost 120 km electric power could be supplied. The nuclear power plant in Brno would require in summer time, while supplying a minimum of heat into the network
and while the reactor would work at 50% of its capacity, about 2B0 tons per hour of water to supplement
the circuit of its cooling towers. This represents about SO%of the total quantity of water needed. In the
winter when the reactor would wark at its full capacity of about 500 MW tons and a maximum supply of heat
into the network in the amount of about 370 Gcal would be needed, about 20 tons of water per hour, about
4% of the total water required, would have to be added to the circuit. From the above it is apparent that in
the case of the suppressed condensation the amount of cooling water needed for condensation is approximately equal to the need of water for other groups of water consumers (supplsmenting hot water heating and
washing circuits, cooling bearings, supplementing primary and secondary circuits, eti,). Especially in the
case of the nuclear plant in Brno where only a small amount of condensed water from the steam heating net'
work returns the consumption of water for supplementing the network is considerable.
We can deduce from this in the case of hent and power plants (even more so in heating plants} where the
condensation is not sufficiently large, the use of dry cooling towers from the point of view of decreasing
the consumption, and therefore the need of cooling water, would not bring a noticable saving.
Perhaps we should add that it is apparent from studies for classical power stations comparing dry cooling
systems with currently used contact cooling towers, that the use of dry coolers pays off only when 1 m 1 of
additional cooling water costs more than 2.5 to 3 KSs/m\ At the present time the price of water in our
power stations varies from 1 to 1.5 Kc*s/m\ This price which is to the disadvantage tf dry coolers could
obviously reach a more favourable amount in the case of nuclear plants. Comparatively bad heat transfer
in dry coolers leads to their rather large size if we want to achieve the same temperature of cooled water
as in the case of the usual contact coolers. In nuclear power equipment due to the lower price of nuclear
fuel as compared to fossil fuel, the fuel cost component of the price per ton of steam is low. This leads
to the idea of reducing the size of dry coolers* to admit a worse vacuum in the condenser unit, and to
replace the decrease of electric output by increased dimension of the turbine. All cf this, will require a
deeper study, not regarding the other advantages and disadvantages of dry coolers not mentioned here. At
the present time perhaps we can say that the use of thy coolers in nuclear heat and power stations in Czechoslovakia in most cases would be problematic.
In the studies an effort was made to evaluate economically the damage caused by exhalation from power
stations burning classic fuel (coal, mazoutI. loss of agricultural soil, and other cultivation losses, losses
in woods and in its function, losses caused by corrosion, etc* and especially injury to the health of the
population. In damaging exhalations there are considerable amounts of sulphur compounds and therefore in
the case of classic fuels for paver production which contain a certain percentage \>f sulphur research was concentrated on eliminating it and. its compounds either directly from the raw fuel or during the
burning process. The direct elimination of sulphur from fuel appeared to be uneconomical and for that reason
the research concentrated on eliminating sulphur from the burnt remnants. A variety of desulphurating
methods were developed.
For orientation sctne rough economic data taken from various studies and reports in technical magazines
eye given here. For instance, damage to agriculture soil can be roughly estimated at about 260 million K£s
per. year, in one region only: &**?*, '{**?. (Ore Mountains). The investment needed for desulphvrizer fora
heat and power station of such capacity as the nuclear plant in Prague can be estimated when burning coal
at about 230 million Kfs per year; and when burning mazout. at about ISO million Kis per year. At the same
tin* the lifetime of this desulphurizing equipment according to the preliminary information would be tow,
so that in regard to the life-tune of alt other *quipment (25 years) which is used for the evaluation of the
effectiveness of investment, the cost of the desulphurizing equipment would increase several M H even
if n is kept m mtnd that only part of it would have to be replaced. If we consider that for instance the mvestment expenditure ftritmsiccapacity of the nuclear heat and power station in Prague, that is: without
the expenses covering the peak capacity and the heat distribution network would amount to about tSOmil'
lion Kf$, then deeulptmrizfng equipment fir the classic heat ami power station of the same capacity eW
under the, presumed tOfoar life-time of this detulphtruing eowpnmf. would require during the 25 years.
approximately 300 million K£M when burning mazout. (As w i already mamionedc rt would not b* necessary
to replace the whole deartpburizing equipmentj Thia represents a m than 20% ottho. investment on basic
capacity and about 30% of the total imesmom, (that it. mcltidtng the peek capacity and the pipeline notwork). The operating coats, even after deducting the profit him final products gained by dmsuiptorivng*
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would result in a price increase for each ton of fuel (mazout, coal), upto a maximum of 30 Kis, accenting
to the type of method used; this represents* when taking the average price of 19 Kis per ton of the equivalent classical heat and power station. 8,300,000 K£s yearly, for operating coats for the desulphurizing
:
equipment,
~
According to the mentioned capital coats of any desulphurizing method, the uncertainty and possibility of
the outlet of the gained products and other aspects, it seems that the general trend will go the way of
speeding up construction of nuclear sources, economically it will always be very difficult to enumerate
such items as the health of the population.
In conclusion, one more note, in the study of nuclear heat and power plants, as for instance in Brno, we
could not follow the variant of a large nuclear condensation power station with a supply of heat, because
as was shown we were limited by local conditions, even though the previous orientation studies made three
years ago in Energoprojekt appeared to be the most economically profitable solution leading to the largest
possible concentration of heat and electric supply with the greatest possible utilization.
J. BOHTLfK; In my report I would like to talk about the marginal size of a nuclear heat and power plant
and the possibility of using moderator heat in heat and power plants with a heavy water reactor.
The limit of heat output between a nuclear heating plant and a nuclear heat and power plant will, in principle, influence the conception of sources of heat in the heating system.
By the limit size of a nuclear heat and power plant we mean such a maximum total consumption of heat supplied to the heat network when, in the given duration of maximum demand of heat T - * it pays to supply heat to the area from a nuclear heat and power plant instead of a heating plant. When determining the limit
size in the considered locality, where the same demands on the heat supply is covered either by the nw
clear heat and power plant or by the nuclear heating plant, it is necessary to distinguish two basic va riants:
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a.

the nuclear source of heat covers the whole-diagram of the annual course of duration of heat load.
This metns that the heating factor of heat supply from.a nuclear plant must be e=7. This solution is
suitable with the smaller isolated system of centralized heat supply. Here the costs for building a
reserve output in case of breakdown at the nuclear source of heat would not be so high. .

b.

• here the base load is covered by nuclear heat and power}plant or nuclear-plant heating and the peak
part of the annual diagram is covered by a conventional source of heat, the best of which are hot
water boilers for liquid fuel. The peak source of neat covers the main part of the reserve output. Its
size is determined by the optimum heating factor. This vm'ant is more real than variant a. .

Comparing the advantage of construction of a nuclear heat and power plant with a nuclear heating plant in
the same heating system is usually done by comparing the operation and investment costs of this action .
while at the same time respecting the time schedule of construction of the nuclear heat and power plant or
the heating plant {time schedule of investment changes).
'
- '
.
,
.--•

In closing I would tike to touch on the problem which is connected with the possible use of heavy u _ « . ,
gas-cooled reactor of the KS type for natural uranium in the heat and power plant. Considering the fact that
part of tha heat output of the reactor, is released in heavy water, an important question in nuclear heat and
power stations is how to guarantee the use ot low potential moderator heat.
; .
In the proper secondary circuit of the nuclear heat and power plant lite heat diagram conespomts to the
project of the Czechoslovak nuclear power plant A2) it is possible when using bleeding ttrbineM yield the
heat tromO/} only into the condensate* In Ms case with the increasing simply of heat: Q - G&L the
ratio of utilized and lost moderator heat in the secondary circuit from< the proper nuclear beet end power
plant.rapidly decreases. (The plotted diagram of tha function would be a hype/bole of a higher dmglme-see
Fig.2). in the range of supply of heat from the bleeding turbine it is not possible to utilize approximately
one-third of the moderator heat.
Considerations on utilizing this otherwise lost hsat necessary to heat the back grid water, leads to the
result that it is possible at the beginning and at the end of the heating season when the temperature of the
back water decreases. This advantage is however, connected with the installation of further exchange heat
circuit inserted for safety reasons (preventing expanding activity) between the heavy water circuit of the
reactor and the heating grid water. The solution is economically disadvantageous and furthermore in the
peak of the heating season it is necessary to take away pert of the moderator Meat (installation of a cooling
circuit O&L In the nuclear heat and power plant where we assume a supply of heat (steam) of higher potential, n is possible then to utilize the heat from Ofi only for heating of the makeup water.
In principle with the given parameters of the heavy water which correspond to the project of the Czechoslovak Nuclear Power Plant A2, it is possible to make full use of the heat of the moderator with a single pipe
heat transport. In this case from the energy point of view, the loss of heat contained in water lost in the
consumers, overider the gain. For an effective solution of this question it is necessary, when using the
reactor of the KS type, to secure hie increase of the. temperature of the heavy water at the outlet from the
reactor at about ISffC. This circumstance, together with the hot water network with a great cooling of.heating water, (the consumers being connected into series} will guarantee the full utilization of moderator heat
into the secondary circuit of the nuclear heat and power plant and into the heat network.
Z. HAVELKA Permit me to disagree with the ideas of Ing. Hnmek because I think that the economy and
the situation of the two territories that have been compared here ere different. Far the illustration of the
economic situation I would like to add the following. If we consider Hie price of nuclear fuel which is
16 Kts per Gcal, and the price of quality fluid fuel which is 53KC* perGcal. we sea that wa shall import
that fuel which is cheaper and has a smaller volume. If we still consider tha we have nuclear fuel at home
and that we can also make good use of it. than these investments will still be more reduced.
I do not want to protect my own conception but I think that it is not good to mention here what conclusions
ere reached today in our heatingsystem in Prague, but that we have the lest chance-lit the last 15 years when it is possible to apply these nuclear sources to Prague. Whenever those large heating capacities will
be put into operation, then the nuclear source will ho longer be of such'importance.
Tb the question of source. 1 would like to add that the pressure water nectar was purposely selected as
the most tried, proved and the safest in the world, end it is not possible in our circumstances to design a
npw reactor. I thing we must solve these questions within the hamemerkof worfduide cooperation.
pie question of a slang isexplemed in the projects of Enetgopwjekt. The question of distribution la mentioned in the report of WflStf *he seme titiagappli*? to the trend of putting into action.
Finally I would Ilka to emphasize that I cemm agree with tha stand that it la net possMe to support the
Onelepmam^nuclemneetandpewerlnetiem
emit the year MOO, Then the *yst*e will not need** tapjwft ft*WHO ifriro wttt tie nmr mrffrnfr' nf gtfiti^ip-r-TiTrr n f — ? •—**—*» «**"mth^*lmf
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tha results. To be complete, it is perhape necessary to add that in the study they contemplated the more
axpeneiva mazout than they did in tha previous considerations which lessens tha advantages of the das~
sical variant, We of course, prasuna to burn mazout up to the content of 3% of sulphur and we do not exceed, for tha time being, hygienic norms. Naturally, we have made the economic calculations of the whole
system with all its sources and. we therefore hava the results at out disposition. The price of haat for 25
years without nuclear heating power plants, is • about 75 to 90 Kis per (Seal, but the problem is the starting
period where the costs, bacausa of short credit, are quite high and for the time being we do not know how
to sattis this problem of finances.
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INFLUENCE OF THE MODE OF HEATINS
ON AIR POLLUTION AND ITS EFFECT
ON THE HUMAN ORGANISM
R. SYMON
Institute of Hygiene, Prague

SUMMARY
All over the world, air pollution in populated areas is considered to be a factor distinctly affecting health of man and bis environment. In our country, one of the main sources of pollution is the
burning of fossil fuel to produce thermal and electric energy. It is common knowledge that the
kind of fuel used and the mode of burning are decisive moments for the resulting pollution. The
main constituents of furnace discharges are fly-ash, soot, sulfur oxides, and smaller amounts of
tarry substances {hydrocarbons), arsenic, beryllium, vanadium etc. The general degree of pollution
is determined mainly by the asb content and specific sulfur content of the fuel together with the
mode of burning. The level of air pollution can be determined from data on quantity of the burnt
fuel, by fly-ash measurement and by measurement of the air in the vinicity of the source. For several harmful substances, the values of maximum permissible concentration (UPC) in the atmosphere have been determined.
When studying the influence of air pollution on human health i.e. studying the health status of
the population in the afflicted area, one can employ both epidemiologic and experimental methods.
On the one hand it is the study of sickness and mortality, or the study of all demographic and
health statistics data, and on the other band, it is direct investigation of the health status of the population especially in children of school age. Experience has shown that in our country the
population of afflicted areas suffers from increased mortality and sickitess due to diseases of the
respiratory and circulatory systems. In children we have found influences on body growth, retardation of bone maturation, distinct changes in the blood picture and a deterioration of respiratory
functions. These findings have also been confirmed by experiments on animals.
Our own experience as well as foreign experience, justifies strict demands for a systematic reduction of pollution. In the sphere of thermal and electric energy production, in toe first place,
organizational and technical provisions are to be made (fly-asb trapping) and fossil fuels are to
be replaced by lighting and natural gas and by the use of nuclear energy. The use of nuclear
energy, however, requires special measures to be taken to prevent possible harmful effects on the
population.

Air pollution all over the world is considered as a factor particularly affecting human health and
Irving environments. One of the many pollution sources, and often the main one, is the burning
of fossil fuels in order to gain heat energy. If we want to obtain at least a slight idea of the
share of air pollution caused by heaa ng, we may compare the level of pollution in a heating end
a non-heating period of the year. Such comparisons in a number of cit-es abroad as well as in our
country, showed that if we indicate 1 for the amount of solid aerosols i s th-/ air during a heating
period, then in the non-heating, period it reduces to about 0.6. These values are dependent of
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course on the number of households and spaces heated locally or centrally, on the number of industrial enterprises, and on the need for electricity.
The decisive moment for the resultant air pollution is the kind of fuel used and the mode of burir1
ing. The main part of pollution caused by burning fossil fuels is fly-ash and sulphur-oxide, soot,
carbohydrates in smaller amounts but also arsenic, vanadium, beryllium, etc. The rate of pollution
is consequently determined by ash and measurable sulphurcontent of the fuel together with the
mode of burning and absorption of fly-ash.
To state the level of air pollution in the housing estates in total is relatively easy. Far more difficult on the other band is to express exactly the share of exhalations from the furnaces. For an
orientation we can use values of the total amount of fuel burned during a certain period, as far as
we know the average values of ash and the contents of burnable sulphur, as well as values of flyash. For large heating and power plant furnaces etc. reliable data are the direct measurements of
fly-ash and sulphur - oxide.
The basis for measurements of the level cf air pollution of the housing estates is the general characteristic of pollution sources, their number, situation, configuration of grounds etc. The measuring points are located best in a hexagonal net over the whole area of the housing estate, while
at the same time the density of the measuring points is indicated by the required accuracy of the
measurement. An obvious part of the measurements are the necessary meteorological data (temperature, moisture, direction and strength of wind, atmospheric precipitations, barometric pressure,
suushine, etc.). The fundamental question is the choice of sufficiently exact, sensible and at the
same time relatively simple methods. In Czechoslovakia today we have worked out unified methods for various harmful substances though this is not so international as yet, and therefore the
comparison of the results is very difficult. WHO, WMO, EiEC, J UP AC and other organizations are
striving for unification of these methods.
For the medical evaluation especially while studying the relations between the sickness and the
level of air pollution on housing estates, most valuable are the 'methods of registration which can
record the time behaviour and dynamics of the pollution. Average values are to be considered as
roughly misrepresentative, especially the annual ones, because they obscure any dynamics and
terminal values which are of decisive significance, especially from the view-point of hygienics.
When considering the influence of air pollution on the state of health of the inhabitants, the wellknown "catastrophies" of London, Donora (U.S.A.), of the,river-bed Maas (Belgium) and others are
usually quoted. But the "usual" air pollution i s far lowei, on the other hand, the stay of the inhabitants is long-termed. Besides that the inhabitants arc made up of various age groups, of
which old people, children and ill people are far more sensitive..Part of the inhabitants work in
environs which in addition may alone harm their health (i.e. dusty .work, poisonous gases and
steam, etc.), and the return home surrounded by polluted air means further hindrance to the recov.ery of the respiratory system and of the whole organism.
It has already been said that the main parts-of furnace pollution is fly-ash and sulphur-oxide. The
unhealthiness of fly-ash on the human organism is shown by its physical structure and chemical
compounds. Owing to inhalation of fly-ash the mucous membranes.of the upper respiratory system
are injured first and react by a chronic inflammation and thereby .also by a. reduced resistance to
infections. But particles of a several-micron size, enter the wind-pipes and pulmonary lobes and
may cause essential serious damage. If the fly-ash contains a higher amount of free siiirondioxide a serious damage of the pulmonary tissue may follow; coniofibrosis, known under tbe name
of silicosis. Pre-silicouc changes on lungs of children living in the vinicity of a heating plant
were found by some authors (Goldberg, Lupu etc.). But even the so-called "inert dust" (fly-ash
without a high content of SiO2) may be connected with other lung diseases • especially with the
chronic bronchitis.
i
<
<
- <
The presence of fly-ash and soot in the air worsens the climate of the stricken region, causes
heavy fog and smog and lowers the quantity of sunsradiation, especially its ultrW-violet compounds
which are biogenic factors of great importance.
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There have been many controversies as far as the harmfulness of sulphur oxide and especially
sulphur dioxide is concerned; It is beyond any doubt that SO, is not a pronounced t&xic gas with
fatal effect (as for example carbon-monoxide, hydrocyanic acid, chlorine, etc.) but it irritates
seriously the upper respiratory system, and after getting into the organism it may afflict significantly the enzymatic processes and blood forming of the organism, (as it.seems to appear from
many foreign and our own observations). Especially harmful effects appear when inhaled together
with fast aerosol (even with the inert ones), which was di«* case for example in London and which
has been confirmed even experimentally:. The problem of air pollution by sulphur oxides and flyash Is complicated in some localities by excessive occurence of specific harmful substances
from exhalations of power stations. That means arsenic, beryllium, vanadium and others. One of
the almost classical cases is represented by the power plant Nov&ky (CSSR).
The effect of arsenic in small doses is still not yet cleared up. It seems that the organism is
able to create a kind of a "habit*. At first it causes dying out of colonies of bees, later frequent
partus prcematurus of domestic animals, especially sows. With; human beings it accumulates ia
skin, hair and. nails and affects some of the enzymatic processes; a significant factor is its colligation on sulphhydril groups, causing various-skin diseases, and eveo its potentional cancerogeneal effect must not be overlooked.
To date only little is known of the effect of small doses of beryllium and vanadium. But beryllium
is strongly toxical and.from places of work we know, that it may cause serious lung diseases
similar to silicosis which.however, may have essentially a wonse cours • than silicosis itself.
Also the question of cancerogeneai hydrocarbons is still not yet: cleared up, bat from their bilateral relation we may. approximately'characterize whether they originate in burning petrol and oil
or in steam power stations. ;
'-';
. >- . .
•;
Because of this harmfulness on the organism it is considered to be right if the admissible degree
of air pollution or the so-called maximum admissible concentration of harmful substances is "'•
fixed. In some foreign countries and in our own country too-, these concentrations are fixed ia
such a way that they evidently do not harm human beings and their environs.
Wehave verified this general information on harmfulriess of air pollution by observing and' examining larger samples of the population, especially children from die afflicted areas, and by experi:
ments oo animals. -! •
-- " ••'•• -•'•. . .
---'.:• -s :- - _
,
By repeated examinations of representative groups of children from Beroun and Niibor, from tSv
vicinity of the power station at Pofici and Yrchlabi as a control group; and lastly from various "'
parts of Prague, it has been proved, that'in the areas with ait pollution the growing up and dcvelopmcot .of children especially in proportions'is negatively influenced and that these "groups in i
comparison with other groups - the control groups - show a much greater dispersion of growth values. Thei values oihaemoglobin in the red blcod picture were noticeably loweredandat the unchanged number of erythrocytes i.e..blood corpuscles,; and also the values,of the colour index • .
(under 1.0). Apart;from.that we found in the afflicted children increased values of globulins in the
blood plasma and consequently a lowered albumin-globulin index and .increased values of alkali ..
phosphatalis as a reaction of lack of ultraviolet radiation. Besides thfit we found in conspicuous
differences enlarged lymphatic ganglions in the neck, ana enlarge*}* at wrinkled tonsils, as a re-.-;*
s u i t o f r e p e a t e d i n f l a m m a t i o n .
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A very sensitive indicator of >nfliK;ncef orgrowth-tai'diness and development of children's organisms, was shown in the matunng of the bones. Kapatin showed that in areas with air pollution •
this bone maturing is noticeably tardy. It ma> seem that tUs happens especially owing to insufficiency of ultraviolet radiation, but die Japaneseauthots and the not yet published fifidiogs by
Somoro from repeated experiments on rats, suggest even that there could also exist an effect of
SO, in a still unclepr toxic mecbaoism.
_
^ ,
,
One of the further.aspects of cur research hts been following the breathing functions of children
is areas with air pollution. The as yet unpublished results indicate a trend of worsened breathing
functions whichagrees -with the finding* »n Japafl aad,the U.S.A.
- -, • •

j

Further we devoted our attention to the possibility of a systematic evaluation of health conditions
of the inhabitants by analyses of disease and death rates. Thus it was shown thav the region of
Northern Bohemia, which has the greatest air pollution, has the highest death rate in the whole
of Czechoslovakia. In comparison with,the real and theoretical death, rate the Northern Bohemia
region is in the last place, the districts of Most and Teplice ?', -xwing the highest figures. The
coefficient of the middle length of age is similarly unfavour '. - These differences cannot be explained only for example by migration of the inhabitants and by other social factors. The rate of
diseases of the respiratory system of children from the afflicted districts is also noticeably outstanding. The same results appeared when comparing the number of bronchopneumopaths with the
total number of the hospitalized people in this region in wards foe diseases of internal organs.
Lastly when comparing the findings of autopsies from the districts of Most, Teplice, iJsti and Liberec there was a significant difference in the occurence of emphyzema together with the cor
pulmonale (8.9 % versus 4.6 % ).
Our experiments on animals prove a number of findings on the juvenile population and enable us
to study the mechanism of effects of harmful substances on the organism. At the same time we
are studying the enzymatic and immunological response as well as some of the mutageneai, teratogeneal and cancerogeneal effects.
From all that that has been said it is obvious that air pollution is a factor which harmfully affects
all living organisms as well as the hecJlth of people. It is known, that man has a wide adaptation
ability. But he cannot and dare not to waste it in defending his organism against the harmful effect of air' pollution. Therefore the demand for the struggle for clean environs is fully justified.
From the point of view of power economy and heating, it is evident that in big cities the.maximum
use ought to be made of central heat-energy supply. Complete absorption of fly-ash can be demanded
at big sources, even if we know that a satisfactory solution of the absorption of gas-exhalations
(sulphur oxides) has not yet been fouod. An ideal source of energy is therefore the burning of natural gas.
•
•
;
The exploitation of nuclear energy and its health consequences require a different consideration
because of the kind of risk which may occur especially in break-down situations.
The nuclear power acd heating stations put a far different kind of risk before the inhabitants and
their environs than that caused by equipment using classical fuels. The principal hygienic factors
are: the charged nuclear fuel, various kinds of ionizing radiatira, radioactive substances resulting from interaction of this radiation with material and especially fissionable products originating
in nuclear fuel during operation of the reactor; The amount of radioactive matter created in this
way is uncommonly extensive, it nay be said that after attaining the radioactive Balance there are
about 7 Ci fissionable products in the reactor for each watt of heat output.
In most of the reactors the radioactive matters are retained inside the closed systems acd their
leakage during normal operation is manageable. Systems of leak regulation can be arranged in such
a way that people in the vicinity of the reactor will not be exposed to leakage higher than are the
acceptable values. This is true even when considering all possible ways by which.the radioactive
matter may reach the people. Results of current operations at nuclear power stations abroad show
the exposure of inhabitants in the vicinity of the reactolr was, up to the present time, substantially
lower than these admissible values. A great amount of accumulated radioactive matter in the reactor, however, creates the danger cf large exposures to various groups of people- This may result
in serious injuzy to riieir health when the operation of the reactor deviates from normal operation
and vbe leakage of radioactive masters occurs.
A breakdown of a cuclear reactor differs substantially bemuse of these retentional effects f from
breakdowns of other large operations, for example af classical power stations.
While constructing and operating every nuclear reactor technical and organizational measures are
applied so as to sake the occureuce of a breakdown cost unlikely and to liait as much as possible the area and extent of the breakdown. At the sa«e time when placing the reactor in a certain
locality the probable effect on the iniwbitaats in die vicinity is considered. Curing the first stage
of constructing the nuclear equipment, whea there was little experience with nuclear equipment-
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operation, the nuclear equipment was generally located in less inhabited areas. It is obvious that
such a viewpoint is in contradiction with economic and other reasons which require bringing the
energy and heating sources nearer to the consumer or io the fuel sources. But further development
showed that the technical possibilities of loweriag the leakage of the radioactive matter may lower
the risk from the equipment more significantly than its location. Some of the reactors of the second
power programme in England are to be located in the vicinity of agglomerations of inhabitants
even without locating them in underground spaces, excluding significant leakage of radioactive
matters by mechanical means, as was the case when constructing power and heating stations in
Norway and Sweden. This change in the approach to the problem was enabled only by the develop*
ment aimed in the region of technical safety increasing the individual reactor-systems in their
mutual contact.
Therefore the hygienic criteria does not represent an iosurmountable obstacle in constructing
heating equipment which by their nature need the vicinity of big consumer groups, cities and industrial enterprises. However, what they do require i s that the system of technical safety of the
nuclear reactor be developed purposefully and,objectively evaluated so a s to eeable the authorities making decisions on the construction, to consider the economic advantages and the acceptability of risk for the inhabitants during the operation cf the equipment.
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SAFETY ANALYSIS
OF NUCLEAR HEATIN6 PLANT
LOCATED IN A HIGHLY POPULATED AREA
J. STORRER
Belgonucl6aire, Brussels

SUMMARY
The safety problems associated uiitb a water cooled nuclear power station have been widely discussed but its location in bigbly populated areas leads to some special requirements. The paper
reviews tbese special problems and also those involved with the supply of beat from the station.
Indeed all risks of contamination of the beat distribution grid must be avoided for all foreseeable
incidents and accidents. It is demonstrated that tbis can-be performed without undue cost penalty.

1. INTRODUCTION
So many nuclear power plants have been built that their safety characteristics and behaviour are
well understood. Among those reactors the PWR or Pressurized Water Reactor type is the one
which has received the widest applications and can be considered one of the safest. Among the
many reasons for this favourable situation can be mentioned:
(1)

the strong negative temperature coefficient of the PVR makes it inherently safe as the nuclear reaction is slowed down by any increase in the fuel or moderator temperature;

(2)

the complete separation between the primary reactor system and the secondary nirbogenera? syst em prevents the spread of contamination to the conventional parts of the plant.

But until'tecently the potential hazard which could accompany.a major accident discouraged the
installation of power reactors close to populated areas. The latest developments however, based
on multiple containment combined with improved engineered safeguards, now permit to reduce the
hazard, even in the case of the so-called MCA (maximum "credible* accident), to practically zero
and anyway below ux: permissible threshold.
This paper reviews the main features which have a bearing on safety, of the dual purpose 500 MWt
Vulcain PVR plant, designed to supply 57 MWe netto and 370 Gcal/hr heat (210 Gcal/hr of 220*C
steam and 150 Gcal/br of 170°C water). This plant is described and appraised in two other
presented at this Symposium by G. GALLON (1) and P.MALDAGUE (2).
In normal operation, protective measures must be taken to minimize the risk to the personnel.
These are briefly reviewed under "health engineenag" where access control, shielding and the
monitoring, ventilation and waste systems are briefly discussed.
But the major dangers associated with a nuclear reactor are due ptiocip*Uy to the potential rerelease of:
energy;
radioactive products.
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A high energy release cut only be provoked by a nuclear reaction and shown to be limited by the
'srge negative temperature coefficients, as reviewed under the heading "reactivity accidents and
reactor plant control".
A 500 HWt reactor can coetain up to about 4 x 10' curies of fission products. These are normally
contained in the fuel elements but can be released through failure of the consecutive barriers by
various accidents which are studied. The multiple containment however ensures the ultimate
barrier against release to the environment and protects the population around the reactor, even in
the case of the so-called maximum credible accident (MCA) in the middle of a highly populated
area.

2. HEALTH ENGINEERING
The main features related to health engineering arc
the access control;
the shielding;
the monitoring system;
the ventilation system;
the waste system.
Access to the plant area is only possible through one controlled gate so that the public is effectively kept out. The buildings can only be entered through one door and are internally divided
into nuclear and non-nuclear zones. There is only one access between the two zones where the
protection clothing is available for entering the nucleat zone, and where the appropriate monitoring equipment is installed to check the contamination t;f the personnel leaving that area.
Two personnel air locks allow entry into the containment building, one lock being provided for
emergency case only when the normal lock does not function properly.
Shielding is designed in accordance with the following design criteria concerning the radiation
levelsworking stations (at full power)
0.75 mr/hr
intermittently occupied areas (at full power)
2.0 mr/hr
fuel handling areas during refulling
2.0 mr/hr.
r

Daring refuelling the reactor is submerged and the used fue] is transferred to die fuel storage wall
located outside the containment under the protective cover of water whiHh acts as shielding. All
other shielding is made of concrete.
But, besides direct radiation against "which shielding can be provided, the personnel is also
subject to airborne contamination. This release of radio-active products is stressed later in this
paper.
i
The function of the monitoring and alarm system is to deteeiL aad indicate the radiation level at
selected locations inside and outside the plant. If these levels exceed predetermined values,
alarms are actuated. Radiation monitoring serves a dual parjpose: tie first is to ware of any radiation hazard which might occur; the second is to give early wanting of plant malfunction which aught result ia a health hazard or plane damage.
The ventilation system provides forced ventilation for all buildings except the turbine building
and the offices. The ventilation air it filtered and monitored before being discharged to the stack.
The particular arrangement? doe to die maltiple containment are discussed under this Janet heading farther below.
The waste system is designed to meet tke following reavireaents:

,-

. f

all primary drains and vent* are sent to the waste system;
all secondary drains which could come into direct contact with primary, water «i cate of one
equipment leak are sent to the waste system;
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all secondary vents corresponding to the drains mentioned under b) are relieved to the con-,
trolled atmosphere of the building;
all tertiary drains (and vents) which cannot come at all in contact with primary water or only
through simultaneous failure of two pieces of equipment are not sent to the waste system;
miscellaneous waters such as the waters coining from the showers, toilets, cleaning and
decontaminating procedures, etc.. are sent to the waste system;
the leakage from the primary to the secondary side of the steam generator is detected;
liquid radioactive wastes entering die waste system are radiation monitored and sampled.
The hot steam and water being used for district heating are of the tertiary type as primary water
could leak into these only via the secondary system if two heat exchangers leak simultaneously.
This can be ruled out as above condition is ensured by monitoring of the secondary system. If a
primary to secondary leak is detected, the leaking tubes are plugged when a certain contamination
threshold is reached.
The liquid and gaseous wastes can be stared in holdup tanks ia case their radioactivity exceeds
predetermined limits, before being discharged respectively to drums and the stack.
The solid wastes that can be expected ere the resins of the demineralizers, which can be regenerated in situ, the contaminated clothing which has to be washed, and the filters which have to be
replaced.

3. REACTIVITY ACCIDENTS AND REACTOR PLANT CONTROL
Before the various possible reactivity perturbations are considered, it is important to note the principles of reactor control and the shutdown criteria to be applied.
The reactor is controlled, apart from its inherent reactivity controLwhich is discussed below aad
is-due to the temperature reactivity coefficients, by variation of the levels, of die absorbing rods
and of the concentration of the poison-boric acid- dissolved ia the primary water. The boric acid
concentration is adjusted to compensate foe the fuel depletion aad build-up of fission psodncts,
while die rods are used to compensate for the other reactivity variations. The bone acid concentration may also be varied if desired to increase the shutdown margin in tee cold condition.
The shutdown criteria can be summarized as follows:
(i)

for normal shutdown conditions tbe reactor mtusrnot be less than 1.5 % Aik/k sobcritical
while two rods must remain poised sufficiently to each provide an additional reset ve of at
least 0.5 %-t k/k;
. ,
(U) ia accident conditions, the reactor must not be less than 0.5 % A k/k sobcritical, asi
, die most reactive rod failing to scram. Subsequent to afi accident; ff necessary, boron i
"be added t» rhe moderator to achieve the normal shutdown condition*• '
A r^acriTity secidem is defiocd ^ a.|ondidon inwMchike r e ^ t y insertion* excewive in
~ wrdi that expired fora normal,rise,in core'power at starMiproc la,excessive comnecessaiT to
» compensate for load dUtwjbiances afld UpitKiiaruic drifts at
pared to that wjitcfa
whicb is
i« necessary
I'lhtt e s t m i o a a ; themal
rated power. The results of excessive reactivity addidon will be
transiwtfs will accompany the nuclear excursioBS. Cootinaity of
troueu ewe will vessit m cote oamage eae to
Toe response f
fc
&d
, fat i m p of reactivity iasertton rates between
.F'.CP*1'- n - i*-' " '-s*1^*;
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The limiting conditions ate:
the mffTiimim fuel temperature should remain below the melting point;
the maximum core heat flux should remain below the burnout heat flux calculated with all
factors at their worst possible values;
the outlet core water temperature should remain below the boiling point.
The reactivity accidents can be divided into two classes, according to whether they happen when
the reactor is at zero or low power, or is at power.
Since the accuracy of the instrumentation in the subpower range is considerably lower than in the
power range, start-tip accidents can be particularly dangerous.
A start-up nuclear runaway will be defined as a condition of continuous reactivity insertion at a
rate which is excessive in comparison with that required for a normal reactor start-up. A start-up
runaway involves short periods and excursions of neutron flux, heat fluses, and temperatures. The
neutron flux, originally in equilibrium at the source level, increases as a result of reactivity perturbation during reactor start-up, and rises through maoy decades in the subpower rangeAfter the neutron flux passes critical point, it increases rapidly and reaches a peak in the power
range; the peak will be determined by the balancing effect of negative reactivity feedback through
die various temperature coefficients. The excursion is thus terminated in the power range by the
effects of the negative temperature coefficients. The excursion and the energy released during
the excursion are of significance with respect to core damage.
The feedback mechanisms which are operative are the four temperature coefficients of reactivity:
one, the so-called "prompt" fuel coefficient which operates on reactivity as soon as the UO, tern"
perature changes; two, die moderator temperature coefficient; three, the moderator pressure coefficient and four, the void coefficient. The "prompt", or Doppler coefficient, is the predominant
factor in limiting the initial peak in the reactor power transient response. An increase in the
Doppler coefficient would cause a decrease in the peak and vice-versa. The moderator coefficient
does provide negative reactivity feedback which tends to stabilize the system behavior. The third
coefficient is negligible while the void coefficient would-only affect the result during localized
boiling of the core water. This would occur at approximately die seme ante die third limiting condition is reached.
It is important to compare die inherent safety of uranium fuel with that of a metallic fuel. The
initial burst in power caused by the excessive insertion of reactivity does not cause'damage to
die UO, fuel because its large thermal capacity and low thermal conductivity (coupled with a high
melting temperature), leading to a large prompt Doppler, coefficient.
,
Since most metallic plate type reactors have a smaller Doppler coefficient, a lower heat storage
capacity, a larger value of fuel thermal conductivity and a lower fuel melting temperature, the
moderator coefficient is mainly instrumental in limiting the transient. It will not be operative until
beat reaches the moderator through the cladding. Although, die time constant of the. fuel in a highly
enriched plate type fuel element reactor is small compared n> die UO, fuel tube time constant, it
is large compared to the time constant of (he power rise during a start-up transient. Thus, in th*
case of metallic fuel, the generated power may lead to extensive damage before the moderator
temperature coefficient can reduce reactivity. This danger is avoided, as mentiorie^i in rhVpre-'
ceding paragraph, when UO, fuel is used.
* ', J ' f *
"
- rxv
In our case, for all reactivity insertion rates- studied a power pf 31 % of full power i s reached after
mere than one minute so dtat such start-up accidents do not lead to unsafe situations. The most
common ways in which excessive reactivity perturbations can in particle be produced are: uncontrolled red withdrawal, chemical poison depletion, cold water introduction, jfenon transients at '
etart-cpYand they all a l l in the insertion rate* mentioned above. T
<
i, -_ ,,L -<_;,, ,>
Reactivity "accidents" at power are "inen"less unsafe because of the strong feedback due to tbs
high witter sad fuel negative tempanoW coefficients. A typfcMl reactivity penutt»/don Is caused
by a sodden stepwise change in WddwMnd; m> n> a ujcalJoes o^ load when offering Ttf"full * -"
power.
j
level in
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The physical mechanism of the core transient behavior caused by a decrease in load demand
without external control is as follows (an increase in load demand has a similar effect but in the
opposite direction). When the load demand decreases, the average temperature in the secondary
side of the steam generator increases. Consequently, the average temperature in the primary side
of the steam generator, followed at a later tune by the average core water temperature, also go up.
Since the moderator-coolant temperature coefficient of reactivity (O^) is negative, the reactivity
decreases. This leads to a reduction of the power generation, which is in the safe direction as
the initiating phenomenon was a load decrease.
This reduction in power leads to a decrease in fuel temperature and hence to a reactivity increase because of the negative fuel coefficient (Otf). The core water temperature increase on the
other hand leads to an increase in pressure which, coupled with the positive pressure coefficient
of reactivity (0t_), also increases the reactivity.
>
Hence a new equilibrium is'reached when the reactivity reduction caused by the water temperature
decrease is balanced by the reactivity increase due to the fuel temperature reduction and water
pressure increase. This equilibrium can directly be deducted for each load change from the values
of the reactivity coefficients and the fuel temperature relation with power.
The maximum water temperature variation corresponds to a complete load drop from 100% to 0%
of full power and is thus equal to about 10 to 15°C, depending on the time in the core life when it
occurs, when no external control is used. This evolution takes many minutes and caa be easily
damped with the control system even to the point where the average core water temperature remains
practically constant during the whole transient.
The pressure control system includes the pressurizer which is designed so that the primary pressure remains within the predetermined values even during an uncontrolled maximum load-charge.
Other potential reactivity accidents which should be noted are caused by ruptures of steam generator tubes and| of the main steam line.
For the reference study of steam generator tube rupture, the reactor is assumed to be initially at
full power. Two tubes are ruptured and lead to a quick depressurizatiort of the primary circuit •
130 kg/cn>2 is reached within a few seconds and nips automatically the reactor and the turbine until primary and secondary pressures are equal". This point is reached after about half a minute
and lies around 55 kg/cm1; the pressure will further decrease to 49 kg/cm1, which is the opening
pressure of the turbine by-pass, unless the latter has been manually blocked. Unless also the operator blocks it, the safety injection will start around 56 kg/cm 1 and increases
the pressures, if the turbine by-pass is closed, to a n»x'"»™» equal to the setting of the steam
generator .safety valves. ..
Primary temperature will remain practically unchanged throughout the accident until the operator
starts forced cooling. He will have stopped the primary pumps before the pressure falls below
about 6C\kg/cm*, to avoid any risk of damage to the pumps,Forced circulation can tbee be provided
by, firsf-ii^ emergency, later the normal shutdown cooling system.
Primary water can only be diluted by secondary water after, preseure equibbrioe. If the primary
water temperature is kept essentially constant by adjustment of the cooling capacity to the value
necessary to remove the core decay heac,*riie primary and secondary water Will only be bomoge*
nized after many days. If however the cooling rate of the primary is about lOWhr, hoMgeatzadon wiU be ^ l » r but still laae about one day: io this c«ae secondary water enters the primary
as a result of the contraction of the: primary water daring caoUnffJfa both these o w e s , t h e W i mum initial dilation r»t«.doe» not exceed about 10"* to l0~* A k/k sec; this figure is about 10 to
f J
20 tiawe higher if b<^ p r i a ^ pwqw a ^ suU operating).
' '"
:
Hence dw operator |wi aepk 7 tiae to feed from the boric acid task the boronaced water needed for
cold shutdown in an" bo»ogeai*ed mixture of primary and secondary wafer.
,
t. ,
Any WHw^wMch-*««wc«B.nrte*«^ieA**^
by sieuhaoettw 'redaction of the primary preMwe - witfeoat increase of the weperature in the T
priamry drain tank or «faf.lr r«ii««e la tbe rc*«e KrHfflM • l i i >ncT*a»e of the .ecoedbry water
level in the ateaa generator.
- '-*}-%*= I** J** i ' £ * &?**" " r » . * '
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It is absolutely necessary, as soon as the accident is identified, to bloek the safety injection .
system to prevent degradation of die primary water. The operator will also block the feedvater and
the turbine by-pass.
'
^'
If toe reactor is at zero power when steam generator tubes fail the steam generator contains mote
water and leads to a slightly higher dilution of the boronated primary water, so that a higher borouation is required after the accident.
In the study of the accidental complete rupture of the main steam line, the primary and secondary
circuits are assumed to be initially at full temperatures and pressures, these accidents being
always worse than those occurring at lower temperatures or pressures.
The accident is characterized by a quasi .instantaneous depressurizatioo of the secoadary side of the
steam generator, and subsequent evaporation of all us water within an estimated five to ten minutes approximately. The reactor initially at aay full power will adapt itself to the new heat demand,
chich after the initial flashing of the secondary water will not exceed a maximum of about half of
full power and decrease rapidly afterwards, mainly because of the decrease in heat transfer coefficient and beat transfer area of the submerged tubes, which more than balance the increased temperature difference between primary and secondary. During the initial transient, the temperature of
die primary water leaving the steam generator may have decreased by a few degrees C.
If for any reason the reactor is scrammed shortly after the accident, the primary temperature, and
With it the primary pressure, will decrease until all the secondary water originally contained in
die steam generator has evaporated.
,
It is demonstrated that die shutdown criteria previously mentioned are satisfied in all conditions.
The accident will be identified by quasi instantaneous loss of die secondary pressure; accompanied by adjustment of primary temperature and pressure during die transient response of die reactor to the power demand, except in the above considered cases of scram, where after the transient
the decrease rate of ffre primary temperature might first be as high as 0.5*C/hr but'will diminish
rapidly.
This accident can thus be distinguished from die maximum credible accident where primary and
secondary circuits rapture together at the steam generator.
The operator will, as soon as the accident is identified, stop die feedwater pump to limit die
amount of secondary water to be evaporated, and watch the primary temperature and pressure. If
die primary pressure approaches die set pressure of die safety injection, he will block die latter.
When the primary water temperature reaches its scram level or stops decreasing, he starts die
Emergency Shutdown Cooling System and stops die main coolant pomps. He will have done dus
before if the primary pressure nears die saturation pressure at the prevailing temperature.
-

Point i
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4. RADIOACTIVE PRODUCTS CONTAINMENT
As akiwdy mentioned, this fission products accumulated in a 500 MWt reactor can amount to as .
nocks* 4 * Iβ* curies. These products **)are created i s die fuel.elements and consecutive barriers haw *• he crossed before a fraction of diese products,could reach die outside atmosphere..
The** b a t t e n ave:
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1)

die ceramic pellets themselves which have a high melting point asd Umit die diffusion of
gaseous and solid fission products; "-'[
i
,
t

2)

the cladding tubes which contain die fuel pellets aad are completely welded;

3)

the stainless steel primary circuit which is completely welded," except fee a few gaaketed
joints where doable gaskets ate provided wid» as ioteraiediate leak-off line or where seal
I I'e
welding is provided;
' '! ' "' '
• ' - *"-'•>" -„' 5 1 U rj/
NΒ acceoBt is taken here of die
this activity i» aegligiUe compared widi that of tfce fi..i«i product*.
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the containment system which is the last barrier. It i s of the multiple containment type win*
a spherical steel shell surrounded by a reinforced concrete shell with an ««im)#r apace in
between which is vented to the stack.
*
' ' • • • '

Only barriers 1, and 2 are present when fuel is handled during refuelling. At dmt time it is pro-'
tected by water only *hich, if the fuel tube is damaged by malproper handling, scrub* part of the
leaking gaseous and fission products. This accidental selease however t»»~^3 no significant danger
to die population as there is no driving pressure to diffuse it to the outside atmosphere. This accident therefore i s not futthet considered here.
The same cocclusioa is reached in the case of a nuclear excursion during defuelling as the re*
leased energy is smaller dun postulated in the MCA.
Barrier 1:
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Barrier 1 is much more effective than many might think. This was demonstrated quite conclusively by die BR3/Vulcaia experiment. The fuel tubes, made of stainless steel 0.5 mm thick, had
been calculated for a peak target burnup of 40,000 MWD/t of U. This stage was reached in April
1968 but it was decided to carry on and use up die available reactivity. Contamination of die
watec was detected around 43,000 MWD/t and increased somewhat until it reached a ™f»i"»mi of
about 15 to 20 Ci/m' of water just before fuel discbarge at a peak bunmp of 53,000 MVD/t.
Examination of the fuel showed 'six failed fuel tubes widi cracks up to 1.5 mm wideband 40 cm
long. The fuel pellets had thus been completely exposed "to the water which nevertheless had
been only very slightly contaminated. '
Battier 2:
The cladding can be damaged for a variety of reasons. The three main causes can be classified
as follows:
corrosian; ,
,
mechanical damage;
- fuel swelling; ,
leek -«?-f cooling.
Point nr 1 is self-explanatory
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Mechanical damage can be caused by foreign material or by vibration. The first danger is prevented
by extreme cleanliness during erection and proper design (including vibration) of the primary system
to prevent any part of it to break loose and be entrained by die primary coolant. Vibration of die
fuel element and tubes themselves is avoided by adequate theoretical and experimental design, including .full pressure loops.
>'
Fuel swelling can 3train the can beyond its rupture Unit, especially when it has been rendered
more brittle by long, exposure to radiations. Straining of the can may be limited by increasing die
gap between fuel and cladding but dtis leads to an increased temperature gradient accross the gap
and a balance must b* struck between those conflicting requirements. '
^ ' '^

as ,
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Lack of cooling can be caused by; improper design of failure of equipment. The design indeed must
ensure under normal conditions that die maximum heat flex be sufficiently lower ibaa die bournout
flux. Failbre of equipment can lead to loss of adequate flow, whether it be by loss of electrical
supply, loss of working fluids or failure of a pump.
''• ' ' ' '
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This is why all these possible causes which, might lead to loss of cooluig are e l i m l n a ^ as rax
as practicable by duplication; To curare ma&nam safety however ag*i«M thi. type of accident,
all equipment is designed1 to be failsafe s b ^ rhey faH tvalves esseeda&f) toidbe proper position to allow forced cooling. Better even most P9R teactor* « e designedior beat t^noval by
natural circulation of the primary coolant s o dmt sufficient time I s available to stait heat removal
from the coolant itself before excessive temperature and pressores tat reached^
^
" /
Loss of cooling can also be caused by failure of barrier 3, which leads t o a loss of coolant
accident*
„
,
» . _
^f ^ _
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Barrier 3;
The primary system is made of pressure vessels, piping and fittings. As mentioned before it cannot generally be completely welded, if only because no satisfactory H.P. bellows seal valves have
been marketed to avoid gaskets at the valve stems. The primary leaks in normal operating conditions however can be kept very low as has been demonstrated with BR3/Vulcain, where they were
of the order of 1 to 3 cc/hr. Hence the building air was practically not contaminated.
Concerning rupture, its probability is virtually eliminated if the primary system is properly designed, sized and supported. No such failures have yet occurred in nuclear plants but this cannot be
taken as enough evidence because of the small number of such installations yet built. But evidence can be gained from other industries, such as the chemical industry or the conventional electrical plants. High pressure and temperature boilers and piping have been used for many years in
steam generating plants. Results of a study performed in the ILS.A. show that no boiler designed
for H.P. service has failed IB 30 years (4,000 boiler-years) of experience and that only four large
pipe ruptures have beea reported in a. similar length" of time. Small leaks requiring repair did occur
during this time but no failures of a major or catastrophic nature, except those mentioned above,
have occurred.
'
Several years ago an estimate of the probability of occurrence of a major nuclear accident that
would have an effect on the general public was made. This estimate was based on accident statistics from the entire industrial community, which were applied in a conservative mean. .. The
probability was one in 10* to 10' for an accident for each reactor per year.
Because however the potential hazard in case of accident is s o large if ao protective precautions
are taken, the product of potential hazard times probability of occurrence is not negligible and
very pesimistic assumptions are made in the design.
Attention should be drawn upon the embrittlement of steel exposed to radiation. This is especially
relevant in the case of reactor vessels which are only protected against radiation by 'layers of
water and steel such as thermal shields. This is why vessel steel specimens are usually loaded
in the reactor at representative locations and progressively withdrawn at each refuelling to be
tested.
Barrier 4:
This barrier is studied in following paragraph.

5. MULTIPLE CONTAINMENT AND ENGINEERED SAFEGUARDS
Reactor containment is a general term which has been defined to include all structures, systems,
mechanisms and devices that can be provided to attain with aa adequate'degree of reliability some
specified attenuation in the radioactivity presumed to be released from the primary system *n a
reactor accident and might otherwise be released to the surrounding environment.
Meatiest is also commonly made of engineered safeguards which are "features provided to reduce
the probability or consequences of accidental release of radioactive material". They include
emergency cooling systems, sprays, filters', etc?, as well as containment enclosures: '
There are three different containment types~
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pressure containment: when a pressure-shell withstands the full temperature and pressure
of the maximum loss of coolant accident;
,,,.,_.-:
. ,
.,
,
,
pressure suppression containment: where the steam released'by depressurizeaoa of the coolant is directed under the surface of a water pool;)' '
pressure release containment: when the steam is discharged foe a limited ot continuous "
period of time to the st&ck. -V„
' ,_ _
) _t
s . .

Only types 1 and 2 have been practically applied for power reactor and type 1 has been mostly
l
chosen for PWR plants. This type has been applied in our c a s e .
'
°
* ' -
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This pi.ssure containment is usually made of s steel shell and many engineered safeguards are
provided, such as emergency core cooling and building spray. These means are very effective JO
reduce the severity of a loss of coolant accident, down to the point where no radioactivity at all
escapes from the fuel elements. Ve shall however not describe these safeguards, as they are
postulated not to operate in case of the maximum credible accident, as we shall see hereafter.
Another engineered safeguard is to limit the size or seriousness of a possible pipe rupture. Cate
must also be taken that no consequence of the accident will set in motion a mechanism that will
destroy an engineered safeguard.
No containment can be designed, or measured,, to be absolutely leaktight. In order to determine
the leak rate standard to b- achieved to limit the population exposure to allowable doses, assumptions must be made concerning the "maximum credible accident*.
The maximum credible accident (MCA) can be defined as that accident whose consequent radiation
exposure to the surrounding public would not be exceeded by any other accident whose occurrence
during the lifetime of the facility would appear 19 be credible.
And in the nuclear field the events called "credible" are tho'e which are not absolutely incredible
In the case of a 1*WR, the MCA is the maximima loss of coolant accident. A typical cascade of
assumptions for the MCA is as follows:

ons

the largest primary piping ruptures at the steam generator with simultaneous release of the
steam generator water;
the core emergency cooling (safety injection) fails to operate;
the maximum amount (usually 100% of the noble gases, 50% of the halogens and 1% of the
solid fission products) of fission products escapes to the reactor building atmosphere;
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the maximum stored energy and chemical energy are released;
the primary coolant is instantaneously and adiabatically released to the free volume of the
reactor building;
the building spray fails to operate;
the fission products escape at the marimum leak rate from the building, and are released at'
ground level (unless they are discharged through the stack or back to the reactor building in
•the case of multiple containment); ''
the weather conditions are the worst which are "credible";
babies are continuously exposed to the radioactive cloud at a distance from the plant which
is the closest whete public is admitted.
Above cascade shows that all engineered safeguards are assumed to foil, except the containment
vessel itself. To ensure this, adequate shields must be provided against internal or external missiles whicli can be deemed possible, or against "possible blasts.
'
r ,
The above series of e van tsv lead to a required leak rate of the containment building at full accident
pressure lower than about 0.1% of the contained volume per, day in the case where the plant is
close to or in a populated area.
> -,
>__ , r - >
For a single containment shell however,, die leak rase can only be guaranteed down to certain limits. Even,if the designers s«d,JW»ricatois did,a,100% perfectjob, the difficulty of peeving it would
still leave doubt. In practice indeed the ayailablefinsttumentatiott can only measure leak rates,
above about 0.05 to 0.l9Stof the cootaiiaed volume per day. To stress this point, it can be shown
that a temperature difference of 0.3°C of the containment air leads to ttwsame pressure venation as
,,a0.1%leak.
- s
Underground containment alone does not solve dus, measuring problem, while at the sane time it
often proves to b« more onerous. Andin addition moe^rocka are so poroua that ee«al lining? ef.the
caverns aretaeeded,enyway.r ^ ^
.^
s >,, Ic. ^ ,, ? c ^- 3 -, f _ - ^ ^ _ ^
tei..i
The,only wayito reduce lc*k r«e VBJUCS drastidly js to Jifovide multiple, i»«liy double, coataiineeti A>obd doubleeontauwwa leada to leaksmt« as low a« O.Olltto 0,00^.* ef the eon-;,
tained volume per da/.
,
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The double containment rests on die principle of two containment shells with an intermediate annular space which is vented to the stack or vented back Go die primary containment building.;.
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Any combination of steel and concrete (reinforced or prestressed) can be chosen with mostly cy liodrical or spherical shapes. ^
'
' L
The solution chosen by u> i s shown on the accompanying figure 1.
The primary containment vessel is a spherical steel shell designed to confine die radioactive
products.

Depending oi
thermal insul

The secondary containment shell is a reinforced concrete building, surrounding the primary shell
and all its penetrations. This secondary shell confines the fission products leaking from die primary shell in the event of an accident. It also provides:,,

6. CONCLU

biological shielding for die normal operating condition* and for die MCA conditions;
1
protection of the primary sheJi from adverse weather conditions and external missiles (the
latter protection agaic-r iissilea needs only be provided as far as economic reasons justify
it and as tar as such missile can simultaneously reduce the integrity of both shells and cause
a loss of coolant accident. Otherwise the reactor can be shutdown and the shell(s) repaired,
after the impact of a mf«sile).
'*
"
'
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A separation between the rwo shells provides die necessary constructka space as well as die annulat volume required for'the collection of die leaking fission products and used for inspection and
maintenance of the shells.
'
' '
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It may be noted here diat concrete shields,'or equivalent, are anyway necessary, for any'type of
containment, to attenuate die direct radiation to die public. In the abov^ arrangement, this concrete shield constitutes die secondary shell. An economic comparison between a single containment and die double system above shows diat die latter may be, finally cheaper when ita advan«
tages for erection etc. are taken into account. Indeed the cylindrical walls of die concrete shell
are first constructed and then used for support of die equipment handling die prcassen&led sheets
of die steel shell. After die latter is finished, die concrete dome i s built. The concrete'walls alas
provide an effective separation of die main work area* on d& site. The double containment also
required less proof tearing, dots minimizing loss of revenue by plant outage, without compromising
die safety. With die performance and reliability of the external clean-up system and the bald-up
pn*rided by tbe collection aenulue, the extremely low leakage rate required for a single barrier
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During nomml operation die annulus cantieessen^£«>&»phi»icpressure; or maintained by
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ment isolation systems are based in a special area of die miliary building which is reasonably
leak tight at a slight negative pressure and is vented to the stack through adequate filters.
It is intended to build the steel shell on temporary columns and achieve a leak rate of less than
0.05% per day before die penetrations are installed and the bottom is embedded in die concrete
foundation. Standard commercial penetrations will be used with die expectation to achieve total
leakage rates of 0.1% to 0.2% for the primary shell.
Depending on the local environment, the shells can also be protected by suitable paint coatings,
thermal insulation and lightning tods.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper has not tried at all to describe in detail the safety features of a dual purpose nuclear
plant, but rather to draw die attention on die main points which have a direct bearing on safety.
It has also shown that with proper precautions such plant can be reliable operated, while ensuring
the proper protection for die personnel and the public, even when die plant is located in a highly
populated area. The double containment concept can namely reduce to a negligible and acceptable amount the risk to the public even in the case of the maximum credible accident, where each
consecutive accident or failure is theoretically credible although their combination is well-nigh
"incredible".
Concerning the district heating system, any risk of its contamination is prevented by die interposition of a secondary system, which is monitored for radiation, between the reactor system and
the heating fluid systems.
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METROPOLITAN SITING
OF NUCLEAR HEATING PLANTS
J. BERANEK
Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission
Prague

SUMMARY
An economical nuclear beating station must be located tn a load centre - at the edge or even tn
the centre of densely populated metropolitan areas. Tbis necessity is a basis for discussion of
tbe level of acceptable risk connected with both normal operation and accidents of nuclear beat'
ing stations. In Czechoslovakia emergency doses of 100 rems for thyroid and 25 rods of whole
body irradiation have betn taken as acceptable values in some coses-as individual doses which
members of tbe small groups of tbe public could receive under extreme accident conditions. In tin
case of very large group of tbe public (in the neighbourhood of nuclear beating station tn Prague
or Brno) a new limiting factor has to be considered - integral population dose.
It is possible to design reliable and effective safety measures to meet limiting factors (tu terms
of individual and population dose) and the possibility of metropolitan location of nuclear beating
stations depends entirely on technical safeguards.
Tbe baste requirement is tbe choice of a well proven type'of nuclear reactor wbicb ensures safe
operation with tbe minimum occurance of serious malformations (PWR, BWR), An appropriate combination of all types of technical safeguards is also required: to prevem* or minimize the damage to safety barriers (emergency cooling systems),
to prevent or minimize tbe release of fissionable products to tbe environment (different types
of containment, containment spray systems, filtering system, stack height).
Tbe applicability of mam technical safeguards is discussed in tbe paper and there are shown examples of their combination wbicb would meet tbe requimeuts for nuclear beating stations to he
located m large cities.
"'
*
.

INTRODUCTION

„

"

During d»e first stage c£ development of nuclear energetics the sain, and in many cases, the only
safety measure was tbe distance between the reactor and die inhabited area. This pm^rtff4iy of
distance, being due main safety factor is outdated for the most part especially since the develop*
ment of technical safety measures. It is beyond any doubt~Aa|Jn^tcejieiejF-widi such a deaae population *u (Czechoslovakia the differences of suitability of possible localities keep within only.
onejird^ range,jbe^possUti^fles ojtfa ^hnical>ohuoo of.safe^ b e ^ rxactioa^
This de^lopinent and at the saae pap die increasing' econoenc pressure on the closest possible
conqecdon of die soutce of eoergy with die circle of consumers leads to constant decreasing of
distances between die nuclear energy source andjthe population ceo^Des. u^case^ox nucwsv.niBnX"
ing stadotts the location of the source directly within the rsnge of conaeeption is the principal
econoBlc
-«..'
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The location of nuclear energetic reactors in cities has been an object of frequent discusions
during the last 2 years; however, during that time none of the projects had been realized. The
main reason for this hesitation is fairly paradoxical. World nuclear energetics have already accumulated the equivalent of-tens and hundreds of years of operation of tested types ">f reactors and
prototypes without any accident. This reliability of operation, which however still does not pseclude the eventuality of occurence of a serious accident, does not allow on the other hand the
practical testing of the real effect of the technical safety measures. Thus the effect of these measures continues on the level of unproved hypotheses and this is the reason for the caution of the
approving authorities. The paradoxical conclusion therefore is that the final proof of safety of the
present energetic reactors would be a real serious accident, the effect of which would be reliably
expressed by a safety system, so that acceptable risks for the inhabitants will not be surpassed.

HYGIENIC CRITERIA FOR RISK ACCEPTABILITY
The designation of the topmost level of risk which still .can be accepted in case of a reactor accident, combined with leakage of fissionable products, is one of the principal decisions of the
competent authorities of individual countries; and although the values used in practice vary in
different countries, all these values are still based on the requirement that even in case of a serious accident, none cf the individuals may get a radiological load that could endanger the condition of his health.
It is generally accepted that in a case of fissionable product-leakage the greatest risk to health
is connected with isotopes of iodine, especially with I 131. According to the explanation of
ICRP - "1 rem may cause a total of 10 - 20 cases of cancer of the glandula thyreoidea per 1 antlion people". According to another source, a dose of 100 rem was the lowest dose on the giandula
thyreoidea of an individual which caused cancer of this gland. It is evident that on the basis of
these and further data, it is possible to enumerate different values for the acceptability of risk in
connection with I 131 and the acceptable doses in different countries vary from 25 rem up to 300
rem.
In Czechoslovakia in some ad hoc cases the acceptable values of 100 rem dose for the glandula
thyreoidea and 25 rad for irradiation of the whole body have been used already. In all cases however, these were but individual doses and the endangered groups of inhabitants were not extensive.
But for the time being we do not know what the point of view of the hygiene authorities will be in
the cases of placing a. nuclear heating station in Prague or Brno, when in the event of an accident
tens or hundreds of thousands of people may be affected
The population dose for densely inhabited areas is dependent on a whole range of factors:
/ a / kind of accident and efficacy of the technical safety measures;
/ b / amount and kind of fissionable products leaked into the atmosphere;
/ c / height o2 stack;
/ d / atmospheric dispersion;
/ e / concrete relation of the site of the reactor and the inhabited areas;
HI concrete number and territorial distribution of the inhabitants who may be exposed to the
effect of the fissionable products.
Factors d, e, f, are given by the locality and cannot be influenced; within densely inhabited areas
there is only an insignificant difference among the individual possible localities. Factors a, b,
are given exclusively by the solution of the reactor and the only connecting element between the
reactor and the environs is therefore the height of the stack, which only influences, though essentially, the course of dispersion of fissionable products into the environs. The safety of nuclear
beating stations is therefore dependent only oe reliable and effective safety measures and for any
logically dedoced hygienic demands, a corresponding technical solution has to be found.
' '
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TECHNICAL SOLUTION OF SAFETY OF NUCLEAR HEATING STATIONS
The basic scheme of considerations about the safety of the reactors is an accideat which results
in overheating of the fuel elements, release of fissionable products into the space of the reactor
and containment and leakage and dispersion of fissile products into the environs. The chief aim
of the containment philosophy is to set tight and reliable barriers into this way of possible leakage of fissionable products - covering of the fuel element, integrity of the primary circuit and the
containment itself.
Keeping up the integrity of the first two barriers - the fuel elements and the primary circuit - and
that all during the considered lifetime of the reactor is of principal importance. It is therefore the
main requirement to use a proved type of reactor -which has already sustained its reliability and
with no break-downs in the repeated commercial execution. The widespread spectrum of operating
reactors or reactors in construcoon narrows down on the basis of this requirement in principal on
to 2 types • the pressure light-water reactor or a boiling light-water reactor. It is beyond dispute
that these two types have a successful and to date, the most widespread operation history. The
characteristic feature of both of these types, which is the usage of the coolant, containing during
operation a big amount of accumulated energy, leads to developing of a containment as a third
barrier, which in case of an accident connected with a break-down of the primary circuit, absorbs
and controls the eventual leakage of fissionable products.

CONTAINMENT
For reactors with water cooling two types of containments are mainly being used: a pressure containment and a containment with suppressed pressure (with steam condensation). Pressure containment has been used for pressure-wats; reactors and also for some boiling reactors. Containmenr with steam condensation was used exclusively for boiling reactors and necessitates a s e c
ondary containment, formed usually by the ball for fuel exchange, which is held under a slight
ucder-pressure by sucking off into the stack.
An improved variant of a pressure containment is the double-containment. The main function of
this double barrier is to absorbe leakages from the first containment (usually 0,1% of free
volume in 24 hours, and to check diem (holding back and decomposition, dilution by the surrounding air, refining by a filtration system, recirculation or venting into the stack).

TECHNICAL SAFETY MEASURES
The system of safety barriers, which at firsi was expected to give a definite solution of safety of
nuclear reactor operation, has, however, a number of insufficiencies caused mainly by the passive
character of the barriers. An energetic reactor of an advanced conception is unthinkable without
further equipment, which actively"prevents or eventually" lowers die proiMbllity of damaging die individual barriers or which lowers due amount and speed of Jeekage of loosened fissionable products.
These technical safety measures may be divided into 3 groups:
- - <-•
system of break-down cooling of the active zone which should prevent or lower the overheating and damaging of the fotl elements;
..,....'
spray systems of the containment, which should lower the pressure aed speed, of leakage •
from the containment;
filter and absorption systems for removing of the fissionable products in die recirculation
circuit or before outlet.
,
High requirements are made on the technical safety measures which foree the ective constituent
of the safety system as far as their applicability, reliability and efficacy is coacenied and tbeee
are for the whole lifetime of die reactor. Their fimction eoet be proved, both under nonul conditions as well as under near break-down conditions.

-

^=
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SYSTEM OF BREAK-DOWN COOLING
In the case of losing the coolant the complete majority of the today's reactors is equipped by
systems of break-down cooling which would drain off the heat from the active zone and thus ward
off of reduce damaging of the fuel elements.A reliable and efficient system of break-down cooling
is, by its significance, the most important of the technical safety measures.
By die term- system, we have to understand a complicated combination of individual processes of
break-down cooling, which are used depending on the kind and extent of damage of the primary
circuit. Because of safeguarding of the operation ability the individual systems are in double execution, including double pumps, vents and measuring equipment. For example, a modem American
reactor with water cooling contains the following system of break-down cooling:
2 spray systems, each of them having sufficient capacity;
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1 high pressure inject system for cooling in case of smaller leakages;
1 low pressure inject system for overflowing of the active zone up to 2 / 3 of its height}
equipment for isn instant pressure-lowering in case of necessity of overflowing the active
zone;

A complex a
aim at:

systems of local cooling.
To illustrate the capacity of a break-down cooling I give figures from the American literature,
where it is necessary for reactors with an output of 1000 MWe to secure a break-down heat dram
off at 100 MWt/min. for the time of the first few minutes and about 50 MWt/hour within the first
hours.

the rea
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An important factor is also the time course of pressure loss of the coolant and starting the operation of break-down cooling. The loss of pressure in the case of a larger rupture of the primary
circuit passes in the case of a BWR in 30 s e c , m die case of a PWR in 10 sec. (A PVR i s running at a pressu-- which i s approximately twice as high as that of the BWR, the contents of the
coolant being low-r, and the relation of the diameter of the pipes of the primary manifold to the
contents of the reactor being higher.) The appliance of the break-dowu celling for the BWR is sufficient up to 2 minutes, for the PWR it is necessary to overflow the active zone within 30 s e c . at
the latest.
In the solution of break-down cooling there are still considerable reserves - concerning the research as well as the designers and the constructors. Higher reliability, efficacy and the ability
of break-down cooling operation, which protects the first and most important safety barrier - integrity of the fuel elements - may, in the course of further development, principally lower the reqi cements on other technical safety measures as well as on the containment.
<

SPRAY SYSTEMS OF THE CONTAINMENT
The spray systems of the containment are less important than the break-down cooling systems, as
they are assigned to protect the containment and to lower the leakage of fissionable products, and
not to prevent this leakage. The spray systems lower the temperature and pressure inside of the
containment with a subsidiary effect of scouring a part of the fissionable products. ' ~ *'
The spray systems may be In combination with usage of foam for absorbing of firm panicles with
the addition of chemical substances for absorption of elementary' Iodine as well as in the form of
methyliodide.
_
*<

FILTERANO ABSORPTION SYSTEMS
In order to remove the fissicaable products (especially Iodine) from the atmosphere of the coatain• e n t , re-circulation filter circuits are installed inside of, the containment. In other cases filters
are placed in the draught part before venting into die sttckl Similarly a s in the casejof, sprays in
it
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the space of the containment, the filters are of secondary importance. It is true the filters may
lower the contents of fissionable products of about 2 or more orders, but a proof of filter effectiveness under real break-down conditions is very difficult, and therefore the effectiveness in many
safety analyses is calculated at 10-15% max.
During recent years the number of research and development works in this line has increased and
it may be expected that in the nearest future effective and reliable filter equipment will be at our
disposal. The usage of an efficient filter system in nuclear heating station located in densely inhabited areas is a prerequisite.

THE NECESSITY OF A COMPLEX ANALYSIS
From the given orientation survey on the technical solution of safety it is evident, that the actual
construction of the containment is only one of the components of the whole system built up by
combination of ail applicable safety measures. From this point of view the analysis of the whole
system must be executed. The efficacy of individual safety measures is to be concluded from the
basis of actually attained outcome and not from indications stated by arbitrage.
A complex analysis of the functional and time link of individual safety elements must above all
aim at:
the real evaluation of individual elements of the system and their contribution to the total
attainable efficacy,
disclosure of weak places and possible improvement of individual elements in harmony with
the total attainable efficacy;
comparison of different variants and their total attainable efficacy.

CONCLUSION
Nuclear heating stations which are to be located in big cities must fulfil hygienic criteria, which
will and must be strict.
When solving the technical safety of nuclear heating stauons all suitable technical safety measures must be applied in their most efficient and reliable combination.
The projects of Ravenswood, Malibu, and the cuclear heating station for Stockholm may be presented as examples of a suitable solution of nuclear power stations.
One of the suitable solutions for a pressure water reactor is the. system of a doable containment
with elaborated and reliable systems of break-down cooling, spray system of the containment and
a re-circulation filter system. Only the leakage caused by looseness of the re-circulation filter
system would be vented into the stack.
'
_
A boiling water reactor can be solved similarly. In case of usage of steam condensation system,
as far as a prestressed concrete vessel irs integral arrangement is not concerned, the usage of ft
double secondary containment would be of evident necessity.

DISCUSSION
E. KUNZ I would like to mention some of the concepts and definitions used in the todays' session, especially in the paper given by Mr. BerSnek. For that purpose I would like to give a survey of contemporary
information of the probable degree of risk of late soman c damages. These figures were derived from studies
of. irradiated hums-) populations {people who survived the nuclear explosion in Japan, people treated by radiation etc.) and, according to the information given by Mr.Martey in Vienna, in March 1369,they are correction of previously published surveys of the ICRP (ICRP Publication Nr.8 Pergamonn Press 1966). The risk is
characterized by a risk coefficient alpha, expressing the proportion of damage (number of caves) to the total
dose in the critical tissue of the irradiated population.
Critical t.ssue

Kind of damage

Coefficient of risk

active marrow

leukemia

2.10J

glandule thyreoidea
adults

fatal tumour

3i<r 5

little children

10 10"'

other tissues
total
•

fatal tumour

6 10*'

oc.0

• number of damaged cases
' number of damaged cases of unirradiated population
D

- total dose of irradiated population (in rad)
- coefficient of risk (number of cases coming to 1 rad).

To figures given in the table 'Estimate of risk of later damages after irradiation' it should be added that
the risk of a fatal tumour of the glandule thyreoidea after the internal contamination by I 131 is evidently
lower than after the external irradiation of this gland, the figures in the paper refer to a case of external
irradiation.
Further we have to take into account that compared with other fatal tumours given in the table, the careworn of glandule thyreoidea is curable to a larger extent. Apart from the quantitative figures recommended
for usage in calculating the risk of used irradiation source I want to demonstrate one circumstance coming
from the given formula, i.e. that a linear relation between the dose and the effect is presupposed. This generally used presupposition, the competency of which I cannot discuss now. leads to a conclusion that
there really does not exist a safe do*e. i.e. a dose which would be connected with no serious risk of later
damage.
*
The acceptability of a certain exposure should be determined on the basis of considering the advantages
and disadvantages connected with the usage of radiation sources. This even lovers doses used as a criterion of certain measures in case of an accident, where the risk hom'the exposure must be compared with the
risk of the considered couiter-meesures (giving medicaments, realizing an evacuation, etc.)
s

It is evident the dose values which ought to be used in case of an accident, could probably differ from
values fixed as admissible doses or limits for situations of normal, that is of controiabla. usage of radiation sources. The dose of 100 rad in the glandule thyreoidea, given in the paper by Mr. Baranek, cannot be
held for a dose acceptable in the general sense. We suggested this value as a dose, where according to our
opinion, the risk connected with it motivates the execution of inatant measures so as to prevent any surpassing.^ eases, when we sen reliably eliminate the attained dose by way of inhalation, it is possible and
necessary to choose measure* on the basis of a preceding verification of the local situation.

expensive
because,

I 131

To conclude I would like to emphasize that the hygienic authorities jtvef since have been mare of the merit
which affords nuclear energy in comparison with energetics based on classical fuels', especially from ton
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medical point of view. On the other hand they demanded that the risk connected with the operation of nuclear
equipment represents mostly the breekdowr.jrisk and should be properly identified, that la it should be quantified in such a way as to fix the measure of acceptability of thit.nsk and to tak* measures for safeguarding
the security of nuclear equipment operation.
V. UOLLER- I shall talk about the safety zones which are mentioned in the project. In my remarks I shall
only confirm the opinicr &f Ing.Beranek regarding these zones. The safety zones of BOO metres and 1 kilometre really originated on the basis of discussions corernmg a specific type of reactor; they were not discussed further in greater detml and were not categorically recommended for Brno. This is revealed in the fact
that the nu"clear heat and power station is farther than one kilomatre away from Brno, so that the problem of
the safety zone was really no limiting factors
Even though the projects worked out by Energoprojekt and those worked out in Belgium were made independently of each other, the basic safety measures regarding the arrangement and catch barriers are very similar. From a general point of view I cannot say what would be the basic d»*erence in our studiet. Therefore
I would like to ask Ing. BerSnek what he meant exactly by his statement that the solution worked out by
Energoprojekt seems to be of a static conception and that some safety measures are not sufficient. Which
measures did he mean specifically?
J. BERANEKu It is obvious that the progress in planning a nuclear heat and power station for Brno compered
to the plan for Pi Isen is quite large. Part of the documentation concerning safety measures for Pi/sen had
many shortcomings. Some of these are. the use of a system with a steam condensator for pressure water reactor which is not suitable tor this system, or if we contend that the container is absolutely hermetically
sealed, that there are no' leakages, and then measures which I would have to look up again in the documentation. The solution for the heating plant in Brno is much better. The basic solution of the barriers, that is
the container and system which takes care of the leakages, is really identical with the Belgian solution
and is really of a satisfactory standard. Of course, one basic part of Mr, Storrer's report is missing In tire
project study of'EGP. that is a detailed discussion of some cases, whether it is possible for breakdowns,
or the effectiveness of individual safety measures. That is a matter which of course can be remedied if
there exists a good basic scheme At'ich would offer an acceptable solution. Of course, the meaning of my
remark as to the static character of the Energoprojekt study was that really during the discussions which
I have already mentioned, we want to review these matters from the very beginning. It is not possible to
wait until a complete project -will be finished and when from various points of view it would be too late to
make any alterations since considerable requirements for reducing risks wonl result >n greet time delays of
the actual solving of safety measures. From this point of vievj we would need even now some qualitative and
quantitative information in order to speed up the examining process. I would appreciate it if my remarks
about the Energoprojekt study be understood in this way.
V. HOLLER- I should like to know what was the level of radiation in the equipment in the auxilliary circuits.
I mean the section where there is no longer the effect of N 16 (N'trogen ISh And then I would tike to ask
Mr. Storrer if he could give us any specific data which concern the presence of fission products in the primary circuit in the case of a fault nr damage to the fuel element which he mentioned. I mean the predominant
features which appeared in the primary circuit during this failure.
J. STORRER: In our case the reactor station was designed ten years agoandvyas provided with shielding
permitting onlyJOCurie/m* water contamination, so that by surpassing this limit the admittance^ to^tf** •
auxilliary rooms would have to be limited. In modern stetlpns th}* linto isjncraasj^ai^^^one
α^gtebi
expensive to, install protection against su^i.radiefitsn.^.w.^^r^^ ^•...w.....,—._•--.y, ...-^-^ J___JI-I_ . .__s
because, as I already have explained, l t o ' f « e W leakage of primary water diring natimloj^ionwas
only
1 to S gr/h, so that even with the activity of 20 Curle/m\ m had no problem with the aeWaaneeiott*
I to the limitation
roc*r»ofauX»nen,terv,c*s:*o^
-3-,,,3-Vi •

of Nitrogen 16.

f concentration of the fission products in the primary water circuit was as follow*:
I 131
lf3S

^Al'

188

Total contamination was atom

0.26

From these data you can tea that the mam part of fission products are Xenon 133 and Iodine 131.I think
this is o very Important fact. The suteciion of the monitoring system of the primary water was based on the
detection of crypton, but because its concentration wag too low to be determined, it is evident why the
activity of primary water should be measured by these two elements.
G. CALBERG: As a Belgian utility representative. I would like to add a few words, as s general comment.
on a subject which has been raised on several cccar o*- during this meeting: namely the price of nuclear
power.
Mention has been made of a production cost of electricity of 4 mills/kWh for large capacity units.
In Belgiim we are unfortunately not able to enjoy such low prices. Moreover, we consider that they are unrealistic and cannot be met at the present time, except perhaps for very unusual conditions of financing
and accounting.
As you know, the Belgian utilities placed orders early this year, for tm large nuclear power stations
the Doel Station, which is a twin reactors station, with two PWR of 400 MWe each
and the Tihsnge Station, which is a Franco-Belgian venture, with a single PWR of 800 MWe capacity.
The orders for the reactors, as well as for all major equipment were placed after extensive competition in
the national and international market, and we consider that the contract prices really represent the market
prices in Belgium, as of 1969.
For both plants, the total investment cost is about 220 U.S. S /kWe net. If we calculate the production cost
of electricity, based on our financing conditions and an amortization period of 20 years, the fixed charges
only amount to about 4 mills/kWh. If we add to this proportionnal charges for nuclear fuel, which is about
1,6 mills/kWh and an allocation for operation and maintenance costs, you can see that the total production
cost reaches about 6 mills/kWh.
In order to achieve a production cost of 4 mills/kWh. we should have to reduce the fixed charges below
2 mills/kWh. as the other components of the production cost cannot be substantially improved,
Such low fixed charges could only be met if you accept an amortization period of. say 30 or 35 years, and
an interest rate much lower than the one we have to pay for the investments of our electrical industry.
Therefore, we consider * mills/kWh as a golden dream, but definitely not as an actual reality.
P. MALOAGUE Before leaving the chair, I would like to say. on behalf of the Belgian participants in this
symposium, how much we have appreciated tha kindness and hospitality of the Czechoslovak participants
and especially of the chairmen of the Czechoslovak Commission for Atomic Energy and all those in charge
of the organization and the running of this meeting. We would like to thank all of them,
We very much appreciated the interesting discussion on this very fascinating theme of nuclear heat and
power supply and we express the belief that Czechoslovakia will do the pioneering work in tins modem
technique. Thank You.
J. NEUMANN Ladies and Gentleman, allow me to say a few word* in closing. I think that I can state that
the symposium an nuclear heating and power was very interesting end successful.' It is my opinion that
certain conclusions can 00 drawn from the papers and the discussion.
1.

Nuclear heat and power plants for larger industrial and city agglomerations with an output of about
BOO Them MW are economically More advantageous than conventional fuel heating plants, though they
require a higher investment. At the same time, when meeting the safety standards, {he nuclear heat
and power plants have e 'significant influence on improvements of atmosphere and living and working '
surroundings.
_
~'
'

2.

The use of a proved type of nuclear reactor, especially type PWfi, provides a guarantee of operation
reliability and perfect safety of the city heat and power plants.

3.

It is useful to combine nuclear &at and power plants with the reserve and peek sources burning classical fuels. In meny casts of course, these classic*! sonnet could be heat and pemar plants that ere
already built.

4.

The ectuel possibility of bu'fdinp nucluer beat end power stations in Czechoslovakia Is hopeful then,
if we make use of the experience jtf other countries which ere more advanced In nuclear heat an* power
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plants and which are willing to offer us their know-how in the form of designs and special supplies
and at the same time the necessary guarantee of reliability and safety.
5.

The progress in preparing the heat and power plant in Brno has enabled us to prepare the opponency to
our study by May. During this oppenency a thorough examination of technical, economic and safety
data will be made. If the opponency will turn out favourably, we shall suggest to our government thai
intensive preparations be begun on the realization of this heat and power plant.

6.

Other large towns also have suitable conditions for the utilization of nuclear heat and power plants,
for instance Bratislava and Prague. It is useful from the point of view of economy of producing machi'
nery for these plants to build such nuclear heat and power plants in a certain series. It is therefore
useful to support the work on further studies concerning nuclear heat and power plants,

In closing I would like to thank our foreign guests from Belgium and Sweden. I envy them a little when they
report on their rich experiences In nuclear ensrgetics. I would like to thank all Czechoslovak participants
for their papers and discussions. Their knowledge and enthusiasm will make it possible to overcome the
delay which to a large extent was caused by the fact that we wanted to go our own way in the world • an
untried way. The examples of Belgium and Sweden show that even small nations can follow the current of
technical revolution if they make full use of the possibilities offered by scientific technical and industrial
cooperation.
Thank you, all who so thoroughly took care of our material needs and gave us the possibility to air our
views in such beautiful surroundings of nature. I wish you all a good return joumey and much strength for
the further effort for progress.
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